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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT* TH1* WEEK.

TheBurrill National Bank!
OF

ELLSWORTH

Depository of the State of
Maine, the County of
Hancock and
two thirds of Ellsworth’s
Merchants

23 Main St.

WE RENT

Alley’s Market.
Dr C H Gibbs—Physician.
C E Monaghan’s orchestra.
Hold’s bakery—Money found.
Ellsworth Foundry Sl Machine Works—Automobiles.
Admr notice—Est of Ellen A Hodgkins.
**
—Est of James Higgins.
—Est of Mary C Austin.
Probate notices—Est of Delia H Harden, et
als.
O W Tapley—Removal notice.
Auburn:
Art Postcard Co—Postcards.
Boston:
Park
Pollard Co—Pullets wanted.

SAFETY DEPOSIT
BOXES

MAIL C ,OSES AT

m.

hour before mail closes,

visiting in

is

A. E. Farnsworth, of Brooklin,
visitor in the city last Monday.

was

a

Mrs. Charles Smith, of Cherryfleld, has
visiting Mrs. E. N. Burke.

been

Harry

lars and cents to YOU.
our

simple and

Branch®®

m

safe

t

system

Old

L. Scott, of Enfield, was the weekguest of his brother, L. M. Scott.
Leon D. Harden, of Hartford, Conn., is

end

of

X own.

banking by
Machia®,

visiting

mother,

his

Mrs. A. P. Harden.

C. A. Hanscom and wife left last Friday
for their home in Baltimore for the winter.

mail.

this
sister, Mrs. Allen,

Mrs. A. I. Saunders will entertain

evening

Dexter.

in honor of her

Machias.

of

m.

j.

murnsuu,

our

ui

CAPITAL,.$ lOJMK'O
SURPLUS and PROFITS,
STOCKHOLDERS’ LIABILITY,

heating system has been installed

new

Bangor

until that
a ra; closes

Mrs. Olive Alexander, of Calais, is the
guest of relatives here.
Miss Bernice Giles has been visiting
Mrs. A. C. Lyon in Orono.

check account
means extra dolAsk us TO-DAY about

floor, occupied by Mr. Tapley, and other improvements made, giving
him a light and convenient set of offices.

brought to Ellsworth for interment.

McCarthy

OF ELLSWORTH.

in the second

No Sunday mail after Nov 24;
date mail arrives from west at 8.11
for west at 4.20 p m.

Mrs. Frank
Harbor.

a

H. F.

recently purchased by

gor.

Seal

your deposits if you maintain
with this bank—a feature which

Wescott’s store, in the building
him from the Union
Trust Co.
A new front has been put
over

Ooino Wbst—10.80,11.80 a nt, 6.16,8 pm.
Going East—8.45 a m; 8.46, 8 p m.

an

on

new

ASSETS,.

imruur,

Saturday.

The

remains

security,

75.000

100,000
1,400,000

permanency; conservative management and
the foundation upon which this bank
guarantee to you in connection with any
and all business which you may place in our hands.
Your account is respectfully solicited. We are empowered by law to
act as trustees for he estates of persons deceased. The reasons why its
services are more desirable than those of individuals are many.
Our experience is more Extended, and our investment opportunities are
better. Our relations with clients are confidential always. lYust funds
and securities in its charge are kept absolutely apart from its commercial
banking assets. An additional guarantee of perfect security lies in the fact
that the transactions of this bank are under the constant supervision of the
Absolute

absolute

service—these four form
painstaking
has been erected. These four we

sister—Mrs. W. Fred Emerson, all of BanThe funeral was held at the home in 1

POSTOPPICB

Registered mail should be at postoffice half

You’ll Get Interest

the First
offices

from
his

She survived her husband only four weeks.
She leaves two daughters -Mrs. James 8.
Cooper and Miss Bernice Jordan and one

MAILS RBCBIVBD.

From Wbst—7.18 a m; 4.14, 8.26 p m.
From East^-11.06, 11.87 a m; 6.47, 10.62 p

Open daily 9 to 4; Sat. 9 to 1

Nov. 26 with Miss Car-

on

Harrington.
O. W. Tapley has moved
national bank building to

building.
EYances L., widow of Henry A. Jordan,
formerly of Ellsworth, died Thursday at
her home in Bangor, aged sixty-one years.

effect Sept. 30, 1912.

jcrtucmmt*.

rie

in the

SCHEDULE OF MAILS

for S3 per year and upwards.

meeting will be

A

AT BLLSWORTH POSTOPPICB.

In

c.l

interesting and instructive paper on
California, where she recently spent nearly a year the guest of her brother, Henry
B., returning about a year ago. The next
an

were

!

!

Friends and relat ives in Ellsworth were
grieved to hear of the death of Mrs.
State banking department.
Michael Gaynor at her home in Attleboro,
Your business will be welcomed whether it be small, or large and every
Mass., on Monday. Mrs. Gaynor, who
possible accommodation will be accorded to you that is consistent with
was formerly of Bangor, lived in
Ellssound banking.
worth for a few years after her marriage.
She leaves, besides her husband, four children
Sylvia, Alice, Margaret and Edward, of Attleboro; also her mother, Mrs.
Suicide In Ellsworth.
Bridget McCarthy, and three sisters—Mrs.
COMING EVENTS.
Fred G. Moon, Mrs. N. E. Finnegan and
Edwin Ashworth committed suicide last
KLLSWOBTH.
Mrs. Rose Patterson, all of Bangor.
Stevens
evening at his home in the Hoyt
Wednesday evening, Nov. 13, at Society
An improvement just made at the city house on High street. Mr. Ashworth bad
been despondent for some time, and a few halir-Dancing school and extra.
clerk’s office in Hancock hall is the enThursday evening, Nov. 14, at Bayside
largement of the vault by cutting through weeks ago made an unsuccessful attempt
grange hall—Dance and sapper.
into the vault in the municipal court-room, on bis life.
Early last evening, in the absence of
which has long been unused. This almost
Friday evening, Nov. 15, at Hancock
doubles the capacity of the vault for the the other members of the family, he placed hall—Play by senior class of high school.
bird
his
shot against
safe-keeping of valuable city records. It a gun loaded with
Admission, 25c.; reserved seats, 35c.
Death
is now suggested further to safeguard the breaBt and pressed the trigger.
Saturday evening, Nov. 16, at Society
have
been
instantaneous.
papers in the steel filing cabinet in the must
hall—Dance.
One of the boys, returning home shortly
clerk’s office by moving the cabinet into
the vault, if it can by done. The wooden after 8 o’clock, could not gain admission
Saturday afternoon, Nov. 16, at 2 o’clock,
shelving in the vault should be replaced to the house, and at once suspected the in Dorr building—Cooked food sale by
was
sumcause.
November committee of Congregational
Night Officer Mitchell
by steel shelving.
and
upon
entering the house church.
The democrats of Ellsworth will cele- moned,
in
on
floor
the
the
brate the election of Wilson and Marshall found the body lying
Wednesday evening, Nov. 20, at Baptist
front room. Coroner L. W. Jordan, who
next Monday evening.
There will be a
vestry—Supper and apron sale.
was summoned, deemed an inquest un—

brought down a tine buck which he shot
in Otis Saturday.
Miss Maud Bel’atty was given a sur- street celebration, to include bonfires,
Tuesday evening, Dec. 3, at Hancock
prise birthday party at her home on the fireworks and music by the band. The necessary.
Deceased was forty-four years of age, a
hall
Entertainment under auspices of
illumination of dwellings will be left to
Surry road Saturday evening.
native of Lancashire, Eng., and with young men’s committee of the CongregaMrs. Mary Emery, of Salisbury Cove, individual action, but many loyal demowhen
tional church.
several brothers came to this country
After the street
has arrived to spend the winter with her crats plan to illuminate.
For a few years he was ena young man.
celebration, there will be speaking at
Saturday evening, Jan. 4, at Hancock
daughter, Mrs. C. H. Leland.
Hancock hall. Hon. Michael T. O’Brien, gaged with his brothers in the paving- hall—Rogers & Greely, musical entertainThe ladies’ social circle of the Baptist
cutting business in Bluehill. He was an ers.
of Portland, will be the speaker.
A
free
First entertainment in Lyceum
church w ill have a supper and apron sale
—

Carrying U. S. Mail

not submit a PROPOSAL for carrying tbe mail on a star Route?
We have the proper application blank* ami will, FREE OF CHARGE,
assist you In filing same with tbe government.
WE CAN FI’RN IS 11 THE NECESSARY BONDS with a Guaranty
Company, of unquestioned strength, as surety.
I: will cost you little and you avoid the embarrassment of asking a friend
to sign such bonds snd you escape tbe obligation to him tbat bis sign-

Why

ing

would

place you

at the

vestry

next

dance will

Wednesday evening.

Mrs. Zelma M. Wilson and Mrs. Alice J.

Murch, who are employed in Bar Harbor,
spent Sunday and Monday in Ellsworth.
Rev. R. B. Mathews left to-day for
Lewiston, where he will deliver an address
this evening at the Y. M. C. A. of that

under.

AI-SO insure your premises against FIRE. AA'e represent
the largest and strongest companies in the world.
Call and see us if contemplating any kind of insurance; we have it.
We can

city.
Henry B. Stockbridge, who has spent
summer here with his parents, S. P.
Stockbridge and wife, left to-day for his
home in Glendale, Cal.
James L. Cook and wife have left to
the

Chas. C. Burrill&Son,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

lb

Ellsworth, Me.

'lat*- >t.,

Kidreys Need Care

Everybody

The

> ifliu ve »hcnld receive
careful and
con»iMf-t
ttention.
They are working
Night and
connatitly and demand it.
<Uy th* y are filtering the blood, preventing a-i accumulation of poisonous waste
matter.
Attaint the
kidneys in their work,
strengthen them and enable them to perform their duty without weakening.
Failure to do this' will result in deposits
of poisonous waste material, the circula
lion become* Cogged and the syttem is

can save a

little at

Financial

success

matter of

sticking

a

time.

simply

is

a

Temptation

any

slowly poisoned.

to

Nyal’s

office is

Hancock Co. Savings
Bank

dollar the bottle.
Whatever a good drug store ought to
have—and many things that other drug
•tores don't keep—you’ll find here. Come
to us first and
you’ll get w bat you want.

1

The Season of

ot

t«

Hcbooner Melissa Trask cleared Monday
Newark, N. J., with staves for C. J.
also

loaded

Kate L.

Saturday

Main street next

afternoon.

of team horses owned

pair

by

Standard Oil Co., and driven by Clifton
Woodward, its agent here, died Friday
Mr. Woodward had
night in its stall.
lriven the horse

is here and the Big, Beautiful
have unfolded their
petals just on time.

on

Ellsworth

C. C. Burrill & Son

Telephone

Richmond, already

under

quarantine for another case, and the other
in the family of Michael Shea. HealthOfficer Woodruff believes the latter case
is traceable to Bangor.
The stringent
measures taken by the health board have
been effective. All the schools, with the

exception

of the State street

school,

open. The Shea boy who is ill
not been attending school since it
closed over three weeks ago.
now

Greenhouse

43.

All kinds of Repairing promptly done.

Hoops Sg $2.70
*$1.80
Wrappers
79C.
percale

“Can You Boat It?"

Monaghan’s ORCHESTRA Underwear

for winter; men's

g

HUOO luml.hrd tor .11 oeceeton..

In Rouad Dances.
INSTRUCTION ON VIOUN sad CORNET.

PtIAVTE LESSONS

Write for terms.
Me.
Monaghan. Rll.worth,

H. P. Carter,
Main

St.,

Ellsworth

expert quarryman, and well known in the
quarry towns of Hancock county. He had
recently been working in the Sullivan

quarries.
He had made his home in Ellsworth for
about two years, though he spent but little of his time here. He leaves a widow,
three

sons

and

a

The music committee of the
tional church

of

Congrega-

enough to be able to make arrangegive lovers of church

are

tunate

ments which will

shipped

has

an-

afternoon,

Rev.

Friday

officiatWoodbine ceme-

P. A. A. Killam

ing. Interment
tery.

fire started in

There

was

at

was successful, and that the
comfortable. Mr. and Mrs.
Hardwick were married about two months

operation

oatient

la

igo.

George Gault, jr., of Lamoine, appeared
before the Ellsworth municipal court last
Kriday to answer to the charge of drunk
md

disorderly,

on

the

case

continued from

He retracted bis previous plea of
Jet. 22.
aot guilty, and pleaded guilty. A line of

flO

and coats

>f sentence

was

wae

imposed, but

execution

are

and taken

pastor.

together
Rev. R. B.

with

the

to the

Castine

apley Building.

Mathews,

which

and sane, the Sunservice at this church ought
as

T

sermons

always short, sharp

day morning
to be
especially attractive
spiritually uplifting.

old mattress in the attic.

out any smoke protector, went into the
rooms in search of the chief, and found

unconscious

on

started toward the

the

floor.

stairway

Mr. Davis !

with

him, but
going from suffocation. He
strength enough left to call for help,
three or four more firemen rushed in
Chief Gooddragged them both out.
was unconscious, but soon revived.

found himself

and
win

|

!I

well

Schooner in Collision.

as

Protect Your

Family

Create a sinking fund for yourself and family for a time in
life when you may need it.
Protect your family "from any
chance of pauperism.

Following
the

is the cast of characters in

play to be given next Friday evening

at Hancock ball

by

the seniors of the Ells-

..

11
11
■

■

worth high school:
Mr* Briggs, a woman of business,

11
I;

Ralph, 1
Jimmy, 1 her family

,,

Florence Estey
Edmund Brady
Edmund Chapman
Alvira, !
Eulalie Finn
Alice Clough
Meiissa, J
8ilas Green, a near relation.Wesley Moore
Mr Lee. a wealthy neighbor- -Eben Whitcomb
Virginia Lee. hi* daughter-Winifred Doyle
Thornton, her friend
Marcia Bellatty
Daisy
Mrs O'Connor, with no liking for goats,
Aunie Trueworgy
whose
will
Mandy Bates,
tongue
stumble,
Geneva Stinson
......

Dr.C.H. Gibbs

announces

that he

i* pre-

pared to practice medicine in Ellsworth and
vicinity. Office over Moore’s drug store; residence, 10 Central street.—Advt.

SALE

i

II

OF CARRIAGES

I

and Other Stock.
II

Briggs of the Poultry Yard-**

suspended.

The first meeting of the literature olub
held Mooday evening with Mrs. F.
W. Rollins.
Miss Annie tttockbridge read
was

Just Across Main St.,

KENT, Special Agent,

“Mr*.

that

has been moved from the First
National Bank Building
C*

Co., of New York.

John Hardwick (born Georgia
Koater), of Montreal, was operated upon
Her many
yesterday for appendicitis.
to learn

0. W. Tapley, Real Estate
and Insurance

Mutual Life Insurance

and

pleased

The office of

considerably more smoke than
The schooner Mary Augusta, built at
flame, and the principal damage was from Ellsworth in 1867, now
hailing from Casw’ater. The loss is covered by insurance.
tine, was in collision with the steamer
While the tire itself was small, it came
Boston, of the Eastern Steamship Co., in
near having serious consequences.
ChiefLong Island sound, near Huntington, last
Engineer Goodwin was trying for the first
Sunday night.
time a patent smoke protector.
He enThe schooner’s head-gear was carried
tered the suffocating smoke with a fire exFRED L.
away, and the Boston sustained damage to
tinguisher. Because of difficulty in getting her
starboard side.
ELLSWORTH, ME.
the extinguisher working, he remained
longer than was safe. When he did not
Sbbcrtteenunts.
appear, the firemen who had accompanied
him to the head of the stairway became
1 «:♦!« 1> 1 ».;■».!,«,I » I
«
alarmed. Fireman Hollis E. Davis, with-

evening, Dec. 3. The program will indude readings by Miss Agnes O. Hersey,
graduate of the Emerson school of oratory, and singing by Miss Bertha Giles.
Mrs.

ing,

of the

an

■

unusual

offertory.

was

Tuesday

hall

an

The musical portion of the service will
thus, it is hoped, prove unusually interest-

him

Hancock

at

rtaimuent

music

I

this city has been for-

The funeral

held at the home

-■■v

tRiftrrttgrracnv

soprano solo each Sunday by Miss Bertha
Giles, to be sung, probably, during the

w'as

Jan. 27 to Feb. 1, at Hancock ball—Ellsfood fair.

worth

Special Music at Cong’l Church.

has
was

Tickets for course of five entertainments, $2. The sale of course tickets
is in charge of Miss Annie E. Gray.

course.

daughter.

-Edward R. Card and Mrs. Ab6ie
Cushman, of Ellsworth; Mrs. Ella Pomeroy and Miss Celia Card, of Gardiner.

had

.<

Friends here will be

ular

wagon twelve

men's committee of the Congregational church is arranging for an en-

ELLSWORTH, ME

DAVID FRIEND’S

the oil

Tha young

There
pink and yellow
and white ones all ready for
you to admire and enjoy. They
are waiting your order at the
are

DEALERS IN

on

The company
rears>tber pair for use here.

Blooms

Municipal and Other Bonds
approved legality and ascertained
strength.

WL.

has

Pray at Steuben.
She sailed Tuesday for Portland.
the schooner

he

c

Treworgy

Mr.

Treworgy.

One of the

to Loan

STATE STREET.

resi-

the

ON

ALNO

drug-store;

for

an

ElUworth, Me.

improved, Productive Real Estate;
collateral and Commercial Paper

Moore’s

over

Central street.

The November committee of the Congregational church, of which Mrs. George A.
Pan her is chairman, will hold a cooked
food and caudy sale in the Dorr building

A. Parcher

Money

home of Carl

T. Thomas and wife, of Portland,
The fire department was called out early
guests of Clifton Woodward at
last Thursday evening for a slight tire in the
Camp Porcupine, Green lake, a few days J
small building on Water street occupied
last week. Mr. Thomas did not have his
by Peter Starkey as a harness shop. The
usual success duck hunting.

—

May I, 1H73.

and one

George

ported to the board of health yesterday,
the first in over tw'o weeks. One is in the

W.

strengthens the kidneys, cleanses the
blood of all impurities, opens up the cir- :
culition and prevents the disease from be- j
Main*
coming chronic.
Ellaworth,
We personally recommend this preparaC'OlllllKMK'Ml ItllnlneHM
tion.
cents

were re-

were

Stoneroot Compound

Fifty

scarlet fever

of

vive

to two weeks.

Dr. C. H. Gibbs, of Livermore Falls, has
sold is business there, and has moved to
Ellsworth, and will practice here. HiB
dence 10

spend.

follow.

new cases

opportunity.
Albert E. Hopkins, who played the orspend the winter in Brunswick and NorMr. Cook will visit Boston and
Daniel T. Card died last Wednesday af- gan so acceptably for some weeks, after its
way.
vicinity during the winter.
ternoon at his home on Washington street, installation in September, has again been
D. D. G. M. Mrs. Elizabeth F. Libby, of after an illness of several months. Mr. engaged to play, beginning next Sunday
Bangor, will inspect Irene chapter, O. E. Card was a native of Ellsworth, and was The regular service will be preceded by
S. at the regular meeting Friday evening. in the fifty-eighth year of his age. He an organ recital of from fifteen to twenty
A full attendance is desired.
Supper will was a house-painter and paper-hanger by minutes’ duration, beginning at 10.30.
be served at 6.30.
Arrangements have also been made
trade, and had worked at it principally in
work of the regular choir—
L. E. Treadwell left last Friday for a Ellsworth for nearly forty years. He whereby the
few days’ hunting in the White moun- leaves a widow' and three children— Mr. Tapley, tenor, Miss Hopkins, soprano,
and Mr. Cunningtains. He will visit in Boston before his Charles E., Robert and Harry. Of his own Mrs. Cunningham, alto,
one brother and three sisters surham, bass—will be supplemented by a
return. He expects to be away from ten family,

to your sav- days

ing plan—making your
Character stronger than

Two

11
|

•

..

11

;;
;;
11
!!

io settle the estate of the late
Henry E. Davis the entire
stock will be closed out at a great reduction for cash or satisfactory interest-bearing notes. Stock consists of finished, unfinished
and second-hand carriages, Surreys, Bangor
Buggies, Runabouts,
Solid-bottoms, Basket-seat rumbles, Buckboijrds, single and twoseat Express wagons, Concord
wagons, 1 natural wood Chancellor, 1 4 horse Brake with 3 Horae Pole and whillletrees and 2
Horse Pole and Whiffletrees, 2 partly finished Buckboards, 2
partly finished Rumbles, 2 partly finished Farm wagons, any of
which will be finished for customers by the same skilled workmen.
The carriages are either rubber or steel-tired.
Sleighs, single and double Pungs, Jumpers, Speed sleighs,
heavy and light-weight robes and blankets, street and stable
blankets, whips, fur robes and coats, single, double and team
harness.

HARRIET C. DAVIS, Administratrix.
♦ i • i • i ♦i
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Prmyr Meeting Topic For tho
Bog inn.ng Nov. 17, 1912.

W*ek

!

opening wedges,
has

been

so

mu cotuiriu

title an

lopefu
are
uutua

t

tu
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non

i-.*lj»tut

good.

au

1

nopef f

U Is f*r *ue coi:

public servant, a purvey»» d Ifformation and suggestion. » n*MU® tot the interchange of Idea*. In this cap** ity ti
soinraunicatlons, and Us success tepend -»rge-.y
Comon tbe support given it In this re«p«-«*t
munications must be signed, t»ui »be '<“**« o»
wilier will Qot oe printed e*«*;pt »»y p«:r.nt*so«.
Communications will he subject to approval or
none
reject on by the editor of tbe column. •►.*t
tires*
will be rejected without good

lOoweic

■

and to make
with

sll communications

common

mankind ever since that It has been
well said, "To err is human." Almost
every day and every hour we are mak-

to

LITTLE*.

There is so little that one can do:
But add your little to mine—that's two!
And wben another adds his to ours,
Slowly incieaseth the combined powers
That flow and meet in a mutual strife
To bless and brighten the toil of life.
Till first thing any one knows, we find

ing mistakes—doing the things that we
ought not to do and omitting to do
There is
what ought to be done.
no such thing as human infallibility
which precludes the possibility of error
In Judgment and in conduct.
Every
man must say with the hymn writer,

Dear M. B. Friend*:
borne way, tbe poem makes me think of
one “by tbe side of the road”, that I

im sure

lect.

at least

a

Tbe little

few

of you

helps along

will recollife’s way.

has a bright chain of them on which
“sunshine” always glistens.
Now I have for you another supply of
good things to give you cheer another
Janet
the

Your medicines are worth their weight in
Bloxdeac, 1M1 Polymnia St., New Orleans, La.

right.

week.

As I recall the menu of fifty years ago (I
don’t mind your guessing my age) there were
many things that the younger generation of
to-day demand on the bill of fare that were
never missed by the children of long ago, as
they were considered luxuries. To quote
Beth, “ice-cream, whipped cream, frosted
cakes and cream salads," were only Thanksgiving and Christmas treats, and really icec ream was seldom seen even at that season.
Procrastination Is a serious mistake.
But^Oh. the boiled dinners, the brick oven
To put off anything of Importance Is
good things, including Indian pudding!
We should never “put off
an error.
Perhaps in the fall and winter quite as much
until tomorrow what can be done to- meat as now, could be had. but it was sweet,
day.” This is especially true when It home-raised pork with its spare ribs, pig’s
comes to the salvation of the human
feet, head cheese and sausages, and of course
soul. Yet lice especially men are apt on a farm, one “beef critter" furnished all reto procrastinate.
They do not so quired in that line. Yet I recall the time
when we tasted no meat for weeks at a stretch
often deny the claims of Christ upon
in the late spring and early summer, but the
them as they postpone the acceptance j
Irish stew (sailors call it “scouse") that my
of Him as their Saviour.
They do mother* made, was always relished, and as
not reject Him absolutely, but only eggs never mounted to 45 and 50 cents a dozen
for the present.
They Intend to be i she could afford to vary the fare with delicisaved, but not now. Their Intentions uos custards and various kinds of puddings.
I never heard in a large family of children
are good, but good Intentions alone j
take a man nowhere. It has well been the cry which often meets me to-day: “Oh, I
that!
I love meat, and wish we
said that "hell Is paved with good in- don’t like
could have it every day, and I wish you would
What a mistake to delay
tentions.”
frost every cake you make.” No! Old-time
action upon such a serious matter! children ate what was set before them with a
The New Testament records but one relish. Sometimes 1 say in the morning to
Instance of what may be called a my Joe John: “What shall
1(get for the childeathbed repentenee— that of the dy- dren's breakfast?"
He invariably replies:
“Make
some
with
are
molasses
in them,”
Yet
thief.
flapjacks
many
ing repentant
postponing the salvation of their souls and often 1 do, and with a liberal sprinkling
until their dying hour—a hideous mis- of sugar and butter, or, better still, syrup, the
fritters, or griddle cakes, form the
take Indeed! “How shall we escape If light, tasty
article of breakfast, for children get
We staple
we neglect so great a salvation!”
tired of cereals and want a change.
To do so would be to ; When one has
cannot escape.
plenty of home-grown vegeescape God. and such a thing Is im- tables, a large part of the high-cost market
foods
can
be
possible.
dispensed with, making occa-

It Is a mistake to think that we can sionally a four-pound roast serve M many
sqw wild oats and reap good grain. ; meals as Beth so cleverly contrived.
see the failures
In other men's i My little chat hasn't contributed much to
the subject under discussion, but I don’t want
lives. We see that they do wrong and
to be left out io the cold when the circle airs
suffer the consequences. TT® !*® that
Jabbt.

they reap Just what they low. But
too often we make the mistake of
Your memoriea of th«i olden ways of
thinking that It will be different with
cookery are mine, and those of most of the
us—that we can do as they do, yet,
older readers of the
column.

Dear Aunt Madge:
We have had so many fine letter* since the
reunion that I hardly dare write for fear 1
shall break the spell.
Will follow Beth's
train of thought and perhaps can keep the
endless chain in motion.
The housemother bought a marrow bone
with meat on it. and costing forty cents. The
butcher said, "you will get a good dinner out
of that.” And this what she got for a family
of five, though none are out-door workers:
Part of the meat was removed from the bon*1
and chopped for hamberg steak. And right
here let me say that the meat goes farther,
tastes better and fries better, if bread crumbs
soaked in a beaten egg are added. Seven
meat balls served with vegetables made one
good dinner.
The bone, still retaining considerable meat,
was first cooked for soup stock, and the next

I-1
BIBLE

READINGS.

Ptot. 1. 10-19; 1U. 1-5; It. 20-27;
xli, 15; Isa. 1111. 4-6; Eccl. xli. 1;
Dan. 1. 8-15; Matt vt. 24; xU.
35-37:1 Tim. vt. 17-19: Heb. li. 1-3.

j

girl complaining with cramps, she tells her to take your ComMaby A. Huckexbebby, 712 N. 3rd St., Martinsburg. W. Va.

pound.’’—Mrs.

ANOTHER LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.
years ago 1 was troubled with snch pains
and bloating every month that I would have to go to bed.
"A friend told me to take Lydia L. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
I soon found relief. The medicine strengthened me in every way and my
doctor approved of my taking it.
‘‘I will be glad if my testimony will help some one who Is suffering
from female weakness."—Mrs.\V. J. Hlaytox, 102S Hampton Ave., Newport
News, Va.

Newport News,Va—"About five

Why don’t

you

try this reliable remedy?

with lemon, did not know the difference
That is like a woman I once knew who said
she was sorry she learned to like cheese, for
she conld not have all sLe wanted. You may
have all yon want of this kind, so will wish
the sisters all a comfortable and happy winter
Mou

Harvey

P. 8.—Can any of our readers tell me i!
grapes can be successfully raised in onr coast
towns? I know they grow nicely in the central part of Maine. If they can be grown,
what kind are best and what treatment for
M.
young vines?

John E. Bowen

,

mentioned

are

most

of hoet grange.
___

November 6;
end one .visitor
wu voted that *11 member* in
sneer* more then two year* in thair due*,
Clifton Stanley favored
be anapcnded.
the grange with music. A committee v«
appointed to adopt resolution! on tbe
death of Bister Fannie Peaae.
(nnn

welcome.

Mol

has

who

use

it.
RECIPE*.

Mol

tbe recipes below for
loaf and creamed clams. Tbe directions for making clam pie were given
one of our M. B.’s by a native of Cape Cod
a sweet-faced lady whom 1 once had tbe
pleasure of meeting, tboogb 1 do not
furnishes

salmon

—

know

as

she

was ever

in Maine.

1

aoomisnncnu.

Health Talks.

B'&
We

471, BOOTH DBKB IBUK.

BKAGIBT,

•

_

|

j

are

requested

to meet at

j

tbe

purpose of cleaning it. Tbe
Each will bring a
men will also assist.
basket lunch.

hall for the

_

I,A MO INK.

204.

Tuesday night
good attendance. Practice of degree work was continued with marked improvement. “New methods 1 shall try In
Lamoine

with

next

brothers.

,

met

J

s

farming
paper

grange

year”

was

discussed

by

the ;

Alma Coggins read a
How shall we spend our I

Sister

on:

evenings?”
A

gratifying

feature of this meeting was
prompt opening which gsva ample
lime to take up work and program.

Costs 35c, 50c and $1.00 and is
all druggists, big or little,

s
d by
everywhere

Druggists, as a rule, are very honest They
do not try to substitute
something eite for
Dr. True's Elixir, because
they know its
value. Many druggists use it for their own
families, for children or grown people.

SIX WEEKS TO

CHRISTMAS

the

PENOBSCOT, 240.
Penobscot grange met Nov. 8; tbirtyI five present. It was voted to accept the
Capt. Frank Haskell, in bis three-mas- invitation
to meet with Oastine grange
ter, is leading stone at the J. L. Goas
Nov. 23, for an all-day and evening sesqu»rry.
sion. The third and fourth degrees were
Mrs. Frank Brown, of Bangor, who has conferred
upon four candidates.
been the guest of friends here, left for
borne

Friday

on

her husband’s steamer.

Fred Torrey and wife, who have been at
Deer Isle a few weeks, called there by tbe
illness of Mr.

VARRAMiaSIC. 224, ORLAND.
Nsrrsmissic grange had the pleasure of
entertaining Hancock Pomona last Saturday. There were more than 100 guests at
diuner, and all seemed to enjoy the noon
recess, as well as the morning and afternoon sessions.
Tbe repairs on tbe diningroom
are
nearly completed. Electric
lights will be installed very soon in hall
and

So little Santa Clause* busy
Seven Day* dole
there were five.

dining-room.
SKDOWICK, 244.
members and

Twenty-eight

at

a

hire I

WATCH
visitors

East Bluehiil granges
present at a regular meeting of SedgFirst and second
wick grange Nov. 8.
from a can of salmon and flake fish finely. were illuminated last Wednesday evening
in honor of the democratic
victory. A degrees were w orked on two candidates. It j
Add one cup flue bread
crumbs, two street
and grand twit will be given
parade
was voted not to entertain the Pomona I
beaten eggs, one cup milk, one table- |j on Wednesday
evening, Nov. 13, in the
in 1913. Owing to the lateness of
Kelley’s orchestra will grange
spoonful melted butter, juice of half a ! opera bouse.
furnish music.
the hour, no program was presented.
lemon, salt and pepper. Mix thoroughly,
Nov.
U.
Nihil.
i
Third and fourth degrees will be worked
turn into buttered pan and bake fortyfive minutes. Turn out on hot platter and
A&omiBcmrnts.
serve with white sauce with or without
hard-boiled eggs.
from Rainbow and

were

ooe

and then

THEM

DISAPPEAR

Do Your Christmas
Shopping Before
They Are All
Gone.

J

IT SATISFIES millions of people—
Worth your while to test it

appetites*

(J/lA*

Mace

candidates were instructed in the third
; and fourth degrees. A delicious clam
The master
stew was served at recess.
reported tbe sad death of Brother Ralph
pression. weakness, spots before the eyes,
Davis, who was instantly lulled on Nov. 1.
bad brea'th, sleeplessness,
irritability, doziThe literary program was omitted. The j
ness and many other
signs of sickness stop
question: “Should women have a right to if
you treat the stomach and bowtii r^ht
vote?” was diseased and decided in the
ami get them into working ordei
affirmative.
Look first to the stomach and h wela.
MAKIAVILLK. 441.
Get them working tight and heah
will
Mariaville grange met Nov. 9 with a
be yours.'
goodly number present. One candidate ;
My prescription, known as Dr True's
was instructed in tbe first and second de- I Elixir, has done
wonders for sick people,
grata, and one application was filed. All because it it the one remedy that v u can
arrangements were made for Pomona rely on to set things right in the stomach
meeting here Nov. 23. Tuesday, Nov. 19, ! and bowels.

day vegetable soup was prepared, enough for
two dinners served with the meat.
The Pastor's Responsibility.
Two of the meat balls were left. These were
It Is a marvel bow some societies
exist at all. when year after year they broken up and warmed up with some of the
soup stock and placed between two layers of
are seldom visited by their pastor,
well-seasoned mashed potato, in a pudding
Breamed Clams—Clean and chop the
when no word of encouragement Is
dish, and baked half an hour or more. This clams and cook a few minute* in
just a
and
when a liberal amount of was served for supper with
spoken,
cranberry sauce.
little water. Add them to a cream as prescolding Is expected for every derelicYes, Beth, there was fat from the soup stock
tion and failure to live up to the high. ; to be clarified and used in shortening. And pared for cream toast and serve on toasted
Wnole oysters are used the
crackers.
Aunt Madge, the cat bad something beside
est ideals of Christian Endeavor.
In fact, most anything is good
I rejoice that such a multitude of ! the bones. Considerable is said about using same way.
cuts, but who can do better thau that? creamed on crackers.
societies the country over can today cheap
None of said family are large
meat-eaters,
say, as did so many in the Clark union. as you may guess, but all have
good
BAR HARBOR.
"Our pastor is with us."
More and and could enjoy the foregoing dishes. Am
so
Announcement has been made of the
more as pastors realize the vital neces- ! glad our family is not too dainty to eat leftllty of being one with the young peo- over*. I, lor one, think they are often the engagement of Miss Blanche Deasy, eldest
daughter of Hon. L. B. Deasy and wife
ple, the eager, loving hearts of the best dishes.
I like to get new ideas for the so-called and Asa Hodgkins, son of Hoyt C. HodgChristian Eudeavorers .will respond,
food”. Plain fish and potatoes with kins. Both are ainorlg the most promi“Our pastor is with us.”—Pilgrim, in "hearty
I
pork fat, such as my grandfather used to nent
young people in town, ana the news
Christian Endeavor World.
think was "good enough for the Queen of
was
received with
the
engagement
of
rSheba”, do not appeal to me, while a hash, or
I -----—
much interest.
fish-balls fried in Crisco, does.
Nuggets.
to
It seems
me that to reduce the cost of
Christian Endeavor is another spellGeorge Lambert, of Bar Harbor, a lahigh living we must make a little go a good
India Christian
ing for evangelism.
has been bound over under fl,000
way. I took dinner with one of our clan since borer,
Endeavor.
bail for tbe April grand jury, charged
the reunion, and she prepared a most deliWhether heavy or li*bt. are made only of that quality of rubber which (3
You can't get church endeavor apart cious omelet with some left-over meat folded with arson in connection with a recent
•tandi the harden wear and year. They fit well, too—and never bind
V
J
•
•
•
blacksmith
individual
endeavor.
Weaver’s
from
shop. J
or wrinkle.
In, and I enjoyed it better than roast beef or tire at C. A.
X^iOVI
!>eef
steak.
an
of
Is
term.—
marks
an
iudlvtuual
Church loyalty
incendiary,
The fire bore tbe
They fire that solid, elastic,
Another favorite dish is to use either fresh and after investigation suspicion pointed
John It. Clements.
springy reeling to be obtained only
>r corned fish in scallop. Pick
from the best materials, manuup cold cooked to Lambert. There appeared to be two
a
lectured In the beat manner.
ish and put in layers with bread crumbs and
distinct tires in tbe blacksmith shop, and
Bringing Out ths Best.
fither milk and butter or a prepared sauce.
B Goodyear Glove Robbers
shavings saturated with kerosene oil were
“I wish it could be impressed upon
Use bread crumbs or well-seasoned mashed
found on the floor in both places where
Me made in all styles andsiaesbut
the young people that It Is worth while
>otato on top. Cook well, and brown on top"
only one grade—the BIST.
The fire department exfor them to, link themselves up with
also aend a recipe for salmon loaf which w«- the fire caught.
much
damage
»ave recently tried.
tinguished the flames before
something big enough to bring out of
We omitted the lemon, as we did not have was done. Soon after being questioned
MERRILL & HINCKLEY,
them the best that is In them.”—Rev
for
left
Bangor,
►ne at hand (a saving of four or five cents at
by tbe police, Lamber*
Cleland B McAfee. D. D.
be present prices), and as we had never eaten
where he was arrested Thursday.

|

/V

sickness back
jtt
aonrce.
We must ask the
question,
“Whence comes my sickness!'’
My practice as a physician showed that
nine-tenths of humansickneaa,fron
infancy
to old age, comes from stomach or bowels
being out of order.
Headaches, tired feeling, nerrom demust

Mrs. John Ackerman, of
Thomaston,
bas sold h.r house and lot here to Gilman
Chatto,

Torrey’s father, are home for
Clam Pie
Prepare clams as for a
the winter.
chowder and chop fine. Line a deep dish
Rev. A. B. McAllister, of the Methodist
with pastry, then put in a
layer of
clams, a thin layer of cracker crumbs, a church, has resigned his pastorate here,
little pepper, and clam water (three-quar- and will move to Bucksport to take charge
ters of a cup if clams were steamed, or, if j of the church there.
opened raw, one-half cap). Continue
Capt. Willard Staples and wife, who
layers until dish is filled. The top layer have just arrived from Mobile, Ala., are
of cracker ! guests of Capt. Stephen Sellers. Ckpt.
should be pastry instead
has put a man in charge of bis
crumbs. Dot tbe top with butter before I Staples
three-master, the S. G. Haskell, and will
putting on crust.
at
home
this trip.
j slay
A great many of the residences here
Salmon Loaf—Remove skin and bones
—

met

Seagirt grange held a pleasant meeting
Nov. 2, with twenty-five present. Two

C. C. Cousins is visiting her son,

Calvin Davis, in Camden.
Mrs. Henry C. Smith and Miss Susie
Smith are visiting in Portland.
Fred E. Webb and wife bave gone on an
automobile trip to Bangor and vicinity.

employment

member*

twenty-two
present. It

from Mt. Waldo

mer.

we

know about,
{be opinion on that, from those

came

who baa had

Belfast three months, la home.
Mr*. George Dodge and daughter Alice
■pent Thursday with Mn. Sterling Harbour.
Miss Barker ia bolding revival meetings
at the Methodist church. Bbe is msking
a good impression on the people.
Not- 9-Mr*
In

are

Closing.

to vote.

Leman Billings and wife are home from
Bangor, w here they have spent the sum-

have wanted to
that is Crisco. Let us have

something

WEBT errONINGTON.

Greely Bmall,

the mistakes of farmers
and the causes of their failures and
losses?.Everett Hale

\ Program

John Love and wife have moved to their
Bluthill.
Mrs.

General discussion
Topic: "What I Would Do fo-the Home
WIth M"'.Three girls, three
hoys
Paper: •'The Value of Young People in
the Grange".Ethlyn Rrmick
Special topic: "Cowa". --fallen F.ratry

Recess.
all to order; music.

former home in

The response of these two nieces to the
practical cost of living is encouraging, and
their letters

Monday,

Psper: "Children's Oardeason the Farm
Mrs Victoria Bridges

I t

8TON1NGTON.
bn

onferring fifth degree

S*0**'.Selected
Cousins

all the ladies
any

C

Response..Angie

Quotation*.
Topic: What

Yoonf

N<**le.Helecied

Business.
Report of granges.
Topic: How may the feeding value of
wornout pastures be restored? J B
Wilson, M O Leach

{
i

Daniel G

Harboraide

Brooksville, Nov. 16:

Opening exercises.
Address of welcome.Madeline

Brooklin

•*

|

unlike them, be Immune from the con“There Is a
sequences. YY hat folly!
way that seemeth right to a man. but
the end thereof Is the way of death”
and death for every one who follows
the way without a single exception.
“Be not deceived. God Is not mocked.
Whatsoever a man soweth. that will
he also reap." Nature knows no exception to this law. nor Is there any
exception in the life of man.

)

j

with

Pomona

Haucock

grange, South

f...-

meeting

BBOOEUN, »1.

LETTER FROM WEST VIRGINIA.

j

Yours for economy,

of weico.t

Uastos

Martinsburg, W. Va.—“ 1 am glad to say that Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound has done wonders for my mother, daughter and myself.
I have told dozens of people about it and my daughter says that when
a

(1RRF.X

Following

Reap .use.
..Ftprence K.ley
Quotations from popular authors

HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
Following is the progam for the

—

she hears

Harboraide grange. Bout It

bv

ere

MOCXTAIX POMOXA, 28.
is the program for th< meeting of Green Mountain Pomona grange
Not fearing the rain, forty memben with Marlavi'le grange, Nov. XI. the
pmgathered at the hall. Degree work was ! gram bring bv th" young people:
performed on one candidate, and a tine Opening in Drm
Bm>«
program was enjoyed.

Wauehnla, Fla.—“ Some time ego I wrote to you giving yon my symptoms. headache, backache, bearing-down, and discomfort in walking, caused
by•• female troublea
I got two bottles of Lydia E Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound end a
of Sanative Wash sod that was all 1 used to make me a well woman.
package
’•
I am satisfied that if I had done like a good many women, and had
not taken your remedies. I would have been a great sufferer. But I started
in time with the right medicine and got well. It did not cost very much
either. I feel that you are a friend to all women and I would rattier use
Mrs. Mattie Hodxot, Box 40#, Wauyour remedies than have a doctor.”
chula, Florida.

day.

in

Healing,

Msurice Miller, Gerald
given
Thompson, Laura Cook and Mary Borrilla story hv G. A. Grey;
report of th” meeting ol Hinrock Pomona with Narrauiisaic
grange by U. A. Gray; music, Ethel Kngg,
•

RAINBOW, 2U6, NORTH BROOKSVILLE.
grange met Thursday evening.

LETTER FROM FLORIDA.

_

Dear Aunt Madge and Staler* of M. B:
1 think nil housekeepers are deeply concerned over the high coat of living, or, as Beth
most properly puts it. the coat of high living^
for try asjhard as we may we cannot equal
the economy|of cooking of oor grandmother's

its views.

gold.*—Mr*.

Dority

was

Xltvr CBXTCRY, 338. DEDHAM
One candidate took initiatory degrees
New Century grange Nov. ».

Rainbow

of

LETTER FROM LOUISIANA
New Orleans. La.—“ I was passing through the Change of Life and before 1 took Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound I was troubled with
hot flashes, weak and dixzy feelings, backache and irregularities. I would
get" up in the morning feeling tired out and not fit to do anything.
Since I have been taking your Compound and Blood Purifier I feel all

tbe

1

Meeting of Green
Saturday, Nov. 23
Mountain Pomona with Mariavilie grange.

C;at

vote

18.

—

LETTER FROM VIRGINIA.

—

8, a

passed to change
meeting to Saturday. Hereafter the regular
meetings will be held on
Saturday evenings, beginning with Nov

Brooksville.

Elliston. V».—“ I feel it nay duty to express my thanks to yon and your
medicine.
I was a sufferer from female troubles and had been conI could not do my
ed in bed over one third of my time for ten months.
housework and had fainting spells so that my husband could not leave me
alone for five minute* at a time.
Now I owe my health to Lydia E. Pinkham’* Vegetable Compound and
Blood Purifier. Whenever I see a suffering woman 1 want to tell her what
these medicines have done for me and I will always speak a good word for
them.”—Mrs. Robert Blaxeexhhip, Elliston, Montgomery Co., Va.

There’s so much mastered by being kind,
That just my little and your much more
Brings two together, and so they poor—
Our little efforts of loving will
Enough ftli many a heart to fill.
—Benztown Bard in **Baltimore Sun”.
—Selected by Janet.

“The mistakes of my life have been
many.” To consider these mistakes
and by the grace of God to guard ourselves as far as possible against them
and to correct them when made is indeed the part of wisdom.
It is a serious mistake to make light
of sin.
"Fools,” says the wise man.
“make a mock at sin." No matter how
learned we may be or how wise in
many things, we are hut fools if we
make light of sin and mock at Its character and its consequences. Yet this is
one of the great mistakes of our age.
Sin is looked upon as an inherited moral defect, for which we are not responsible; as an Imperfection of a lowe{ animal existence from which we have
been evolved; as merely the absence of
love for and interest in onr fellow huBut such conceptions of
man beings.
sin are an awful mistake. The Bible
teaches that sin Is a transgression of
the law of God and that escape from
the punishment of sin is impossible.
All human history corroborates the Biblical doctrines of sin and Its consequences, and he is a fool indeed who
makes the mistake of doubting these

(range Nov.
Ihe night of

Saturday, Nov. 16—Meeting of Hancock

When shown positive and reliable proof that a certain
remedy had cured many cases of female ills, wouldn’t any
sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would also
benefit her if suffering with the same trouble?
Here are five letters from southern women which prove
the efficiency’ of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

Tub Avvstcis.
k. *s worth, Me.

C-eke and coflee

JOHX DOBITY. 391, 9CUIVAX.
At the regular
meeting ol John

DATES.
Pomona with

Friday evening.

will be served.

This column is dt voted to the Grange,
I pecially to the grangee of Haroock county.
! The column is open to alt grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
abort and concise. Ail communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
: good reason.

MADOfc"

and

»*t

es*

mon use—a

Eve to listen to the voice of the tempter and a mistake for Adam to disobey
the direct command of God.
These
the

ihe

uenetii, and alios
Being for the com

Topic.—Mistaken often made.—Prov. kiv,
1-24.
(An honorary members' meeting.)
Edited by Rev. Sherman H- I>oyle, D. D.
No man has ever lived who has not
made mistakes. It was a mistake for

mistakes

“Ueipfui

Tbs purposes of

—

were

Motto:

among tlje Grangers.

tap!
White Qjmd

UPTON’S TEA
Sustains and Cheers

Goodyear Glove Rubbers

—

[

BluehH^Maine^^||

j

AMERICAN ADS
HAY

BEST

.\ rj >V S.

COUNTY

j

have algo been mAde for
an Addition to
the cottage of Mr.. L. F.
Crofoot. formerly

3bbrrti*cmmt«.

AWARDS FOR
Why She
Fragrant Herbs and
^
Didn’t Marry 'PHONEWORKFRS Aromatic Spices § § # W

the

Commodore Davenport cottage, the
NORTH CASTINE.
coat of which will
approximate *3,0fX).
returned
Ounbar
The
new
Tneaday
cottage of Williams. Grant, Jr.,
Min Hattie
to
cost .boat
*10,000, ia well under way.
Irew Orono.
Leach, of Penobecot, ia boarding
Harris

,t w,

E Ordway’a.

WEST GOULDS BORO.
of Bangor, ia viaiting
Jason Sargent visited E. N. Benaon at
homeatead.
Weacott
Bar Harbor last week.
it t[,e
Witham ia home from St.
Mrs. N. 8. Bunker, who has been ill
Mias Carrie
of
her school vacation.
erysipelas, ia much better.
Albans lo spend
who had a bad attack
Hitchcock,
Nathan Young, who is at work at
David
Corea,
laat week, ia improving.
spent Sunday with hit family.
of heart trouble
Ward well
Mrs. Bert Winslow, of
(}rey»on Webaterand Harry
Massachusetts,
well in their trapping bnaineas. is
^ doing
visiting her sister, Mrs. Everard Noyes.
Dnnbar has gone to CaaBennett
The baked bean supper Nov.
Chpt
2, was a dethe winter with his daugh- cided success
tmeio spend
financially, the receipts
Deverenx.
Charles
ter, Mrs.
being

Leonard Coomb*,

By SARAH

Agatha Goodwin was brought up on
very wholesome principles. As a little
girl she was permitted to read only
books with excellent morals. The stories allowed her were largely those
showing that It is no disgrace to be
poor; that labor la highly honorable,
that wealth is often a source of evil.
Yet, side by side with this democratic, moral training, certain lessons were
gradually introduced to Inform her
that her associates must be rrom the
upper classes; that provision for the
future Is always In order; that, while
labor Is honorable, poverty Is hard to
bear.
She was also given to understand that, while other girls might
marry poor men and be happy In a cottage, she must have a husband who
could keep her In the society In which
she had been born, for her father was
not a rich man.
Indeed, his wealth
was not up to his family's social position. This was the reason given het
for the exception In her case.
But when Agatha came to be twenty
an uncle who had never been married
died in Mexico, where he had been
Interested In mines, and left her mother an enormous fortune.
Before this windfall Agatha had
fallen iu love with a poor artist She
did not know whether her love was re
turned, for sfee gave him no encouragement
Having been told that to
keep op the social position to which
she was accustomed she must marry a
rich man, It was, of course, ont of the
question that she should marry the
artist. But when the family were rejoicing over their good fortune -Agatha
said to her mother that now, there being great wealth In the family, she
might marry a poor man whom she
loved.

*10.06.

Mrs. Langell and daughter, who have
some time, left for
bren at Joseph Perry’s
Sea report Saturday,
tbeir home in
Miss Vera Dunbar, who attends the
high school, spent Saturday and Sunday
witb her mother, Mrs. Laura Dnnbar.
Manfred Mixer, wife and son Horace recently visited Mrs. Mixer's parents, Edward Littlefield and wife, of Penobscot.

Mrs. Eunice Jones, who has been at 8.
O. Wood’s, has gone to visit her son at
Berwick, N. H.
Miss Frances Wood, of Bar Harbor, who
visiting her grandmother, Mrs.
John Wood, returned home Monday.
has been

Saturday, Nov. 9,

party of twenty-four
went to West Sullivan to visit Mrs. Emma
who
has charge of the domiKingsley,
tory. They were delightfully entertained,
being served with delicious clam stew,

Deverenx, who bss been
spring, is home for two
He will return to care for tbe
W.

Joseph

yachting
weeks.

since

hot
a

jacbl
A. K. Dodge has shot down bis mill for
week, while hia manager, Alpbeus Blaiadell. is assisting Mr. Ooodell iu his mill at

a

Mr*. Lunena Kioe returned Saturday to
the Rice cottage In Handy Point, where
,be will continue to care for her brotherin-law, Waller Rice, who ia ill.

,light,
Lewis

BLUEHJLL.

sails at 9

a. m.

the young

pieces will
bail Thursday, So/.

being given

men.

A dancing class is being
formed by
Junes K. Abram to be held in the town
hall during
the
winter.
Charles E.
Monaghan, of Ellsworth, will instruct
Misses Elsie Kench, Doris Varnum,
Inga Wilson, Fidelia Dow, Fausta Perkins, Goldie Grindle, and JL. H. Perkins,
H. G. Young, W. M. Grindle, 8. V. Perkins and Clarence Lymburner, of North
were

in town Nov.

11 to visit

Btuehill academy. The majority of
them will enroll as students hi a short
the

time.

Nov. 12.

«awv.w>s»cu

j

the class.

Brookavitle,

pm;

1

of three

The affair is

a uvu

i

Rooney,

_

K Chase, A. W. Boeton, E. C. Barrett
and F. B. Snow attended the Maine-Bowdoin foot ball game in Orono Saturday.
E.

by

J. Y.

sion of wealth did not change the fact
that she must marry wealth. It only
NORTH BLUEHILL.
changed the reason for her doing so.
Fred Hinckley lost a valuable horse The fortune she would Inherit added to
last week.
that ot some millionaire would enable
Thomas .1. Whitten, of Boston, is spend- her to do so much good in the world.
Think of the poor whom she could ben.
ing a week with relatives here.
J. B. Treworgy and wife are visiting edt.
Agatha was inclined to argue the
Mrs. Treworgy’s mother in Waldoboro.
point. Her mother was a great novel
Nathan Grindle and wife, of Beal Harreader and had often sympathized with
bor, are making an extended visit with bis
lovers who had been separated on
mother, Mrs. Clara D. Grindle.
account of worldly considerations.
D.
Nov. 11.
Agatha reminded her mother of this
and she had been taught by her mothA Peep Into Future.
er to understand that such worldliness
Hudson Maxim, the inventor, predicts
There could bo no
was reprehensible.
that within the next decade the comrautcharge of improvidence in the girls
ing aeroplane will be a common sight.”
marrying poor men, because their fuHe says: “It will be a great time-saver, j
ture and that of their children would
Tbe tiresome hoars of the commuter
be amply provided for.
spent on trains and trolley cars—really so
But on falling heir to a fortune the
many hours added to the day’s work— j
go-si lady's romance and repugnance
will be changed into invigorating recreato sonlldness seemed to have deserted
tion and sport.”
her.
It seems impossible, so we don’t doubt j
"That's very different,” she replied to
it. The “impossible” is precisely what j
her unhappy daughter, but how and
tbe races has been doing from the beginwhy It was different she did not exing. And we’ll tell you, confidentially,
plain. Instead she told Agatha that
where the aeroplane commuter will live. j
if she did not give up her “romantic
Advance information has been the founnonsense" she would take her to the
dation of many a fortune. Besides, you
other end of the world.
want to pick out your place early and
Peer Agatha, having come to womanavoid the rush.
hood. discovered that her education,
the books she had rend inculcating self
live away from traveled roads. He will
sacrifice and other virtues were for chilsettle on far peaks and hilltops, in wooded
dren and to be discarded as soon as
fastnesses, across impassable streams
j they reached an age of maturity. Her
anywhere, so it’s inacessible, and, there- | mother continued to read novels In
fore, unspoiled by man.
which noble impulses were followed,
The aeroplane is the longest key to the
but did not recognize them In her own
unattainable in a real estate way. It

Mondays and Thursdays.
Dr. E. C. Barrett and wife are in Boston
for a short vacation. Dr. Barrett will be
in town to open his office Dec. 29.

a

with

—

The steamer Miueola has changed the

music for

week-end

181CB-

and wife.

Nov. 11.

employment.

join the training ship Ranger, where be
is a student.

town ball.

the

Ul

»IIC,

teaching.

to

in

■ilu

opumilK

Eunice Coggins was the week-end
guest of Warren Bpurling and wile, returning Sunday to Beal Cove, where she is

Hugh Barbour, wife and son are in
8U>mngton visiting Mr. Harbour's parents.
Charles Tucker baa returned to Boeton

furnish

Island

Miss

George W. Abbott has gone to Stoning-

14,

It.

spent

Bpurling

Max Abram has returned from Bangor

orchestra

Bear

Stanley.

ford,

greatly improved In health.

Kelly's

of

spent Sunday with his sister, Mrs.

vreuigc

JobC. Tyler, of Bangor, spent the weekend in town.
Rodney W. Carter, of Btonington, spent
the week-end in town.

now

a

Mrs. Charles Spurting and Mrs. Fred
Birlem are expected home this week from
a trip to Portland.

L.

and

expressed
L.

Capt. lteber Sawyer,

_

sailing,

All

Mias Velma Stanley, who has been
teaching at Long Island, returned home
Saturday.

with them.

time of

pies.

soon.

Mrs. William D. Stanley has been visiting at Southwest Harbor the past week.

Fred Conner and wife, who have moved
to the home of Hoeea B. Wardwetl, who is
ill, will care tor him and bia aiater, Misa
Sylvia, through tbe winter. They were
accompanied by Mrs. L. J. Peterson, who

ton, where he baa

cakes and

desire to go again
Nov. 11.

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Mrs. Seth Rice and two children spent
few days at Sutton last week.

Bvooksville.

lives
Nov. 11.

coffee,

a

H.

—

EAST OKLAND.
Mrs. Pendleton is quit* ill of throat
trouble.

Augustine Mason was
Sunday.
Arthur Mead, who has

Penob-

in South

Foxcrott,

been

employed

in

is at home.

Miss Hattie Parker arrived home Saturday from a week’s visit in Bucksport.
Miss Hattie Bray, of South Paris, called
on her
uncle, George Snow, Sunday.
Mrs. Jennie Gray is at home from a
week * visit in Charleston and Foxcroft.
Miss Gladys Parker, of Bluehill, is the
guest of her grandmother, Mrs. Aurilla

a

large

number
from Alamooeook
grange attended Pomona grange at Orland Saturday.

Wentworth,
Tuesday,

upon

are

You may call a man’s children
a
you muBt not call him goat.

operated

hav-

kids, but

big goose.
Y'ou may call her a sly puss, but not a
deceitful cat.
While it ie not advisable to call a man
to call him a
sly, and ie most inadvisable
to call him a sly
dog, yet you may venture
he be very gay
dog, also a gay dog, or if
his
indeed, a sad dog, without ruffling
not

he is

M.

memorial resolutions.

a

At a
regular meeting of Asticou
Hebekah lodge, No. 114, held Nov. 8, the
feelings, but on
following resolutions were adopted:
him a puppy or
enhas
WAereas, The Divine Master
again
order and taken from us our beloved
•i*t«r, Sarah Bartlett, therefore be it
g«*olred. That this lodge recognizes the
loss it has suffered in the removal of a faithful and
loving friend.
tfesoleed. That our sincere sympathy goes
°ut to the
loving husband and children in
tbeir affliction, and that our charter be

no
a

account must you call

cur._

onr

kittkry

to

Henry C. Copeland,

a

caribou.

prominent retired

of Calais, died Thursday,
he was
aged eighty years. For many years
and
engaged in lumbering operations,
later was employed in the customs departbusiness

man

draped in mourning for thirty day/
Aetoleed, That a copy of these resolutions ment.
be spread
upon

our

records,

family and a copy sent to
Ambbican for publication.

copy sent to the
The Ellsworth

a

Sabah Fostbb,
Mary Smallidcb,
Louisa Smallidcb,
Committee.
_

Theae are busy limes at Norths**! Harbor
in the
building line. An addition is being
bout to tha COrrol A Tyaoo cottage, the
Probable coat of which will be fB.OOO, aad
,D

addition to tha cottage ol Sira. Gideon
coat ot fSfOV. Plana

^ull, at a probable

j

to date
An error in statement in regard
and place of meeting of the Maine dairyin
men’s association has recently appeared
been defiseveral Maine papers. It has
meeting
nitely decided that the annual
3 to 8,
will be held in Portland December

inclusive.

________

Scratch!
Scratch!
Itch!
Itch!
Itch!
the worse the
Scratch! The more you scratch
It cures piles
itch. Try Doan’s Ointment.
All druggists sell
eczema, any skin itching.
it.-Ad*.
—

m

j

to

give

away

to

a

needy

Goodwin suggested sending
recharitable association a
quest to Investigate the case. Again
and again .Agatha asked for funds to
help others, but was always put off
by some excellent reason. She did not
quite see that nddlng to a fortune because so much good could be done
with it resulted In the good being
done. The family income was $100,000
a year, hnlf of which was all they could
spend without throwing It away, but
Agatha could not wed her i»or artist
because It was expected that she should
ally her fortune with another, that so
much good could he done with It.
The years sped on and Agatha's
mother lived on. Agatha grew from a
She
young woman to an old maid.
had no desire to marry any one but
her artist.
Besides, no man with a
fortune came along who asked for
her hand.
Each year the chance of
meeting such a person decreased, a»d
at last Agatha passed the age where
children would come to her.
Single persons do not develop on the
lines, the natural lines, of married perChilsons.
Agatha grew eroehety.
dren, especially If they were healthy,
noisy children, annoyed her. She grew
Irritable. -One day a friend asked her
why she had never married.
“Well,” she replied, with a sigh, “before mother fell heir to a fortune I
couldn't marry the man I wanted because I
needed some one who could
enable me to keep the family social
position. After we got rich I needed
a man who had a fortune to match
mine."
“Why so T”
“Because we could do so much good
with the united fortunes.”
Mrs.

to

You may call a woman a children chicks,
old hen.
you must not call her an
You may call a woman a little duck, but

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

tered

something
family.

but

Sat-

nuiun

could spend.
my dear," was the reply, “the
use of more money than one can spend
Is to do good to others."
Then Agatha asked her mother for

lobster.

and cubs.

recovering.

Horsce Webb, of Portland, arrived
urday to look after some work be is
iog done at hie cottage. While here
the guest of Arthur Dunbar.
Nov. 11.

or a

w»»

“Why,

Though brokers may be bulls and bears,
their offspring are not necessarily calves

Miss Grace Gibbs and Master Winslow
were

clam

money

one

Some Nice Distinctions.
You may call a man "old man” when he
is young, but not afterward. You may
call a woman young at any age.
You may perhaps call a man a “queer
tlsb,” but you must not call him a shark,

Mrs. Mary Gray arrived home Sunday
from a visit of several days in South Penobscot.

whose throats

ueanwnne

upon the family in such quantities that
they scarcely knew how to spend It.
One day Agatha asked her mother
what was the use of more money than

fancy figure to someone who does.

Higgins.

A

family.

knows no obstacles that are of the earth
earthy. It may encounter one ocacsionaily in the sky, and then it will be all up—
know a
or, rather, all down! If you
picturesque nook far from trolleys, Bteam
railroads or automobile highways, grab it!
You will want it when you get your aeroplane, or, if you don’t, you can sell it at a

scot

a

fCKNfrVj

For Pensions and insurance

$S§|

-AND

Poor’s ^

by Accident, Sickness, and For Life

^*SSSSSSSmSEg^^mmmm~}^&r

and accident benefits, and life
Insurance for all employes of the 3ell
telephone system and associated interests, Including therein the Western
Union Telegraph company and the
Western Electric company.
Among the associated companies
affected are the New England Telephone and Telegraph company and
its allied companies, which will supplement their present pension plan by
the substitution of this much broader
proposition. It Is the intention, however, that the status of those already
pensioned shall not be affected.
The plan for the distribution of this
oas

Deen

cnaracterizeu

and

gravies.
Nearly all

happy combination of selected spices

herbs.
It gives

Ever Applied

ness

iuna

a

SEASnuuie*®

Insurance Payable to Dependents—

On Jan. 1, 1913, a 310,000,000 fund
will be applicable to pensions, sick-

monplace

p Poultry

Provision For Superannuation, Injury

Anywhere

dishes that would otherwise be comand uninviting. That’s what
you get in
to

& Poor’s
0 StickneySeasoning

GOES INTO EFFECT JAN. 1

Most Complete Plan

delightful blend. It supplies the
spicy finishing touch that adds so much
in a

$10,000,000 Fund Set Apart

P. LANCDON

delicious flavor, not
a rich,
only to poultry stuffing but also to
escalloped oysters, to croquettes of
lamb, beef and chicken and to soups

for
grocers sell it in two sizes—10c and 15c. Write
It is worth a lot to any housekeeper who
wants to know how to make the most of what she buys for the table.
Among the other Stickney St Poor Product* are: Mustard, Pepper, Cinour

book of

receipts.

namon. Cloves, Ginger,
Mace, Pimento, Sage, Savory, Marjoram, Celery
Salt, Curry Powder, Paprika, Tapioca, Nutmeg, Cassia, Allspice, Wnoie
Mixed Spice, Pastry Spice, Turmeric, Thyme. Soda, Cream of Tartar, Rice
Flour. Potato Flour, Sausage Seasoning and Flavoring Extract*.
If you ju*t eay “Stickney Sc Poor's** when ordering, your grocer will
give It to you. But—be sure to SAY it.

STICKNEY A POOR SPICE
Ac

gr

Ac

Ac

f t

CO.,

184 Stete Street, Boston.

*

Ac

Ac

AC

?

t

t

?

*
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THE NATIONAL MUSTARD POT

S

it

as

most
the
liberal,
comprehensive
and Ideal ever inaugurated.
President Vail
has
combined
provided
benefits for superannuation, sickness,
accident and death, for an Industrial
army more than twice as large as the
standing army of the United States.
This provision Is made entirely at
tbe expense of the various companies
Interested, without contributions of
themany kind from the employes
selves.
The application
of
these
varied benefits will be strictly democratic and will be for the benefit of
employes of every rank.
The terms by which provision Is
made for the needs of age, Illness,
accidents and death, may be summarized as follows:
Pensions: Male employes who have
reached the age of 60 years and who
have been twenty years In service,
may retire on pensions.
They may
be retired at the option of the company when they have reached the age
of 55 years and have been twenty-five
The pension age of
years in service.
female employes is in each case five
years younger than that of male employes.
Any employe who has been
thirty years in service, regardless of
age, may be pensioned on the approval of the president of the com-

pany.
The amount of the pension Is automatically based on the years of service and the amount of pay, and will
be 1 percent of the average annual
pay for ten years, multiplied by the
number of years of service.
Therefore, a man who had been thirty
years In service would get 30 percent
of the average salary which he had
been receiving during his last ten
No pension will be
years of service.
less than $20 a month.
Disability Benefits: in tne
of accidents occurring in and due
to the performance of work for the
company, the employe will receive,
for total disability, full pay for thirteen weeks and half pay for the remainder of disability, up to six years.
If the disability Is temporary, he
will receive full
for thirteen
pay
weeks and half pay until able to earn
a livelihood, not exceeding six years.
Sickness Disability Benefits: Employes who are disabled by sickness,
or by accident outside of the regular
course of duty after ten years In service, will receive full pay for thirteen weeks and half pay for thirtynine weeks; if from five to ten years
in service, full pay for thirteen weeks
and half pay for thirteen weeks; if
from two to five years In service, full
pay for four weeks and half pay for
nine weeks. In the case of employes
who have not been two years In service, heads of departments will be
permitted the same discretion as heretofore, in continuing pay during temporary illness.
Life Insurance: In the case of death
resulting from accident In and due to
performance of work for the cominsurance
amounting to
pany, an
three years’ pay will be paid to the
dependants of the employe, the maxi-

ay.
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Accident

case

mum

payment being $5000.

In the case of death resulting from
sickness or from accident outside the
business, the payment will be one
year’s pay for employes who have
been ten years in service, and onehalf of one year’s pay for employes
who have been from five to ten year*
In service, the maximum payment be-

ing $2000.
The American Telephone and Telegraph company has set aside from Its
surplus a fund which provides for
those whom It directly employs, and
%iso provides a reserve, upon which,
under certain conditions, the associated companies may draw.
This
fund Is supplemented by funds set
The
aside by each local company.
total appropriations will aggregate
something more than $10,000,000.
will
The benefits. It Is estimated,
cost annually $1,000,000 more than
the present payment* on this account.

“Standard first quality” means that after 60 years of experience it is the Standard established by us for first quality and
every rubber is branded with the “Hub-Mark.”
Hub-Mark Rubbers are constructed and the compound put
together to give the best possible service under all conditions
and still be sold at a price that will permit everyone to wear
them and get the maximum return for his money. They cost
no more than any first-class rubber.
Try them.
Hub-Mark Rubbers are made in all styles and for all purposes.
The Hub-Mark is your Value-Mark.
If your dealer cannot supply you, write us.

BOSTON RUBBER SHOE

CO.,

Malden, Mass.

CLARION
VARIETY
includes thoroughly made
cooliing and heating constructions cf every description; all best adapted to the
requirements cf our Maine
climate.
Clarion quality of materials
and manufacture insures
economy of operation, convenience and long life.

iq

Descriptive circulars gladly
for the asking.

sent

the ideal clarion for wood

WOOD & BISHOP CO., Bangor, Me. E.t»bii.w 1839
SOLD BY J P. ELDRIDQE,
ELLSWORTH, ME
■

■

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN
ELLSWORTH

Steam

Laundry and

Bath Rooms.

'•WO PAT, MO WASH MW.”
All Modi ot laundry work don* at ebon notlceGood* called tor and dellyernd.

H. H. BST1Y * OO.
State 8t..
Ellsworth. Me

Bate? Building,

Pauper Notice.
HAVING

contracted with the City of Elleworth to support and care tor those who
may need assistance daring the next fire
▼ears and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there Is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Farm
house.
If. J. Duo must.

Tbe gathering of eggs for tbe fish Hatchery at East Or land has been completed for
this season, with a total of about four mil-
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Penobscot

one

hundred and

river

Vote of Hancock

various kinds.

Average for the year of 191t,

2,362

j

well and

as

younger

quickly

as

most

as

w omen.

West Sullivan man, who started for
Bangor one day last week, got so interA

ested

in

“the

with

conversation

mil-

Waukeag station, that
his train drew in and out again, and he

lionaire

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1912.

tramp"

did not hear it.

ferry, declaring

Noon Hour at School.
In a letter addressed to the press
and school superintendents of Maine,
State
Superintendent of Schools
The

at

He went
that the

back

across

tbe

Maine Central is

embargo on Maine Christmas trees
by the department of agriculPayson Smith calls attention to reso- ; ture will seriously affect a business
lutious
recently
passed by the j which has grown to large proportions in
teachers of Washington county, for this county. Tbe embargo upon interstate shipment of Christinas trees includes
the better protection of the moral
those from Maine, New Hampshire, Masand physical well-being of pupils of
sachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut,
rural schools during the noon hour.
because of gypsy and brown-tail moths.
The Washington county resolutions The
quarantine becomes effective Nov. 25,
read in part:
and also affects tbe shipment of decoraTFhrrea#, The noon hour iu^our rural tive plants snch as holly and laurel,
The

Bluehill.
Brookltn.

Buekaport.
Brooksville.

; Castlne.

meal at school.

Teachers and the public both recognize that the period of the noon ina
termission
constitutes
possible
source of physical or moral injury to
the pupils. The proper regulation of
pupils during the noon honr is a serious

problem of

school

administra-

tion.”
That this is no fancied, bat a real
danger, parents and school officials
have long
recognized. The evil

recognized, it is the duty of municipal and school officials to apply the
remedy, and the duty of parents to
see that they do.
A Great Pension Scheme.

A scheme of unusual interest and of
far-reaching importance is to be put
into effect on Jan. 1, 1913, by the Bell

telephone system and its associated
interests; it is the setting aside of a
fund of 910,000,000 for pensions, sick
and accident benefits and Life insurance for the 176,000 employees of the
system.
This enormous fund will be made
good from year to year by annual
appropriations. This is probably the

largest appropriation for such a purpose ever made by a public service
corporation, and sets for others an
which is likely to be followed, and so far as it is, it will work
untold benefits to great armies of

example

workmen.
Elsewhere in this issue is printed a
summary of the plan, from which may
be learned somewhat of its scope and
usefulness; it is well worth reading.
Action of

this sort,

if

generally

adopted by great corporations, will
go far towards readjusting the relations of capital and labor; certainly
go far towards allaying the prevalent
feeling of hostility which labor holds
towards capital. Interests which are
essentially mutual will cease to be regarded as antagonistic; the tendency
lockouts and strikes,
often for fancied rather than real
grievances, will be reduced to a minito

resort

to

mum, and a better feeling throughthe industrial world will be likely
to result.
out

The

persistent demand of the
for the ballot is accomplishing its object. In the recent election,
the cause of woman suffrage made a
big jump ahead, four states being
added to the six which had already
granted full suffrage to women. The
women

which have so far placed
the ballot in the hands of the women
ten states

are

Arizona,

California,

Colorado,

Idaho, Kansas, Michigan, Oregon,
Utah, Washington and Wyoming.
I.AKKWOOI).
Mrs. Charles Garland is critically 111.
Irving L. Wilbur shot a deer last week.
H. B. Salisbury is repairing the dam at
his mill

preparing

Charles

tor fall

sawing.

O. Garland has returned from

liver more Falls, where he has been
ployed several weeks.

Oatmeal Cookies.
Three cups oatmeal, one cup sweet milk,
two cups Sour, three teaspoonfuls baking
powder, one cup butter, a little salt. Cut
squares, cross over the top each way
with a fork before patting in the oven; it
in

makes them shorter.

are

expire

the

more

candidates

than

reads

a year.
A list of
like a roster the

Bar Harbor
spondent of the Bangor Newt says:

democratic

party.

The

corre-

With democratic victory safety assured, tbf
matter of one of the moat important office*,
the Bar Harbor post office, which pays something like $1,400 a year, is one whose disposition wilt be watched with interest. The
term of Postmaster Joy has a little more than
a year to run. and after that time, of course,
some good democrat will receive the appointment.
A number of the leading democrats
have already begun work in a quiet way towards securing support, sod although it
will be a long time before the appointment is
made, democrats in town will early make
efforts to land this desirable federal plum.
Among those prominently mentioned who

beginning to secure support are George
Berry, recorder of the Bar Harbor* municipal court. Clerk -of-Courts John E. Bunker,
Flid Jettison, a former member of the democratic State committee, Judge E. N. Benson,
of the Bar Harbor municipal court, and
Deputy-Sheriff Bion E. Whitney. Not all of
are

F.

these are avowed candidates at present, but
each one is beginning to develop a good-sized
boom. There is a possibility of County-Commissioner W. H. Sherman or Herbert L.
Graham, who is chairman of the democratic
town committee, entering the field, and either
would have a strong backing. At any rate, it
seems that there will be no lack of candidates
for this desirable position, with a fine new
government building.

j
j

imprisoned

to die of starvation

by Japa-

feather

poachers in the Hawaiian
islands, was told by Dr. Homer R. Dill, of
the University of Iowa, in an address before the annual meeting of the National
Association of Audubon Societies.
He has recently returned from the Pacific, and states that these birds each year
nese

collect in countless numbers to
young

on

Layson island,

rear

which is

their

now

a

United States bird reservation.
They
grow fat from inaction and much eating
and are easily captured. By placing them
in dry cisterns, where no food is available,
the fat becomes absorbed by the time the
birds die. This makes the skinning easy
and the feathers are rendered more sale-
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2

89
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No

2

ti

55

2

1

46

10

1

79
40

203

2

*6

Sullivan.

23

98

1

52
21

10

12
16

5
14
28
1

2

9

5
3
1
8

1

1

6

2646

10
21

19

1928

Following is the official vote of Ellsby wards:
Dem.

69

81

2

61

66

Hoc.
10
2

3

29

32

4

4

17

5

46

26
70

222

275

Pro.
1

49

209

71

201

82

CUTS

1

28

144

188

704

1

j

When we consider how many ere
the ways in which a cut may become
Infected we can understand why such
Infection
precautions are necessary.
taken to Honolulu for trial. The Audubon
society is planning to protect these birds la often Introduced by the very lmplement
that
makes the wound.
in future by means of agents, who will be
Only
placed on the island during the breeding surgeons use sterilised Instruments.
A
*
knife or a pair of scissor* or a piece
season of the birds.
of glass or crockery la almost certain
“The past year we employed about fifty
to plant germs lu the furrow It plows.
wardens to guard great nesting colonies of
Germs may also enter from the clothwater birds throughout North America,
and at least 2,000,000 birds thus dwelt in j lng, from the hands of whoever rushes
safety from the millinery hunters," says to help, from the first piece of cloth or
T. Gilbert Pearson, national Audubon handkerchief used to stanch the flow
secretary. “There seems to be no limit to of blood or from the water need for
which the feather manufacturers will not
the first washing.
cilice

me

“Maw, I’ve come across a word that
I can’t pronounce.”
“Spell it, dear."
“O, e, o, m. o, r, p, h, y."
“Why, that’s a proper noon—Geo.
Morphy. Pay more attention to what
yon are reading and don't bothsr ns
again.”—Chicago Tribune.
One virtue will efface many vices;
vice will efface many Milan

one

Balsas

of the hole.

avenues

or

aanger are

Rheumatism
Is A Constitutional Disease.
It manifests itself in local aches and
pains,—Inflamed Joints and stiff muscles.—but it cannot be cured by local
applications.
It requires constitutional treatment,
and the best is a course of the great
blood purifying and tonic medicine

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

which corrects the acid condition of
the blood and builds up the system.
Get It today in usual HquJd form o:
^ocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

AT THE

Blood

i

Z:

Knitting

Mills,
and girls wanted;
tverage wages, after from 3 to 4 weeks’
instruction, from $1 to *1.75 per day.

Apply to Mr. John Blood at the
iffice of the company, cor. Church and
School Streets.

opportunity
/COMPOSITORS—An
women to
one or two

V..-'
trade of
office

fHE=—

__

at

Is offered
learn the
Aw kxican

____

To learn printer's
Amkbicax « Wee.

trade

Apply

at

Exist
ilW. Issued

by the Han-

Finder
cock
Savings Bans.
BANK-BOOK—No.
raid bank- Hancock Cqcwtt

Count*
return to
Saving* Bank, by C.

please

C. Borrlll. its treasurer.

AN K-BOOK No. B67; finder plraas return
to the treasurer Hancock Cockty Sayings Bank, by O. C. Burritl, Its treasurer.

JFoitnU.
A /V *VA

SMALL

of money.

sum

Owner

can

have the

by paving costs and proving propApply at Hoi*'* Hakkky. Water street.

same

erty.
Ellsworth.

Spriiai y.QUui*
NOTICE.
New England Telephone and Tele*
graph Company revpectfolly petitions
the Mayor and Board of Aldermen of the City
of Ellsworth. Me., for a location for its poles
TIBI

X

and wires thereon, and the necessary sapfixtures and wires,
porting and strengthening
in the following-named streets and highways
of said city.
Said Company agrees to reserve space for
one cross arm at the top of all the above
poles
for telephone, fire alarm and police signal
wires, owned by the city and osed for municiSaid
to
be
erected
under
poles
pal purposes.
the supervision of such officers as said city
may designate.
Following are the streets and highways
above referred to:
Central street from State street entire
length
Date October ». 1912.
Nkw England Tiursosa and
TBLKOEAPH CoWrANV.
By Francis A. Houston.
General Manager.
By D. E 8.
Crrr

Ellswonth, Mains,
In Boand or AutssssK,
Date November a. 1912.)
Upon the foregoing petition. It is ordered
that notice thereof be given by publishing s
copy of said petition and this order thereon
in
the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed in the city of Ellsworth, Maine, and
also by sending notices to property owners on
Central street, that a hearing thereof be given
at the Mavor and Aldermen’s room on tbs
third day of l>ecember. at 7DO o'clock p in.,
at which time and place residents and owners
of property upon the highways to be affected
by the granting of the permit applied for, and
all other persons interested, shall have full
to show cause why such permit
opportunity
should not be granted, the last publication of
said notice to be at least fourteen (14) days
before said bearing.
A true copy of petition, and notice thereon.
Attest:—Thomas E Halh.
City Clerk.
or

{

CAUTION NOTICE.
my wifs, Nora Nevelts. has left
bed
and board without fault upon
my
my part. I forbid all persons trusting or harboring her at my expense.
Thom as C. Nevhlxa.
Ellsworth. Oct. 21. 1912.

WHEREAS,

CAUTION NOTICE.
ERE AS, my wife. Bessie M. Fraxier
has left my bed and board without
Just cause, I hereby give notice that from
tnisdate I shall pay no bills of her contracting, nor be in any way responsible for them.
Colon L. Feaxiba.
Ellsworth Falla. Me.. Oct. 89, 1912.
'll

m

Ltgislatiut Notice.

N

OTICE is

hereby given

chapter 2,

as

provided by

section 28 of the revised

stat-

Maine, of the intention of Hollis
Staples. Barney A. Watson and other citizens
of the towns
of

of 8ullivan. Hancock and Franklin. in the county of Hancock, to petition the
seventy-sixth legislature to prohibit the fishing or taking of smelts except by hook and
line, in Egypt bay, Franklin bay and their
tributaries, and all that part of Taunton bay
and its tributaries lying above Sullivan Falls,
in the county of Hancock.

Proftaaianal Cam*.

jpTcTlL GIBBS.
PHYSICIAN.
OFFICE:

MOORE’S DRUG-STORE.
10 CENTRAL ST.
Telephone Connection.

OVER

RESIDENCE:

a

sure

range or a fur

“Clarion”,

it is

to meet erery requirement.

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

Men and Women

Ellsworth

WANTED

New
cltj .ad tows to di>jT.ry valuable
libate
premiums, with “genuine
ind original” Rogers silverware.
Pleasant
genteel employment- You may give part or
rour entire time to this work.
“install’
.Xo
□ent plan."
A. legitimate business propotiion. Referenoes exchanged.
Write at once,
f. C. OALR M CO., Wholesale Distributors,
ffinthrop 8q., Boston, Maas.
n

gagLad

SCOTT

ACCOUNTING AND
TYPEWRITING,
GENERAL c'LERICAL WORK.

by the Wood Blsbop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

TRENTON.

H.

■ rSCIALTV MADE OF

Made

Nathan Asb and wife, of Bar Harbor,
are spending s taw days at
their farm
here.

Albert Jordan and family, of Sound,
spent the week-end with his mother, Mrs.
B. F. Jordan.
Nov. 12.
Mat.

Apply

BOV

A LICE

CLARION.

panion.

week.

voung

typesetting

Ellsworth,.Maine.

Whether it’s

THE•anted for the action

matter*

haring been nr.
thereupon hrrill
after indicated, it it
hereby ordered that ai
ttca thereof be firen to all peraona
inlere,^
by canalng a copy of Ibia order to be
lished three weeks
successively in the t u«
worth American, a newspaper published «
Kllswortb. in said county, that they may
pear at a probate court to be held at V >

thl“ 0.;

on the
December, a. *5««y.
d. till, at tan of the
In lb. forenoon, and ba beard thereon cloea
II ih.,
m*
ol

Pella H. Harden. lute“of
tu'*ai,.
connty. deceaaed. A certain Inatrnnicul
*« **‘b* Inal will and
P"'11.”!
teeumemrf
•aid deceaaed. together with petition
lor probate thereof, presented by Almon
Harden
executor therein named.
R. Pen nelly, late of Eden, in
Ann
uu
A certain Inetroment
county, decea.ed
nor.
polling to lie the la.t will and leatarrrnt
logelber with
probate theleof. preaeuted by Cbarle. I'
wood, the eaecutor Iberain named
Harr Jane Pomroy. late of Hancock, n taut
coonty. deceurd. A certain Inairuraenl
porting to be the laat will and tamamant of
a*ld deceaard, together with petition for
probme thereof, preeented by Wealon B.
Pomror
the executor therein uatntd.
Sarnh E. Joy. late of Kll.worth, in nil
A certain in.trumeni pir
county, deceaaed
porting to be the la., will and leatament ol
aaid deceased, together with
petition for
bate thereof, preaenlrd by Mat,el \
a.uehler and n beneficiary tberrln named
Kmellne Klnalda. late of Trenton, in .*id
county, deceaaed. A certain liratrnment purporting to ba the la.t will and teaumem .,r
•aid drceaaat, together with petition lor
pro***• ‘hereof, and for the appointment of
Aiice H. Scott, adminlatratria with ihe mu
anneaed. tbe.iecntor named In (laid will bar.
ing died prior to the death of tb. le.toi,
preaenled by Harry B. Ober and I.
\
Hoer, deviate* and legatee,, named u. aid

tbi

peUUon",
pur"

JL»clp CEUmta.

women

uace—if it is a

,*,??

Ihe

following

*EdenT

OFFICE—In

bo

Wellington Salisbury threshed 362
bushels of oats for George Stafford last

git

ELLSWORTH.

Fifty (60)

all paraona Intereatad In either
of the M*
«
fates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at
Kllswortb. in trrf
for the routf of H.ocock, «,
10
da? of November, a. d. VM.

canae

utes

—

Easy Enough.

Harry-Out

To

pro!
j0*L

Phebe M. Hooper, late of Brooklin. In aaid
coonty. deceaaed
Petition that Clarence u
Hooper or a© e other aoluble perarn be appointed adminiatrator of the ratate ol .aid
deceaaed, art vented by Clarence M H
per
widower ol aaid tleceaaed.
Auatln E. Preetby. late of Brooklin. la .aid
Flrat and Baa: accunt of
county deceaaed
Mark L liodge. adminiatrator. Bled lor aeiiiement.

Help Wanted

It la safest to assume that!
Infection baa occurred. It follows that
What Jana Said.
every family should understand some
“Did yon hear the satirical reply of the
simplest methods of sterlllzaJane Sharp made te Tommy Gilder?"
tlon.
Heat Is the simplest of all.
“No; what was It?1
The mother of a family should keep
“He said. ‘It wouldn’t be my money a
supply of soft linen rags that have
you would marry me for. would It?*"
been thoroughly boiled.
She should
“And what aid Jane say?”
keep them not on an open shelf with
“She said. ’What awful conceitf ”— towels or other
cloths, but done up In
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
a carefully closed oiled paper bag or
j
protected from the air In some other
Precautionary.
equally effective way. For washing
Blobbe—Why do yon strike Hard- the wound she should use only water
uppe for a ioan every time you meet ! that has been boiled. When the dochim?
Ton know be never has any tor comes he will add some
kind of
Blobbe
money.
Merely In self de- chemical antisepsis, and It will be
fense, my boy. If 1 didn't strike him proved once more that a clean cut can
he’d strike me.—Philadelphia Record.
do nothing but heal.—Youth's Comnumerous.

Your
State

ABBOTS-For feeding to borssw. Inquire
Loasxao LiwsootT, Ellsworth, Me.. R.

board with

etantiBrmnUs
Then There isn't Anything For Them,
to Do but Hoal.
The cat made by the surgeon should
always be kept absolutely tree from
If Infection occurs we know
germs.
that some one hag blundered. Accidental cuts, on the other hand, are almost
invariably Infected.
The germs of disease are everywhere. No matter how small the cut
may be or how brief Its exposure to 1
the air, germs are almost certain to
enter.
If an accidental cut la to heal ;
quickly and well all germs must be :
carefully removed at the first dress- !

Twenty-three of the agents of the feather
trade were captured some time ago
and

--

that

CLEAN.

lng.

__

/
Cl
F. D.«.

Sampl*.
cover

Uncle John (after s lesson, trying to ex
plain tbe whereabouts of China) —Now,
Harry, if a man were to bore a hole down
through the earth, where would he come

able.

go in their desire to get bird feathers with
which to trim women’s hats", he declared.

roads

Patting yourself on the back la a difficult task —seldom dona gracefully.

97
53

out?

KEEP

good

Prog. Tot,

9

17

conference with the

True to Life.
"What success nave yon had with
the portrait of your mother-in-lawT
-Tremendous It la such a speaking
tlkeDesa that my brother, wben he
came to look at It. Instinctively put
bla cigar behind his back.”—Allege ode
Blatter.

11

1
5
139

Me._

pigs from 5 to * weeks old.
Smith.

choice for 91 JO. Fbkd G
I>108—16
street. Ellsworth. Tel. 106-It.

He

5
1

worth

Rep.

this section.

It agaluit your gat*
post V
“That.” replied Mr. Growcber. “la a
■ample for tRe benefit of the people
who won't believe paint la freab until
they have rubbed tbetr Ungers across
It.”—Washington Star.

IN ELLSWORTH.

Ward*.
1

a

A

25
40
12
10

5

1393

benefit of the

kind*
POSTCARDS
All
Ten assorted cards, 10
Illustrated catalog. Tan AftT Postcents.
c*ao Co.. Auburn.

P-TO-DATE
snd price#

Maine.

“Why did you
paint aod lean

88

3

people of
provides

board of trade in
Portland and the committee from the
Maine automobile association, which has
joined with the State board in the work
□f bringing about better rosds for Maine,
he will return to Washington to prepare
his report, which will be a roost comprehensive article, and one of great valu**.

63

35

It
7*
41
61
33
31
14
56
9
12

the roads in

xpmmittee of the State

42

30
22
4

over

50

Surry
Stonington

41

for the

\fter

Sedgwick.

10

issue

82

83

..

bond

which

He will probably complete his work in
;bis vicinity this week, and then be will
have finished the inspection in the SUte.

returns.
si

Sorrento
Southwest Hbr
Swan's Island..
Tremoot..
Trenton.
Verona.
Waltham
Winter Har.
No 33 Plan.
Long 1 •! PlanNo 8 Plan.
No 21 Plan.

n

6

2

election,

gone over most of the roads in the
western part of the State, and has traveled
extensively in the vicinity of Qsmden and
Rockland and along the coast. He spent
ponsiderable time in Aroostook county,
srhere he found roads that were the worst

7
86

1

constitutional

voted for by the

mend men t
the

of the

account

ILtg.il IXolurs.

n

ia«

189
1

on

will go

159

15

56
2
26
19
87
44

l

anticipation of possible legislation
coming session of the Maine legis-

Jfot Salt.
OUSE—At Oak Point, in Trenton. 10 mile;
below F.lisworlb. with good sited lots
fine location lor to miner residence. Apply to
Eiunrosn Loan A Bcildiwo Ass’w. Ellsworth. Me.

OKI'S!

at

..

122
12
378
275
71

56

7
174
222

£

96

5

rtooMew.

Bird Slaughter by Japanese.
That thousands of albatrosses have been

em-

All the neighbors turned out and attended the
barn-raising at John R.
Moore's last Saturday.

!

already !
scrambling
prospective poatoffictplurn, though Postmaster Joy’s tern^ will j
for

Isles.
Dedham..
Deer Isle.
Eastbrook.
Eden
Ellsworth.
Franklin.
Gould* boro.
Hancock.
Isle au Haul....
Isamoine.
Mari avilla.
Mt Desert.
Oriand.
Otis.

Cran

for the

not

£

£

26
&
58
87
87
27
87
28

Amherst.
Aurora.

_

democrats

3

S. J. CLEMENT, MUSIC STORE, Z ST

Borrlll national bank bonding. recently occupied by P. R. Higgins.
dre the legislature which will assist that
! Hot water heat, electric light; one of the
Hody in making arrangements for the ex- moil desirable offices in Ellsworth. Inquire
penditure of the money raised by the bond st Bumbill National Bank.
K'- Suite over C. I. Vforsng's clothssue.
Suitable for docIng-store, Main st,
Mr. James is to make Rsngor his bead- tor's. lawyer’# or insurance office. Inquire of
Ellsworth.
L
of
C.
MobaHH,
rest
the
and
the
week,
quarters during

m
*

g
®

of the SUte

lute's roads. The idea is to have somehing definite in the shape of a plan for
he improvement of the roads to place be-

S

£

x

committee

roads

ilaine at the last

£

—

—

commerce.

Harbor

a

good

py the
ature

COUNTY,

o
—

for

lone in

from the

a

«
o

the

trade.
He is to go over the roads of Maine with
he view of suggesting a system of uniThis work is being
orm improvement.

figures
Wilson, 50,987; Roosevelt, 48,459; Taft. 36,538.

a

Talking Machines

SMALL INSTRUMENTS OR ALL KIND8

but

Hoard of

Nov. 5,1912.

j

Bar

he

are:

VOTE or HANCOCK

the

Mr. James is in the State making an inpection tour, with the approval of Gov.
dialed and Parker L. Hardison, the SUte
lighway commissioner, at the request of

or

announced

In giving wide publicity to this action of the Washington county teach
State
ers.
Superintendent Smith*!
voices his approval of the movement.
“Many hundreds of children of
Maine,” he says, “are accustomed to

<

1

The total

EDI80N

be materials.’*

I

when

19(18,

VICTOR and

milding roads, and the cbief requirement
n Maine is the intelligent handling of

Stale give Wilson a plurality of 2,528 over
Koosevelt, witb Koosevelt 21,921 ahead of
Tift.

school# has been, and is, a moral menace to know n as “Christmas greens or greenery”.
such schools, be it
Only in cases where the plants and plant
Resolved, That superintendents be urged
products have been inspected and proto request or require, in engaging teachers, i
nounced to be free from these two insects
that such teachers are to remain at the buildof agriculture inspectors,
ing during the noon hour, and that remunera- by department
will they be permitted to enter interstate
tion be given for this extra work.

of

1968 to nineteen this year.
Practically complete returns

running rubber-tired trains.

now

“I have found the worst roads in
I lute located in Aroostook county,
peaking generally of all sections of
I lute, there is plenty of good material

seventy-six
socialist votes were cast, while tbe prohibition vote has fallen from thirty-six in
double that

department of agriculture, and be
making a study of the Maine bigb-

rays.

office, no clerk's return to the seen*tary of state had been received, and tbe
sealed returns were not yet available.
Wilson's plurality over Koosevelt in
Hancock county, with Otis missing, is
T18, while Koosevelt ran 536 ahead of
The total vote of
Taft in this county.
tbe county is 6,125. as against a total vote
of oniy 5.152 in the presidential election
of 1868, when Taft received 3,168 and
Bryan 1.846. The socialist vote is almost

j

PIANOS

is

tow

that

_

dinner

noon-day

be

tbe information that while official sealed
returns from Otis had been received at

Mrs.

.I
The

number

William Bryant, of South Deer Isle,
is Hancock county’s “smartest" old lady.
Though in her nibety-ninth year, she retsins her faculties to a remarkable degree,
is active about the house, and will cook a

be

This week’s edition of
American in -.550 copies.

a

bos

bloom.

Business communication* should be addressed
to. and all checks and money orders made pay
Able to Tire. Hancock Cotnrrr Pcblibhino
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

their

1

town clerks to

The Amebican.

Mrs.

buds upon it.
stocks,
petunias, coxcomb
mignonette and other flowers in fall
and

roaes

also

rear.

eat

by

mail returns

Tbe only town missing is Otis, from
Staples, of that place, has in her which no returns nave been received. A
garden a rose-bush with three full-blown telegram to the secretary ot state brought
of
She

a year, 9100 for »tx
months; so cents for three months; if paid
strictly in advance. 91 50, 75 and » cents
respectively. Single coptes 5 cents. All arrearage# are reckoned at the rate of 92 pei

..—.

■

Addie

Subscription Price—A2A0

Advertlslr g Rates—Are reasonable and will
made known on application.

from

tre

overnment

<

Detailed returns ot tbe vote ot Hancock
coonty in tbe presidential election last
week ere printed below. Tl.ree figures

salmon eggs and
tront of

fifty thousand

Flowers still bloom at Atlantic.

Official Is Making Inspection In Maine.
“Maine roads are tetter than 1 expected
I 0 find them,” says E. W. James, ol Washi ington, U. C.
Mr. James is cbief inspector
i n the office of public roads which is under

Detail

at Recent Election.

THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING OO
F. W. Rollihb. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titcs, Associate Editor.

County la

auBfruirmnuf.

MAINF.’S HIGHWAYS.

CORRECTED RETURNS.

COUNTY fK>SSIP.

<£llsu)orttj American

A Kent Union Safe Deposit * Trust Co., ol Portland, lor furnishing Probate and Surely Bonds
Aitent Oliver ^Typewriter! typewriter supplies

Cor. Main and Water Sta. (orer Moore's Urn#
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

Samuel P. Oooaina. late of Lamolne. in aaid
county, deceaaed. Flrat and Bnai account of
Marjory Cooaina, adminlatratria. Bled lor
settlement.
Lucy Ann Pert. * person of unsouml mind, of
in said county. Account if \astin
J<edfw»ck.
H. Dority. guardian. Med for settlement.
\j.
so resignation of Austin II.
Dority. guardian,
filed.
Doris Kid oats Hherman and Ida EsteUs
.Sherman, minora, of « astio*. in aaitl countv.
deceased. Petition filed by George L >herman, guardian. for license to aril certain real
eaute of said minors, as desenbed in said
etition.
Reuben W. Thom, late of Biuehlll, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by v <
liagerthy. administrator, for Itcenw t
certain real estate of said deceased. %% Jescribed in said petition.
Fannie Douginas, late of Oastine. In said
comity, dcreated
Petition filed by Ka!ph H
Condon, administrator, for licenae t<- *c!l errta.in rea! estate of said deceased as described
in said petition.
r.u»iru

r.apoim,

taie

or

winter

Hsroor

in said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Warren L. Russell, administrator of the estate of said deceased, that an order b*su<-d
to distribute among
the heir* of said deceased. the amount remaining in the hands of
•aid administrator, an the settlement of hi*
third account.
Ira Robertson, late of SulliTan. *.n **:d
county, deceased. Pinal account of Will B
Haver, administrator. Bled for settlement.
William Pennclly, late of Eden, in said
Petition that Elmer J
county, deceased
Morrison or some other suitable person
appointed administrator d. b. n. with the will
annexed of me estate of said deceased, presented oy Elmer J Morrison, a son in law of
said deceased, the executrix named in *aid
will being now deceased.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. P. Manosiv. Register.
To ali
persons interested in the esiate
hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Ellsworth, in sad
for the county of Hancock, on the twelfth
day of November, a. d. 1811. being *a adjourned session of the November s. d. lt:2
term of said court.
following matters haviug been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persona interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be he.'d at Ellaworth. in said county, on the third day of
December, a. d. 1813, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they *ee

THE

cause

Nahum H. March, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be tbe last will and testamtnt of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Sarah G. Dow, tbe
executrix therein named.
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Jndgeof said Court
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. P. Mahoxsy. Register
notice that
admin-

subscriber

hereby gives
she has been duly appointed
THE
istratrix of the
of
eatate

ELLEN A. HODGKINS, late of LAMOINE.
in the county of Hancock, decease:
A11 person*
given bonds as the law directs.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to presen: the aarue for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediatelv
Addis P. Hoooki**
Lamolne, Nov. B, 1913subscriber hereby fives notice t&H
has been duly appointed administbe estate of
MARY C. AUSTIN, late of HANCOCK,
tn the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All V*1'
given bonds as tbe law directssons having demands against tbe estate o.
said deceased are deeired to present tbe s*me
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Thro. P. ACSTI*.
Eg y Pt. Me., Oct. 9.1912.
he
THE

trator of

_

subscriber
has been
estate

be
THE
trator of the

hereby

gives

notice

th*»

duly appointed adminis-

of
JAMES HIGGINS, late of EDEN,
the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs- All per*
essons
having demands against the
desired
of
tate
said deceased are
the same for settlement, and all in*
ebted thereto are requested to make pay*
ment immediately.
R J. McGa**!***-1Calais, Me Nor.
in

Sresent

8.1911._
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BOOST Ellsworth Food Fair, Jan. 27-Feb. 1,’I3
MOOSK CASKS.

COW

I

Grow

case*

1V0

IIKI.I) KOK MANSM\i:oHTKK.

Killing

of

out

of

j

Johl1

Crowell Plead* Not (lutlty
Murder Charge.

MAY CELEBRATE
One

to

On* Cow Mooae.
were tried before Judge Hall
John Crowell, the Manset
municipal court yesterIS tbe EUaworth
fisherman,
out of tbe ! who on Sunday, Nov.
afternoon, both growing
3, shot and killed
moose
West
in a drunken carousal at
nev Washington I Joseph
a cow
gillior of
; Crowell’s home in
Oct. 30.
Manset, is held for the
jonction on
of
the
was
that
State
April grand jury on the charge of manbrst case tried
George Lovell, the fonrteen-year-old slaughter. Bail was fixed at f2,500, and
of Washington Junc- l rowell wraa committed to the
county jail
w„ of David Lovell,
Giles appeared for the Stste in default.
P.
L.
tion.
Crowell was arraigned before
for the respondent.
Judge
sbd D. K. Hurley
Shea and Dyer describ'd Henry M. Hall in the Ellsworth
municipal
game Wardens
of tbe mooae ss described to court Monday afternoon.
Through his
tbe killing
and tbe location of the counsel, George B. Stewart, he pleaded not
,bt,n liy tbe boy,
A. James, of Wm- guilty to the murder charge in the warkilling, while Thomas
for the Stste fish and rant. *Cou n t y Attorney*Herbe'rT" LTbnP
throp. taxidermist
and the receiver of game ham appeared for the State,
gtmf deportment
evidenoe was) introduced
shipped to the commissioners, described j»OqAyjmffiMent
of the bullet wounds in the to warrant holding the respondent*for^the
tbe 1 oration
wmcb he has prepared for mount- grand jury. Respondent''put"~in no evi-

Respondent admitted tbe killing of the
said he thought he was
cow mooae, but
(hooting si a deer.
Counsel for respondent

the
complaint be dismissed on tbe ground
that the coy wsa under fourteen years of
mother testified that he
tge (tbe boy's
would be fourteen on Dec. X next! and
that there

was a

asked that

presumption

of law that

boy under fourteen was not responsible
hi* criminal act*.
Judge Hall said the Court was satisfied
cow moose, and
ibat the boy killed tbe
what he was doing,
that he probably knew
but that be clearly wsa not the kind of
law-breaker that the laws of the State
aimed to puniah. He therefore discharged
,

for

tbe

i*»i>oudent.

The second case tried was that of tbe
vs. K. W. Wooater, of Washington
Junction. L. K. Giles appeared for the
State, .chile Mr. Wooster conducted bis
State

own cae'

It appears that tbe same moose shot a
few minutes later by the Lovell boy, had
first been seen in Mr. Wooster’s turnip
patch. Mr. Wooater, under tbe impression. he says, that it was a bull moose
from what others told him, went into the
house lor hi* shotgun. When he finally
cause

upon the

upon

mooae or

him. be had

was a cow or

the

the

moose

came

his doubts whether

it

boll, but took

general direction of

a snap shot in
the moose, but

(our or five feet above It, he thought. He
did nol hunt tbe moose further, believing
It to be a cow.
This tt tbe story in substance as tola by
State TaxiMr. Wooster upon tbe stand.
dermist James told of finding a charge of
bird shot in the tide of the moose. The
Mr. Wooeter did the
gun with which
shooting was exhibited, and was perhaps
his best -a it ness in proving that he was
not a Hunter.
It was a cheap single-barshotgun, with the forearm gone, so
held together when being
flred by tbe rnan firing it, or by a rubber
band wound around the breech and
looped back behind the trigger-guard.
Mr. Wooster admitted that he cut tbe
shell to make the charge more effective,
and Game Warden Shea described the
action of cut shells. He had seen a charge
or shot m a cut shell go through a twoinch plank at forty yards, but in other
cases the shot scattered at a shorter distance. It dt'peuded, he thought, ou just
rel

that it had to be

where the shell

Judge Hall,

waa

before

cut.

rendering hia decision

in tbe case, complimented the wardens
and attorney for the State upon the ad-

mirable way they bad conducted tbe
cases, and t heir evident desire to look after
the interests of tbe State and the game.
He said the Court was peculiarly fortunate in

this

case to

having the whole

story of this mooae before it. It was clear
to the Court that this cow mooee was
killed by the Lovell boy, which reduces
the charge againat Mr. Wooater to hunting. It was also clear to the Court that
Mr. Wooater went out to hunt what
proved to be a cow mooae, and was therefore

the matter

tion of

technically guilty.

The Court therefore imposed a nominal
fi and costa, and auapeuded execution of both.
fine of

Birthday Party.
[Contributed. 1
A pleasant affair was the birthday party
•t the home of
Chpt. and Mrs. Wellington

Bellatty on Laurel street last Saturday
daughter,
Their
evening.
youngest
Evelyn F., was fifteen years old on Sunday, and the anniversary was celebrated
the
evening before. Miss Evelyn was in
Bangor during the day with her father,
and when she

arrived home she was somewhat surprised to find a houseful of guests
who brought their greetings to her.
Those invited were the class of girls, of
which she is one, in the Baptist Sunday
school, and their teacher, Mrs. Nellie
Curtis, the F. L. C. class of boys and their
teacher, Mrs. Harriet Curtis, the pastor
and his wife.
The company sat down to a delicious
supper, which was finely served by Miss
Helene Bellatty, assisted by Marcia Bell*tty, both sisters of Evelyn, and Miss

Hazel Brown.

The crowning feature of

the feast was a birthday cake in whose
capacious interior were concealed articles
of certain significance to the ones who got
the pieces of cake containing them. Keith
Killam got the piece of money, Miss
Brown drew the ring, Fern Webster found
a
thimble, while the hostess, Mrs. Bel-

tatty, anticipating

the surprise of the one
who would bite the button, was the victim herself, and Joined in the lsugh that

followed.

(lames were played, the social side of
the occasion he»ng skilfully engineered
by Miss Marcia and Miss Brown. In the
clothespin contest, Kenneth Jordan and
bis partner. Hazel Nevella, were the prizewinners. The party broke up at a reasonable hour and left with many words of
appreciation for the good time which had
proved so enjoyable.

set up.

Dr. J. D. Pin)lips, of South.vest
Harbor,
the physician first called to the Crowell
house, described the body of West as he
found it on the floor, and testified that
Crowell said he did it, and that he “shot
to kill”.
Deputy-Sheriff Bion E. Whitney, of Bar

Harbor,

who had drawn

Crowell

houae, described

a

over.

was

the

during

sort

some

the

summer

literary

program, unaccompanied
or carnival features.

by

of

historical pageant,

a

flower

day,

an

front door of the house, another
through the sidewall of the house and a
third through the floor of the pantry.
William Ward testified as to Crowell’s
coming to his store and asking him to
telephone for a physician and officer, saying he had shot a man.
Deputy Sheriff James 8. Fernald, of
Southwest Harbor, described conditions
the

at the Crowell

house

he

as

with

eral that

found them.

Perry,

who had

of whom favored and

with him, testified that
right-handed. This may have
an important bearing in the case, if selfdefence is set up, as clasped in West’s
right hand when the body was found was
a

was

position

result of the

autopsy.

of the

body

He said that in

his

appointed

|

found.

was

to hold for

cause

judgment

manslaughter.

preindicting for

grand jury from
the evidence introduced before
it is sufficient to warrant it.
KLLSWOKTII

KALES.

sense

held.

was

a

follows:

Mrs. C. W. Clough returned Saturday
a visit with relatives in Boston and

vicinity.

We

Sunday.
Miss Virginia Moore, accompanied by
mother, went to Bangor Tuesday for

her

at the East-

operation for appendicitis
ern Maine general hospital.
an

Misses Bessie and Rita
Harbor, were here over
home from

Johnston, of Bar

Sunday

visit with

a

on

their

William 11. Brown, Leon ti. iirown ana
Kankin bave gone to Cherryfleld,
where they will be engaged several months
William

building

a

mill.

Mrs. Asa C. Flood came home Saturday
has
been
she
where
trom
Bangor,
tor several weeks with her daughter,
Mrs. W. B. Cram, who recently underwent an operation upon the nose and
throat.
The lumber mill ot Whitcomb, Haynes
& Co., which has been shut down for several days on account of breaking the
plower, started up this morning.

C.

Port.

W. Bailey, Congregational Held
worker for the Sunday schools of northand
ern New England, was here Tuesday,
j
held a conference in the afternoon commencing at 2.30, assisted by the pastor.
In the evening there was an address by
Kev. A.

Bailey, which

was

appreciated

much

by a large audience.
GKKK.N LAKE.
Alice

Spencer

went

to

Bangor

Monday.
Ernest Moore is driving team for C. P.
Bennock.
shot a
Harvey Gray and Bennie Higgins

good buck last week.
Capt. H. F. Lord is making

a

line drive-

Morse cottage.
Mrs. Frank Darling spent Monday with
her father, John Merrill.
Dr. Calvin Thomas, wife and daughter
week.
are at their oottage for a
C.
The daughter born to Mr. and Mrs.
way at the

p. Bennock Oct. 27, starts life with two
lower teeth.
Station Agent Frank Trafton and wife
have returned from a visit with Mrs.
Trafton’s parents.
Blaine 8. Vdes, of Augusta, the republiof incan member of the commissioners
land fisheries and game, is a candidate for
the chairmanship of the board.

our

Tudor Brand

Coffee.:;

I BUICK 1913 I
MODELS

thoroughbred

are

paying

as

follows:
more 25
more

80

more 18

to 28c Tb
to 35c lb
to 22c tb

POLLARD CO.,

We have just received one of each of the Five Models of liuicks
for 1913. This car is guaranteed to have more speed and more powei
than any equal-sized motor on the market. Competitive tests have
demonstrated its superiority and endurance in P4 per cent, of all
tests in which we have participated.
yCUl
UUK ntff
flllD

\JiMflMVWfc-

Water Street, Ellsworth, Me.

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late
Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies that pay losses immedi-

WANT

iVeals|and

j

ately.
Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

Lambs

Ask Dr. A. G. Young,
Sec’y State board of health,
Augusta, Maine, how to
comply with new law, and
then ship to us.
WE

is filling a long-felt want. Every facility for storage
and repairing. Best appointed garage east of Bangor

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,

COMMISSION, MERCHANT'

ton.)

WANT

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
Property

owners will be

protected from fire by placinggtheir

Insurance

Fire

Potatoes and Apples.

Insurance, Real Estate.

with E. J. WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

—

DIED.
ASHWORTH—At Ellsworth, Nov 12, Edwin
Ashworth, aged 44 years.
CARD—At Ellsworth, Nov 6, Daniel T Card,
aged 57 years, 10 months, 7 days.
COLE—At Brooklin, Nov 5, Donald Newton,
infant son of Mr and Mrs Fred L Cole.
DAVIS—At Washington, Nov 1, Ralph P
Davis, of Deer Isle, aged 24 years, 3 months,
15

of

BOSTON ^

COLE—At Brooklin, Nov 5, to Mr and Mrs
Fred L Cole, a son. [Donald Newton.]
GINN—At North Penobscot, Nov 10, to Mr
and Mrs Chester W Ginn, a daughter.
HOOPER—At Sedgwick, Oct 27, to Mr and
Mrs John Hooper, a son. iGleason Pendle-

MARRIED.

handle all the

40 Canal St., Boston, Mass.

BORN.

At Winter Harbor,
PERRY
BOTTCHER
Nov 3. by Rev E S Drew, Mrs Anna Bottcher
to John B Perry, both of Gouldaboro.
NORWOOD—PARKER—At Manset, Nov 6, by
Rev George O Richardson, Miss Julia Norwood of Tremont, to J Everett Parker, of
Southwest Harbor.
RALPH—BENNETT—At Southwest Harbor,
Nov 5, by Rev George O Richardson, Miss
Carrie E Ralph to Andrew W Bennett, both
of Southwest Harbor.

can

THE PARK &

Ar Nov 12, schs Robert Snyder, Rockland;
Thomas Lawrence, coastwise
Franklin—Sid Nov 10, schs Annie Aicslee,
New York; C Taylor, 3d. liar Harbor
Southwest Harbor—Ar Oct 29, sch Annie F
Kimball
Ar Nov 2, sch Ellen Maria with lumber from
Brooksville
Ar Nov 6, sch Mildred May
Sid Nov 6, sch Ellen Maria
Sid Nov 7. sch Benjamin Russell
In port Nov 11, schs Anna L Sanborn, Mildred May, Nickerson

—

a can

Lamoine Brand Sardines for 25c.

RETURNS,

TERMS—Cash. Delivered at our store. No
commission. Payment figured on weight of
birds when they arrive in Boston. Checks
mailed promptly.
Live Poultry, both chickens and hens at market price.

Hancock County Porta.
Sid Nov 7. Lehigh Valley
West Sullivan
barge No 7»7, New York
Sid Nov 8, sch J R Bod well, New York
Sid Nov 9, sch Charlie and Willie, Boston
Sid Nov 11, sch Annie B Mitchell, New York-

PERT—At Sedgwick, Oct 29, to Mr and Mrs
Forrest Pert, a son. [Kenneth.]

;;

cans

FIVE

CONDITIONS—All pure bred pullets must be
reasonably good colored. American and Leghorn varieties free from feathers or stubs on
legs, to bring full quotations. All birds must
be healthy, free from colds or roup. Pullets
must be readily distinguished
from hens
(Pullets with scaly legs at market price only.)

LIST.

HOWARD—At Sedgwick, Oct 4, to Mr and
Mrs Lionel Howard, a son. [Lionel Elmer.]

;;

3 lbs. Pilot Bread for 25c.

PRICES,”

We

81d Nov 8, sch Lulu W Eppes. Salem, lumber, Whitcomb, Haypes & Co
Sid Nov 11, sch Melissa Trask, Newark,
staves. C J Treworgy
Ar Nov 12, sch Nellie Gr int, Bangor

friends in

Bangor.

Ellsworth.

American varieties, 8$lh or
3tb or
Leghorn
Crossbread
4tb or

Rev. R. B. Mathews,
Hollis B. Eaiey, J. H. Bresnahan.
The meeting then adjourned.

Ellsworth

13c lb."
18c lb.-■

pullets we can get and are ready to
pay highest prices for them.

Haines,
Charles W. Joy,

MARINE

...

We Take Out No Commission

city

Leon G. Flood, who is employed with
Rice A Miller at Bangor, was home over

McGOWN,

IMMEDIATE

committee be

Roy

lO and 15c lb...

~

HIGHEST

—

from

Mrs.

the

celebration be

15c lb...

Hamburg steak,
Corn Beef,
Shoulder steak,
Chuck steak,

Pullets Wanted

were

This

murder if

Mr.

as

of the lower court does not

vent the

way

a

;Try

Commission fflmfjanta.

the chair to draw up tentative programs, and submit them to a meeting to be called later. The committee was

This closed the testimony, and Judge
Hall rendered his judgment, finding probable

meeting that

Rev. Mr. Kizer moved that

and the

opinion the man was lying on the floor
when shot, almost in the position in

body

it

After it was voted that
of the

E. J. Morrison testi-

to the

which the

of whom

■

••

The advertisements below represent some ol
the leading houses of New England.
Oui
readers will doubtless find them of value.

appointed by

Medical Examiner
as

some

15toll(clb.

3 lbs. Soda Crackers for 25c.

7

lO

hard work.

fifty-cent piece.

fied

tu It'IIllUIl

opposed to the project. He questirned
the propriety of so small a number committing the whole town to an undertaking involving large expenditures and

and had boarded
West

J. A.

Xo. 8 Main St.,

sort next

present were a very
percentage of the entire population
of Ellsworth; that the voters present were
a very small percentage of the total registered voters; he regretted the absence of a
number of representative citizens, some

body. Frank
shipmate with West

of eighteen years
manufacturer of Men’s, Boys’,

desirable.
rnncii

15 to 1 7c lb.

Stew Beef,

11>.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb

liable goods.

the fact that those

of the

been

so

some

Pot Boast,

2Hc
23c
3i»c
2Rc
Me
2<>c

and Youths’ shoes enables me to
make selections of best values in
footwear.
Brices lower than others for re-

small

when he reached the house.

position

My experience

thought
funds

some

;

Moccasins, Leggings, Taps, TopPieces and Shoe Findings.

if sufficient

celebration of

iu«iuc«3

W. B. Keene and Coroner 8. 8. King described the

a

summer was

Mr. Ward was telephondoctor, testified that W'est was

breathing

still

right

all

30c lb.

1

dry feet.

Rubber Boots, Lumbermen's Rubbers,

as a

...

J

2 lbs. Malaga Grapes for 25c.

Full Stock of Dress and Heavy Footwear

obser-

Beef.

Choice

Vein steak,
(’buck ltoast,
Sirloin Roast,

Shoe

pretentious
time devoted
should be gauged by the funds available.
Hut whatever the number of days devoted to it, the feeling expressed was gen-

the store while
a

general favor;

be

could be raised to carry out
a program; others that the

He said Crowell gave himself up, saying:
“Here I am; I shot him, and shot to kill.”
George Hamilton, the first to arrive at
the house after the shooting, going from

ing for

more

it would

Rump steak,

Harding&dohnson
Waterproof Work

furnishings, the blood marks on vance-of-the-event day, and so on, with a
front of sink, closet and floor, none being liberal
sprinkling of concerts, music,
more than two feet and nine inches
fro/n sports, old-home week features, &c.
the floor, and also the shot holes through
This extended program seemed to meet

STREET, ELLSWORTH.

Sirloin steak,
Top of Round steak,
Rottom of Round steak,

The

for hafd knocks and

t ,l.l I

..I

WATER

on

■

cele-

t

for Thursday!
Special Prices
Cuts Western

for
Men.
Tan high-cut and genuine box calf.
See this line. Absolutely all solid
leather. Boys’ and Youths' knockabout shoe, double sole and seamless tops.

tivity, ushered in by religious services on
Sunday, and followed by feature days,
such as merchants’! day, firemen’s day, a

house and

I

J. P. S. Shoes
Boys, Youths and Little

bration
From this extreme Mr. Haines expressed
himself as in favor of a full week of fes-

plan of the
in detail the

IVIEIM

Price, $3.50, $3.75, $4.

1913 would be desirable, and that this anniversary date was as good a time as any to
have it.
The only differences of
opinion expressed
were on the character of the event and its
length. Mr. Haines quoted from a letter
received from Judge Emery, in which the
judge heartily favored the setting apart of
one day, and that
given over to a dignified

but questions asked by his counsel
cross-examination of the State’s witnesses indicate that self-defence
will be
case

talked

made chairman
meeting, and Edward F. Small
secretary. The chair called upon nearly
everyone present for an expression of
opinion, and everyone called upon gave
his opinion.
The feeling was general that a celebraof

in

the

was

Ex-Mayor Leland

FOR

Best made shoe in the United
States at any price. Easy
walking,
comfortable and the most sightlv
shoe made.
Better than any custom-made
shoe and fit better. Feel better and
look better than any bench-made
shoe on the market.

I

Alley’s Market |f

Packard Shoe

response to a call for a meeting of
citizens to consider the matter of observnext
summer the oue hundred fiftieth
ing
anniversary of the settlement of Ellsworth, about forty met at the board of
trade rooms last Monday evening, when

dence,

ing whole.

Fiftieth Anniversary
of Ellsworth.

Founding

In

l,r

cares,*,

Hundred
of

Two cases

■■■!

THE

days.

GROSS—At Oceanville, Nov 8, Damon Gross,
aged 19 years, 6 months, 24 days.
Bangor, Nov 7. Frances L.
JORDAN—At
widow of Henry A Jordan, formerly of Ellsworth, aged 81 years, 11 months, 8 days.
PEASE—At Boston, Nov 2, Mrs Fannie E
Pease, of Brooklin, aged 51 years.
W’EST
At Marlboro, Nov 12, Mrs Samuel
West, aged 50 years, 2 months, 12 days.
—

IMMEDIATE RETURNS.

W. W. Benjamin,

Boston, Mass.

--,-

SHIP

YOUR

APPLES, POTATOES, EGGS, GAME
AND POULTRY, to
CiiAriN Brothkrs,

will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by the use of HALL’S CAFRANK J. CHENEY.
TARRH CURE.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
v(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure ts taken internally and
acta directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials
free
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold bv all Druggists, 76c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

PLUMBING,
Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Boston, Mass.

HONEST WORK;

POULTRYandeggs Wanted

Twenty

WESTON-THURSTON CO.,

ELECTRICAL
Ful

Send for stencils and

WIRING.

Lines ol

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.

Wlrlai set! Supplies ChscrtslI. Owes
ANDREW M. MOOR.
Ellsworth.
Bstey Building, mate 9t..

Estimates

ea

Metcalf’s Fox
A
■OHL

Subscribe for The American

Experience.

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5.

Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants

Specialties.
weekly market report.
100-102 Faneuil Hull Market,
Boston. Mass.

Years’

EDWARD F. BRADY,

HALL & COLE,

Apples, Potatoes, Cranberries

HONEST PRICES

s.
Personal attention to all d***
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

New Faneuil Hall Market-Boston

oar

Ohio, city of Toledo,
1
Lucas County,
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney &
Co., doing business in the City of Toledo,
County and State aforesaid, and tnat said firm
State of

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE AMERICAN

Dr.H.W.OSGOOD
New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day: FRIDAY
Bangor Office ; 12 Grove St

Decoy IRA

$1.00

A reliable lol scent used
eitenslrely by old trappers. Either land or water
trapping. Cash with

HAGAN, Jr.,

B.
Civil
Land

Engineer,
Surveyor.

Corm»»atfMca SftWtd

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.
a. C. UTCAU * CO.. Ilrtand N. E.
t

P. 0 Box 7.

COUNTY NEWS.

Portland, where be will
Gray's business college.

WEST SULLIVAN.

Mrs. A. P. Havey and Mrs. Hattie Webb
new

cellar

E. W. Ash’s house.

Z. L. Wilbur, of Franklin, is visiting his
daughter, Mrs. F. E. Pettingill.
Francis Pettengill, a student af Bueks-

PROSPECT HARBOR.

3. Ray is oo
Wytopitlock.

L.

to

met

Thursday with Mrs.

bis

wreck. AU she
be renalled and a little
calking, and be ia ready for scalloping the
first good day.
Ethel Rich, who hu been in tbe Bar
Harbor hospital, is home and doing well.

bought,

needed

wm

wm

•

oomplete

to

tnoual hunting trip

Mrs. Uxsie Wilson and family have
moved into the N. H. Cole house for the

__

winter.

SOUTH GOULDS BORO.

Miss Ella Joy has gone
spejd the winter with
Emily Joy Fields.

Mrs. Joan Sargent is visiting in Winter
Harbor.
Mrs. Arviila Bunker, of North Sullivan,
was a

Mass.

Miss Gussie Robertson, of North Sullivan, was the guest isst week of Mrs. Ro-

gatts one day last week.
Mrs. George W. Colwell, with son ALlisor
snd little daughter, spent Sunday
with friends in East Steuben.

sette Bunker.
Miss Sybil Hammond, of Winter Harbor, spent the week-end with her grand-

parents, J. C. Hammond and wife.
The Christian Endeavor rally Nov. 6 was
largely attended. All present enjoyed the
eloquent address by Rev. Mr. Sampson, of

Walter Newman and Lowell Webb have
Bangor, where they have em-

returned to

ployment.

the
are

Miss Audrey Hunt, pastor of the Methodist church, has taken up her residence
here for the winter, with Henry Hamilton

H.
_

WEST EDEN.

Connecticut.

Mrs. Ida M. Rich has gone Ellsworth
the winter.

Jobn Farnsworth has moved his family
from W’est Franklin into one of the Dunbar bouses.

Hadley

Sarsh

bor to visit her

Ash, who has been visiting his
parents, left Tuesday for his home in
North Dakota.
Frank

for

Winter Har-

has gone to

grandmother.

Reed and wife, of Bar Harbor,
guests of his sister, Mrs. Agnes

Winthrop
were

the

Mr. Corson and wife arrived SaturMr. Corson preached at tbe Methodist church Sunday to a large congregation.

The people from the Center geve two
Oerter's Fancy
short drsmas:
“Mrs.
Ball," and “An Old-Fashioned Courtship
and Marriage". After tbe play, Mrs
Katie Reed served cake, pies end coffee
contributed by the people of the piece.

Proceed*, about f7, for the pastor.
A quiet wedding t^k place

at

tbe

home of Dennis Norwood in tbe presence of a few intimate friends snd rslatives on
Wednesday evening, Nov. ft,
when his daoghter, Julia Aljava, was
married to James Everett Parker, of Menial. Rev. George Richardson, of South-

The

west

Miss

McKinley

ing Friday

league had a meetSULLIVAN HARBOR.
enjoyed a program of
Miss Whitaker is visiting her brother in
readings by tbe teacher and
an old-time spelling-match by
Orrington.
Mrs. Charles Simpson has returned from
school

and

ocean
Mayo, last week.
music and
Sunday, j Owing to the severe storm Friday, there pupils, snd
boat was at Mount Desert Ferry.
or
was no school in the primary
high the school.
Miss Harriet Conners, of Boston, was school departments.
James Gil landers, of the E. T. Russell New York.
called here last week by the illness and
Fred Thurlow and wife sre the proud Co., ha* closed tbe business here for the
Elsie Simpson is the guest of Miss Rowe
death of her sister, Mrs. Jessie Lawrence. parents of a son, born election day. Tbe winter snd returned to Boston. Mr. GilId Bangor.
E. W. Ash, of Washington, D. C., killed little one hss been named Marshall Ray.
landere has made many friends in town
Tbe Neighborhood club met with Mrs.
one of the largest deer brought out of the
Harold Higgins, of Boston, will soon since he became manager, and received
Fred Clark lMt week.
Maine woods this year. When dressed it move his (smily here. He will live on the many attentions in a social way before
Dal Us Tracey and wife, of Brookton,
weighed 230 pounds.
place of his grandparents, the late Capt. leaving town.
have been recent guests of A. S. Gray.
Nov. 11.
C.
Mrs. Kingsley entertained forty of her Nathan Higgins and wife.
Nov.
Capt. 8. V. Bennis and family left Monfriends from Gouldsboro at the dormitory
9._M.
WINTKR HARBOR.
day for Cambridge, Maas., for tbe winter.
Saturday evening, serving a midnight
PENOBSCOT.
A son was born to Woodbury (Jerrish
Capt. W. H. Seavev returned Saturday
supper. A pleasant time is reported.
Mrs. Bessie Grindle returned Saturday and wife Thursday morning.
from Boston, with D. T. Timayenit’ boat,
Artemas Chamberlain has bought a farm
to her home in Waterville, after a week
Arthur Rand left last week for Bangor,
the Alice 8.
in Hancock of Mr. Ready, and will move
with friends here.
where be expects to spend the winter.
Mrs. Warren Urann entertained
his family there next week. His friends
the
Mrs. Sarah Wardwell has returned from
Fred Moffatt left last Thursday for Mel- boys' Sunday scbooLclaes at her home
are sorry to lose such a good neighbor.
a visit with
her daughter, Mrs. Arthur rose, Mass., where he has
Monday evening.
employment.
Dr. S. E. Phelps and daughter Eleanor,
Stantial, in Belfast.
Freeman Bunker, of Boston, is a guest of \ School closes this week for two weeks’
of Farmington, Conn., made a short visit
D. C. Littlefield and Pierce Perkins have his
at the home of Bradbury Smith Thursday.
sister, Mrs. Cora Uuptill, and other vicalion. It is regretted thtt Miss CopeMrs. Pauline Smith accompanied them to gone to Dark Harbor, where they have relatives here.
land does not return for the remainder of
employment.
Connecticut for the winter.
Mrs. Adelaide Gerrish and daughter the year.
11.
Dihioo.
Nov.
A meeting of Penobscot chapter will be Bessie and Miss Ardelle Parker left WedThe community was shocked by the
held at Masonic hall Saturday evening, nesday for Lincoln, to visit friends.
sudden death of Mrs. Jessie Lawrence
FRANKLIN.
Work will be exemplified for the
Nov. 16.
Mrs. Lawrence had
The pupils of the grammar grades gave Thursday morning.
Schooner Annie Ainsiee, loaded with
good of the officers. All officers are re- an entertainment at the town hall
been ill several weeks, but was improving
Friday
staves, left the bay Sunday.
quested to be present.
evening, following which candy and ap- and able to be about some. 'Services were
The ladies' aid society will meet with j
NOV. 11.
WOODLOCKK.
held at the home Saturday afternoon, Rev.
ples were on sale.
Mrs. Jennie Dyer Tuesday afternoon.
E. F. Wood officiating. The church quarCharles
Hamilton
has
rented
his
Capt.
GOULDBBOBO.
Harold Clifford is spending a vacation of;
tet aang two selections. The floral tribhouse to James Webber for the winter.
two weeks at his home in Winthrop.
utes were beautiful.
Boy Sparling shot a large deer last
Sympathy ia exCfcpt. Hamilton and wife plan to spend
Mrs. Carrie Holbrook, who is with her week.
prsesed for the bereaved relatives, and
the winter at Calais.
Ernest Whitaker is ill.
especially the daughter.
mother, Mrs. Eunice Blaisdeli, is ill.
A special town meeting was held Satur- 1
Nov. 11.
H.
Z. L. Wilbur is visiting his daughter, j Fred Bartlett and syi Jere leave to-day day
evening, at which it was voted to con- !
for Florida for the winter.
Mrs. F. E. Pettengill, at West Sullivan.
struct s sewer from the old schoolhouse to !
ISLES FORD.
Jason L. Tracy returned Saturday from the Main street sewer.
Mrs. Mary Ann Bunker is ill at the
Mrs. Tingiey, the pastor's mother, has
home of her daughter, Mrs. Roscoe Gay. a hunting trip to Franklin, bringing a
An automobile party from Milbridge.
returned to her home in Massachusetts.
The schools, with the exception of the generous share of moose*meat with him.
which included Guy Roberts,
Russell j
j;
Schools at Islesford and Baker's island
A party of ladies from here attended the Turner, Miss Chipman and Miss
!
high school, closed for vacation last week.
Mitchell,
closed Friday. Miss Bodge is expected to
Mrs. Carrie Havey is at home from school of instruction and general inspec- were in town Saturday calling on friends, j
return here for the winter term.
D. W. Joy and A. L. Strout left SaturPresque Isle, after a visit of several weeks tion of Hiram Bunham W. K. C. at
j Mrs. Walter
Cherryfleld last Tuesday.
Stanley and son iNormsn
with their son Harry.
day morning for Camp. Comfort, Jones’;
Nov. 11.
Jen.
There will be a dance and supper at the
pond, where they will spend the week-end have returned from a month's visit in
They were joined at
in quest of big game. At Prospect Harbor Waltham, Mass.
Music
town hall Friday evening, Nov. 15.
ATLANTIC.
Ellsworth by Mrs. Stanley's mother, arwere joined by A. R. Joy.
they
by Monaghan’s orchestra.
Capt. Hosea Kent arrived with a load of
here Saturday noon.
The hailowe’en party, which was to riving
Mrs. Ruth French has gone to Oakland coal for A. C. Smith Sunday.
The Thimble club met at the parsonage
have been given at the town hall Friday
to assist in the care of her son Henry,
Merton Staples has moved his family to
evening by the students of the high school, Wednesday to begin on their work of usewho is ill of typhoid fever.
Atlantic. He will build boats in L. E.

Capt. Gardiner D. Blake,
Wyoming, visited his

tug
His

of

COUNTY NEWS.

j&fibntiscmmu,

DEER HUE.

DO YOU BUOY EMM

Kail Unloo, youngest
von of R. P. Davis and wife, of Mountalnvillr, was instantly killed recently while
at work for the Central Maine Power Co.,

Ralph P. Davt*,

the

wife

was

given up owing to the

severe

storm.

ful and

fancy articles for next summer's

I. F. Butler returned from Oakland
Joyce’s shop.
The food and candy were disposed of at a sale, proceeds of which are to go towards
Thursday, accompanied by her little
the fund to complete the Neighborhood
Capt. W. L. Staples and wife are at home sale Saturday afternoon at Allen’s store.
granddaughters Ethel and Ruth.
for a few weeks. Mr. Staples will paint
houae.
Several enthusiastic democrats illuminwho
was
unfortunate
Raymond Hooper,
and make other needed repairs on their
Pastor Tingiey preached the first of a
ated their houses Thursday evening, celein losing a foot in Chicago some weeks houses while at home.
brating the Wilson victory. One of the series of four sermons Sunday on some of
is
as
well.
doing
reported
ago,
Nov. U.
S.
most brilliantly lighted and effective was the benefits to be derived from accepting
Charles Butler and Mrs.
Mrs.

Edward Qroes and wife, of Oceanvllle,
been visiting Frank Carman and
wife.
have

Mrs. Lillian Haskell leaves next week
for Florida, where ahe will be employed
for tbe winter.

Joseph Saunders moved hi* family to
Oamden, where he has contracted for a
carpenter's Job.
Tbe Congregational church has been
newly ehingled and the interior painted.
carpet will be laid.
The fall terms of school closed Friday.
Good report* come from tbe different sections of tbe town, end the achooie seem to
be in a flm-class condition.
!
An entertainment was given at tbe town
ball Friday evening, for tbe purpose of
getting fund* to replenish tbe Sunday
school library. A fine program of vocal
and instrumental music and recitations
was
given. A fair sixed audience was
A

new

Capt. Willard Staple* and wife, of tbe
schooner 8. G. Haskell, arrived from Mobile, Ala., Monday, and were the guests of
Dr. H. W. Small and wilt. Capt. and
been sailing from
Mrs. Staples have
southern port* to Porto Rico for nearly
three years. They left for their borne at

the home of Andrew

EGYPT.

Frank P.

William,

fires

Goodwin, wife and little son
Point, are here for a

Mary G. West

Mrs. M. E. Scammon,

Frances Dyer and Geneva Bragfor Machias, where they
are guests of Murchie Gordon and wife.
Miss Geneva will also visit friends i
n
Calais and Milltown.
Eugene Coombs, one of the loyal citiFranklin and an ardent
zens at W'est
democrat, illuminated his house and
grounds very prettily in honor of the
election of Woodrow Wilson.
Grafton Bunker, who had the misfortuue to break his leg at the beginning of
the fail term of high school, is getting
His classmates and other
along finely
students united in a surprise party at his
home
A treat of
Saturday evening.
apples, grapes, assorted candy, dates, figs
and peanuts was carried by the visitors.
An enjoyable evening was spent by all.
Nov. 11.
B.

of

Mt. Desert

_

sold the Charles Res cottage to Arthur
Robinson, who hss taken possession.
Mr. Rea is in Honolulu doing well in his

Mrs. Charles Hodgkins will visit this
Portland and Hebron.

week in

Walter Reynolds has been taking out
old fireplace and chimney in his

profession as surveyor.
Mr. Roberts, who has had charge

the

house, and

has

put in

a new

chimney.

Nov. 11.

The schooner William Booth is loading
paving for Booth Bros., New York.

Lyman Bragdon, who has been quite ill,
is better.
work in the woods.

Stephen Richardson and family have
moved to the old homestead at Beech bill.

Mrs. Vivian Abbott, who has been ill ot
tonsilitis, is convalescing.

Nov. 11.

|

Briar.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Jack Christie made a short visit at home
before
recently
returning to Philadelphia

Mrs. Mary Williams, of Great Pond, is for the winter.
visiting her brother, N. R. Collar.
Miss Josephine Linscott,
Dallas Tracy and wife have returned to employed at Bar Harbor
is home.
months,
Brookton, where he will resume his school.
Miss Grace Woodworth was a week-end
guest of her mother, Mrs. Mary Woodworth.

Alvah Dyer and wife, who have been the
guests ot Francis Wilbur and wife,
have returned to Gouldaboro.
T.
Nov. 11.
the

_

who has been
the past three

Nov. 11.

Y.

_

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Mrs. Lydia Springer spent a few days in
Surry last week with her daughter, Mrs.
Mary Lord.
George McDonald entertained a few of
his schoolmates Wednesday evening to
celebrate his thirteenth birthday.
Nov. 11.
Hubbard.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
Mias Alice Wooster, who has been keephouse for H. D. Ball, is home.

ing

Clarence Colwell, of
made a short visit at

Prospect Harbor, !
the home of bis

landlord is secured.

Still the wedding bells are ringing at
Harbor.
Tuesday evening,

Charles Grindle has moved his family to
the Stephen Richardson house.

Butler has gone to Lalceview to

A lazy liver leads to chronic dyspepsia and
weakens the whole lysten.
constipation
Doan’s Refulets (as cents per box) correct the
liver, tone the stomach, cure constipation
—

—

Adel.

of

Hotel Holmes for the paet six months,
has given up his lease and left town with
his family.
A. 1. Holmes will keep the
house open this winter, or until another

R. H.
HALL QUARKY.

Mrs. Idis Brae; is visiting in Bangor.

ye

Experts declare that the reason
disorders are so common la
this country la due to hasty and
careless habits of eating.
Stomach
troubles and run-down conditions also
usually go together.
John Lind, of Oneonta. N. Y„
says:
“I hare been troubled with a bad
■tomach trouble for fifteen years, and
became so weak that 1 could
hardly
walk or do any work.
My appetite
was very poor, and It seemed
ImposBible to get any relief. Since
taking
two bottles of Vlnol I find that It hss
already made a remarkable Improvement In my health; my digestion is
much stronger, and 1 have gained In
stomach

weight”

Vlnol makes weak stomachs
strong
because It strengthens and tones up
the weakened, tired and overtaxed
nerves of the digestive organs. Vlnol
Is easily assimilated by the weakest
stomachs, and la delicious to the taste.
Try a bottle of Vlnol with the
understanding that your money will
be returned If It does not help you.
P. S.
If you have Eciema try our
Saxo Salve. We guarantee It.
Geo. A. Parcher,

abort visit.

RkX.

Nov. 11.
NORTH DEER ISLE.

Mrs. Carrie E. Hardy ia borne from Boston.

Capt. Grover Small
thirty-two feet long.

is

building^*

launch

Among tbooe who have arrived home
from yachting tha past week are Ospt.
Judson Haskell and son Arthur, Frank E.
Hardy, Jr., Franklin Hardy and Luther L.

Gruggist,

KINwortli, Me.

I JOHNSON S
1

ANODYNE

I

LINIMENT

I Used 102 years for inII temal and external ills.
9 It alleviates coughs,
9 colds, sore throat, colic,
9

cuts, burns and bruises.

9

25c and 50c

9

everywhere

Hardy.
H.

Nov. 4.

_

Mrs. Elizs Staples is quits ill.
Mrs. Lillian Uutcbingson is in Bangor
this week.

George Parker, of Boston, is visiting bis
sister, Mrs. Arthur Marseilles.
Mrs. Arthur Libby, of West Stonington,
is visiting her brother, Gspt. Grover Small.
Capt. F. A. Haakell sailed Saturday for
New York in the schooner Susan N. Pickering. His crew consists of: Male, G. L.
Marsh
Thompson;
Hardy; steward,
sailors, Harold and Franklin Hardy.
Nov. 11.
H.
SOUTH DEEK ISLE.
H. P. Hatch ind daughter Harriet
in Brooklin, the guests of E. P. Cole

Mrs.
are

and wife.

Miss Baker, the deaconess who has been
for tbe last three

weeks

holding

revival

here, went to Stonington Monday
to await orders.
Nov. 8.
H.
services

Tested and Proven
There U

Being
a

a

Heap

Able to

of

Solace In

Depend Upon

Well-Earned Reputation.

Southwest

j

Nov.

I

their

6, a pretty wedding

home of Mr. and Mrs.

eldest

took

place

at the

J. C. Ralph, when

daughter,

Carrie

Phillips,

Andrew

W. Bennet,
of Manset, Rev. George O. Kichard| son performing the ceremony with the
single ring service. The bride was prettily dressed in white and carried white
aarnationa. Only the immediate relatives
and a few girl friends were the favored
Many beautiful gifts were in
guests.
evidence.
Mrs. Bennet has been in the
Northeast Harbor telephone office for
some time, and is a general favorite with
all who know her. Mr. Bennet has a good
position with the Parker Co. The young
couple, after a brief wadding trip, will
make their home in the William Stanley
house at Manaet.
Nov. 11.
Sprat.
was

married

to

Lord's invitation: “Come unto me all
who are heavy laden, and 1 will give

MT.

AU the democratic house* in town were
brilliantly illuminated Saturday night.

_

last week lor medical treatment.

a

You Est

the

you rest.”
Nov. 11.

a.

here

was

NORTH FRANKLIN.

Marion Goodwin went to Bangor

Pendleton. Bonsalutes fired in va-

Uutu* Trundy, who work* on the Thorpe
Saturday to visit her estate on
Greening’s island, has recently
brother, Shirley Sawyer, who has been
purchased s horse.
quite ill.
Mrs. Julia Marson, ol Booth bay Harbor,
Nov. 11.
M.
is spending a lew days at Southwest Harbor. She went to Trenton Sunday .to visit
LAMOINE.
Miss Edith Bice is visiting friends in her mother, Mrs. Caroline Moore.
North Livermore.
Mrs. Frank Moore, ol North Ellsworth,
Elwood Young is at home from Exeter, came to her old home place recently on a
business ss well sa friendly trip. She hss
where he has been employed.

Ferry,

Saturday

_

Mrs.

and

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

worth last week to

Misses

lighted

parts of the town.
Nov. 9.
_._

was called to Ellsattend the funeral of
her son-in-law, Daniel Card.

Mrs.

were

rious

of Hancock

visit of two weeks.

E. Bragdon left for Portland Saturday night to visit Mrs. Bragdon, who is
yet an inmate of Maine general hospital.
He returned Monday morning.
W.

Q.

Thursday

Atlantic

for

Everything

Distress You?

_

Mrs.
John Butler, of West Sullivan, with Mrs. Irene C.
Gay, were guests of Mrs. Eugene Coombs
a few days last week.

S.

Or Does

present.

last

don left

of

Frank Carman, who baa been ill, ia out.

Rev.

day.

Harbor, performed tbe ceremony.
Zulins, sister of the bride, was maid
Sc hoodie lodge, K. of
worked the of honor, and Peter Benson, of
Manset,
second degree on a candidate at ita meet- wm beet men. Tbe bride wore s becoming Saturday night. The Pythian sisters ing dreM of white voile end carried a
furnished supper.
white asters. Hope Norwood and Lillian
Nineteen Pythian sisters from Halcyon Webster served refreshments. Tbe bappy
temple attended district convention in young couple left Thursday for Manset,
Mil bridge recently, snd enjoyed a most where they will live.
Thelma.
Nov. 11.
hospitable snd pleasant reunion.

and wife.

church in Bar Harbor.

Baptist

Nov. 11.

and

her

weeks with her

Kockport,

for their home in

Paris to
sister, Mrs.

to West

Miss Vida Cleaves is spending a few
sister, Mrs. Ralph WakeHeld, at Bar Harbor.
Harry Hill, with his wife snd daughter,
of East Sullivao, were guests of the Was-

recent visitor here.

F. K., Haskins and wife left Wednesday

Joseph McDonald, of West Gouldsboro,
la working for Fred Wneeler at the Granite hotel.

Massachusetts

Unity club

C. C. Larrabee.

W.

Nov. 11.

Miss Orrie Lamaon, of Addison, was the
guest of Miss Minnie Bunker last week.
Mrs. Louise Newman, of Prospect Harbor, visited Mrs. David Patchen recently.
E. W\ Ash and wife left last Friday
evening for their home in Washington,
D.C.

Mrs. A. L. Holt and daughter Eileen

The

Mrs. A. E. Wooster.

port seminary, was home Friday.
Miss Vida Leighton, telephone operator,
is spending her vacation in Unionviile.

visiting

at

Mrs. Annie Ober and daughter May
spent Saturday and Sonday with bcr sil- by the premature explosion of dynsmite
Walter Clark, of Monroe, w*ll move his
Mis* Alice M. Cole left for Waterrill# ler, Mrs. Edwin Lope us.
which he was tamping into a drilled hole.
family into K. W. Wooster's house this
Thursday for tbe winter.
week.
Capt. Engene Tinker, of the schooner Mr. Dtvia was about twenty-four years of
Mis* Cassie Stinson, of Stonington, is Robert Snyier, came in Sunday on bia
age, and leases a wile and one child.
C. K. Wooster, of Everett, Mass., ti
visiting her aunt, Mrs. Al. Welch.
way to Sullivan, where be will load.
spending a few weeks with his mother,

went to

in

COUNTY NEWS.

way to

course

H. D. Ball left Thursday evening for
North Dokota to visit his son, Dr. Fred E.

JL. Kief and wife have gone to Hancock Point for the winter.

friends

a

Leila Merchant, who has employment st Brewer, is home on a vacation.

A.

wall under

his

en

take

Miss

John Holmes is occupying the bouse
vacated by Fred White.

Bangor last Saturday.
George H. Tracy is putting a

Charles last week,

brother

_

WEST TREMONT.
Tbs correspondent correct* the report
that Cape. C. Py Lust's bent, which ha

8.

DESERT FERRY.

For month* American readers have
the

seen

__-__

of praise for
Doan’s Kidney Pills, and read about the
constant

expression

MI-O-NA

good work they have done in this locality.
BANISHES INDIGESTION
Harvard Carter closed bis school at Han- What other remedy ever produced inch
Sourness, Fullness, Belching, and all
cock Friday.
convincing proof of merit?
Stomach Miner)' Disappear in
Arthur L. Fraxier, Hancock 8t., EllaHarvey E. Colby, wife and son Lester
Five Minute*.
•pent Tuesday with bis parents, A. L. worth, Me., aaya: “Time ha* not altered
‘Tried them all," you say, "and not
my high regard for Doan’a Kidney Piils,
Colby and wife.
one cured?”
Well, you haven’t tried
and I *till consider them the beat kidney
MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets or you
Ivory Foas and wife, who have spent the
medicine
on the market.
The
cure
they would not be bothered with stomach
past few weeks with Mrs. Foes’ parents,
I. L. Crabtree and wife, have returned effected in my case has been permanent. trouble to-day.
I
was annoyed by
Perhaps you bought a box and took
sharp, (hooting pain* in
home.
back. I paid little attention to the one or two and then let the rest stand,
Mrs. Etta Clarke and family, of Monroe, my
trouble at first, thinking it would go forgotten, in tbe cupboard.
are visiting at W.
W. Jelliaon’a before
Make no mistake; if you will take
away as mysteriously as It came, but inmoving into the E. W. Wooster bouse at
MI-O-NA Stomach Tablets regularly
stead of getting better, 1 grew worse.
South Hancock.
you can forever end all stomach
My back felt at times as if it were broken, misery and have a stomach as strong
Nov. 11.
C.
and at night, after a hard day’s work, 1 and
vigorous and as able to digest the
could not sit *tUl. The trouble was at it*
heartiest meal as the best stomach in
OAK POINT.
height when 1 began taking Doan'* Kid- America.
George Murch shot a deer here Friday,
If you suffer from Indigestion, !>ysney Pills, which were procured for me at
the first one of the season.
Moore'* Drug Store. The first few dose* pepsta. Gastritis, Catarrh of the Stomach, or any Stomach Misery, G. A.
Mrs. Alma Alley bas gone to Trenton to of this
remedy made an improvement, and
Parcher is authorized to refund your
stay a while with her daughter, Mrs. continued use cured me”.
money if you are dissatisfied with the
Grace Rich.
For Bale by all dealers. Prioe 50 oanta, results
obtained
from
MI-O-NA.
Aubrey Alley and wife, of Seal Harbor, Foeter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, Price .’i0 cents.
Miss He Blab True bas gone to

Vermont.

agent* for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s-and take

spent the week end with his mother, Mrs.
Alma Alley.

sole

Charles Phippin and wife and Mell
Tourtolotte, wife and baby and Annie
Mayo, of Eden, spent Sunday with Emer-

no

Ladd and wife.
Nov. 11.

other.

SYSTEM POLLUTED

son

M.

Au Kagllah Author Wrote:
"No shade, no shine, no fruit, no flowers, no
leaves—November!” Many Americans would
aid no freedom from ecUarrh, which is so aggravated during this month that is becomes
constantly troublesome. There is abundant
proof that catarrh is a constitutional disease.
It is related to scrofula and consumption,
being one of the wasting diseases. Hood's
8 tree par ilia has shown that what is capable
of eradicating scrofula, completely cures catarrh, aad taken in time prevents consumption. We cannot see bow nay sufferer can
pnt off taking this medicine, in v*ew of the
widely-published record of its radical and
permanent cures. It is undoubtedly America's Greatest Medicine for America’s Greatest

Disease—Catarrh.—Adet.

WITH

RANK POISON

Rheuma Drives It Out and Painful
Swollen Joints and Rheumatic
Agony Ends.
Tried them all and failed? Tried to
get rid of torturing Rheumatism, and the
old merciless devil is fast getting rid of

you?
Don’t yon know that for 50 cents you
get a strangle-hold on Rheumatism
and a second 50-cent bottle will bring
comfort to your miserable, twisted, swollen Joints and inflamed muscles?
Don’t you know that O. A. Parcher
guarantees RHEUMA to banish the agony
of Rheumatism and to cure
Neuritis,
Lumbago, (lout, Arthritis and Neuralgia,
or money bock?
can

FROM A DOCTOR

M
The three patients
who went to yoar
institute no longer e&hibit any signs of the
inebriate, but are entirely freed from the fetter*
that held them so long in slavery.” From *
genuine letter among the scores we hare,
proving absolutely that the

DRINK HABIT

be overcome by tbs MEAL 3 IT AT
TREATMENT. No hypodermic* o*cd.RAlldssllon oonSdeuttsl.
DRl’O HABITS SCCCEiISFtLLT
TREATED. Csll upon, sddrcu or phone
ssa

sslissbsolutslyesrtsiu.

THE NEAL INSTITUTE,
Maine.
147
Pleasant

Ava, Portland,

Telephone esig.

Drug Habits Specially Treated
with Great Succees.

SubMcribe tor Ttut AjkjkkicaN

news,

COUNTY

preparatory
new

ebureb,

BROOK LIN.

About

few weeks in

»pending
Owen L. Fly®
Boaton.
Alton returned from Rockjjr>. M»omi
to

Rockland, spent

son

George,

of

Stanley and Raymond Allen
New London, Conn., for
sre home from
Clarence

extinguished

damage.
Billings
A.

re-

Miases Gladys and Ella Closson, who are
employed at South Brooksville, spent Sunday with their parents.

j

the winter.

Mr*. S. E. McFarland and Clifton Stan-

Mias Lucy Astbury is spending a week
with her parents, Thomas
Astbury and
wife, before returning to Bluehill.
The entertainment by the teacher and
pupils of Washington school league in
district No. 5 Saturday night, was a suc-

Boaton Thursday
ley went to
Brooklin reunion.
Mrs. Bert Anderson and two children
Mrs. Anderson’s parents, J. J.
,re visiting
McDonald and wife, in Bath.

to attend the

Lee H. Powera and a party of trienda
from Boaton and New York are spending
Powera’ summer home.
, few days at Mr.

Proceeds, flO.60.

cess.

Nov. 11.

contractor Walter Crockett has a crew
a ditch to drain

D.
NORTH SEDGWICK.

Florence Allen is ill of grip.
George Abbott was in town Saturday

library building.

T. C. sunlaj, W. H. Freethey, E. B. and
Sunday.
R,ie and R. W. Nutter were in Bwngor
John Thurston
lut week on an automobile pleasure trip.

purchased

fine

a

new

recently.

horse

Foster Pierce is unable to be at work
of the grip.

1

COUNTY NEWS.
CABTINE.

discovered in

wae

Everett Neveils came borne from Dark
Harbor to spend Sunday with his parents.
Irvin* and Walter Carter are working
for A. A. Ooodell at North Brooksville.
Htelia Carter spent
Saturday and Sunday with Miss Eunice Dunbar at North
Bluehill.

with friends

Mrs. Nellie Joyce, of Melroee, Mass.,
ind Mrs. M. A. Taylor, of Bedford, Meat.,
They came to attend the
ut In town.
foneral of Mra. H. M. Pnaae.

lor the

WEST SEDGWICK.
Erneat Closson shot a deer one
day
cently, near his home.

6et».

of men at work digging
the basement of the new

a

one.

__

ing.
week

new

with small
This makes the second fire Mr.
has had inside of a
year.

came home from New
John Freethey
after the season’s yachtYork Saturday,

laat

a

arrived

will be put in place soon.

and

10.30Sunday, lire

was soon

visiting

are

building

bouae ol F. H. Billings’
hennery.
A bucket brigade was
tormed, and the (Ire

a few daya last
Mra. Clara Oott spent
*eek in Rockland.
met with Mrs. E. H.
Rebekah circle
Saturday evening.

gridges
fmi Stewart and family
Maas.
friend* in Somerville,

to

celling baa

the cook

1,nd Wednesday.

and
Mrs. Fannie Davis

tteel

on

Clarence Wheeler is spending
with his

family

a

few

days

here.

J. M. Vogell ia spending the
hunting near Patten.

present

week

Frank Hooper and daughter Gertrude
spent Thursday and Friday in Bangor.
Samuel Devereux, of Sailor’s Snug Harwas in town last week for a short
visit.

bor,

Will Stevens, who has been in Southwest Harbor through the summer and fall,
is home.
after

attending

an

Miss Margaret Connor, who has been in
Bluehill the past three months, arrived in
Castine Saturday, and is at the home of
Mrs. Davenport on Pleasant street for a
few weeks.

Mm. W. A. Walker spent Saturday and
in Lewiston, where her Bon Edmund is still in the hospital. He is gaining rapidly, and hopes to be home for

Sunday

her home in

week-end at

the

WEST BROOKS VILLE.

Jasper Gray and wife have named tbeir
daughter, born July 5, Violet Oleita.
Harry Tapley will raise a 40x30 foot

in

organization.
t’NK Femme.

Nor. 11.

barn this

CENTER.
Everett Murphy ia employed at Bartlett’s
Island.
boy— La*

re me

fine

a

Arthur.

Benjamin

Mrs.
a

Mitchell

haa returned

|

ifodgdon spent the weekWest Tremont, the guest of Mia*

Miss Marion
end at

Capt. H. W. Jellison

killed

B. B. Jordan is in Waltham

Black and Seth
two deer near Parker’s
arrived

home

Friday

Tombon*.

NORTH BROOKS VILLE.

Herbert Lurvey/jM Southwest Harbor,
visited bis sister, Mrs. Everett Murphy,

John KM ioson, wife and son Theodore
i*v«* l to Massacbussetts, where they
w
!
re*i 1“ w iih their daughter, Mrs. I
George Harmon.
hivt

where

they

have

the

been through the

summer.

Jacob Bu ier and Willis Favorean, of
Owl's H ad, soot a tine deer*at SeuvUle
last vf«(. Mr. and Mm. Favorean and
Mr. and Mrs. Butler returned home Wed-

EAST BLl’EHILL.

~X7J. Grindle
I.

nesday.

has

R. Lincoln

gone to

has

Vinalhaven. a
hia

had

buildings

painted.

An entertaining-it and supper
given
*t the grange hall Wednesday evening,
Nov. tt. Two short pU.vs were presented,
“Mrs. Carver*4 Fancy Ball,” and “An
Old Fashiiuei
Proceeds
C urtsbip”.
about fl2. for the benefit of the pastor.
Rev. H. L. Carson.
9.
Nov. 9.

John Love and wife have moved home
from Stonington.
Mrs. Violet Grindle will return home

was

Bangar to-day.

from

Ralph Witbam came home from Mara
Hill Thursday, bringing a fine deer he
shot while there.

Bangor
Mrs. Richard Grindle
Saturday to meet her daughter, Miss
in
New
been
burg.
teaching
Ruth, who has
went to

BERRY.

C*pt. Scott Treworgy it,

home for the

wilier.

Nov. 11.

Joseph Wescott. who,bat
i> gaining.

been

very

who has

spent

Sunday

in town.

Mrs. Abbie Mills has gone to Portland
spend the winter with her sister.
Ha Hie Voung, of Concord, N. H., will
remain for the present with her mother.
to

The grammar school commenced Monday, taught,by Mias Davis, of Eddington.
Mrs. L. E. Gott, of Swarnpscott, spent
last week with her mother, Mrs. Lucy

Emery.
Eugene and Albert Conary, who have
bten employed in Bar Harbor, are home
for the winter.
Mrs. Eva Bcammon, of Franklin, who
was called here
by the death of her father,
das returned home.
Mrs. Louisa Moore and
ited her daughter, Mrs.

Saturday,and

George visRalph' Collins,

son

Sunday.

Anon.

BROOKS VILLE.

|
!

|

a

fine

buck.

ter.

L'

Nov. U.

___

COREA.
George

place

Rplfe,

Borne

weeks ago, is

Mrs. Lester Wescott and children have
returned from Boston, after spending two
weeks with her parents, E. W. Douglas
and wife.

now

Tracy
occupying
old

who has been
Gray, at South

visiting

Brookssister, Mrs. E.
ville, is home.
Erwin Bridges is having a bungalow
built. George Perry and Charles Tracy,
of Goulds boro Ja re doing the work.
The sardine Bhop at Prospect Harbor
who

closed, and the people from here,
working there, have moved home.
Nov. 9.__

has

ing

and
of

a

their

Stinson

Mrs.

pretty wedding
Miss
daughter,

Stockton.

PEOPLE I
,jy AGED
properly masticate solid I
cannot

foods and digestion is often I
upset—they do not receive the I
•1 needed nourishment to make 1

.1

8

J

u

strung! hand preserve health, but
if aged people everywhere could
.• or.ly realize the strcngth-susi'
taining nourishment in Scott’s
•y Lmulsion they would take it after
-j every meal.

j?

S
r

BLUEHILL FALLS.
Mrs. Harry Conary is poorly.
Mrs. Cora Eaton is gaining slowly.
Mrs. Greene is still confined to her bed.

George Pills bury and Parker Clough are
painting the iron bridge.
Elwood Leighton, of North Sedgwick,
s visiting his grandmother.
Nov. 11.

the nourishing eleliver oil, the vital
powers of the hypophosphites of
lime and soda and the curative
It possesses
ntents of cod

I]

combined that nature immediately
appropriates them to croato
strength nourish the organs and
build ths body. It relieves rbeumatism and ailments due to declining
It adds to the span of life.
years.

I

Scott

i|El
tj
I

—

Refuse oobstitutos for SCOTT’S.

relatives in town last week.
Melvin Logan and wife, of Portsmouth,
N. H., are guests of John Wakefield and
wife, Mrs. Logan’s parents.
News was received here last week of the
death in Wellington, Mass., of Mrs. Alphonso Davis, Mrs. C. L. Burrill’s mother.
In her mother’s death, Mrs. Burrill loses
the fourth relative in less than a year,
and in this crowning sorrow she has the
sympathy of many friends.
B.
Nov. 11.

Hearn director. MuBic by
chestra, ot three pieces.
will also be

made in

Richard Giles and wife have Bpent a few
days in Bucksport visiting relatives.
George M.|Giles had the misfortune to
saw his thumb quite badly while working
in Allen’s mill Friday.
Hamilton,

nurse

in

Arrangements

regard

to

a

dancing

closing their homes
Mr. Kitfleld and
here lor the winter.
Mrs. Lizzie Trundy will spend some time
in Surry. Mrs. Elizabeth Patten left Satare

urday for Orrington for the winter. Miss
Sarah Viles is in Dover, N. H., with relatives. Charles Saunders has employment
and

Bucksport,

in

will

move

his

Frank Farnbam and wife will visit
their children in Brewer, Lincoln
and Portland. Mrs. Julia Ginn and Mrs.
Melissa Page have also closed their houses
for the winter months.
D.
Nov. IX.
with

__

SOUND.
Sargent
weekon business.

in

was

Ellsworth last

Maine general hospital, Portland,
E. L. Roberts began work Monday re- I ing herjparents, C. 8. Hamilton and wife.
Sub.
moving the chimney in the Baptist church I Nov. 11.

PILLS

In boaea 10c., 25c,

Uai'Iroabs anli Steamboats.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
In Effect

Sept. 30, 1012.
BAR HARBOR TO

Murphy

is

BANGOR.

.t..“.

ttOSj/Ms! P900

BARHARBOR ....lv
4 45
Sorrento.
Sullivan..
9 50
Mt Desert Ferry..til 20 f 5 15
5 22
11 27
9 58
Waukeag, Sullivn Fy
Hancock. 11 80 5 25 10 03
Franklin Road.ill 40 i 5 33 10 14
fll 00 +11 50 t 5 41 10 45
Wash’gt’n June.
11 57
5 47 10 52
11 06
ELLSWORTH.
Ellsworth Falls. §11 10! 12 02 5 52 110 57
Nicolin. §11 22 :12 16! 6 07 ill 10
6 17 ill 19
Green Lake. §1130 12 24
Phillips Lake. §11 37 112 31 i 6 25 ill 28
Egery’s Mill..1 66 28
33 11134
Holden. §11 43 H2 39
6 53 11 53
12 69
12 00
Brewer June.
7 00| ll 59
1 05
12 06
ar.
BANGOR.
..

..

PM

PM

AM

AM

5 50 *12 50 ° 4 50
4 SO
Portland.ar.
7 55,.° 8 30
Boston via Dover ar
9 05
5 15
Boston via Ptsmth ar
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

BANGOR.lv.
Brewer June.
Holden.

M
A M
.t 8 00 t 8 55
10 00 —.
9 00
AM
A M
P M
1 20.til 00 tl2 85
PM
AM
AM
PM
t 6 00 tlO 30 f 8 10 t 6 15
6 07 10 36 3 16
5 21
5 40
t 6 29 10 56 I 3 35

Phillips

1

Boston via Dover lv
Boston via Ptsmth lv
Portland.lv.

Lake.
Green Lake.
Nicolin.
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wash’gt’n June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag. Eullivn Fy
Mt Desert Ferry.
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
BAR HARBOR.... ar

A

ill 02 i 3 41 i 5 47
3 48
11 10
5 57
53 11 22 1 3 56 1 6 07
4 C8
06 11 16
6 20
13 11 42
4 14 6 25
25 11 50
4 20 i 6 31
83 112 00
6 40
41 12 10
6 49
44 12 13
6 53
60 12 20
7 00
15.

6 36
6 44

16
7

7
7

t 7
i 7
7
7

8
8 40
9 15

7 45

110

visiting friends

Sundays, until inov. 24 inclusive, a train win
leave Bangor at 7 a m; Ellsworth 8.11 a m for
Bar Harbor. Returning leave Bar Harbor 4 p
m; Ellsworth 5 20 p m for Bangor.

tDaily except Sunday.
°Daily except Monday.
Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.14
p m. and arriving at Ellsworth 11.06 a m, 10.62
p m connect with Washington Co Ry.
I Stops on signal to conductor.
§Stops only to leave passengers from points
on Washington County Railroad.
Passengers are earnestly requested to pro*
cure tickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth

to

Falls and Falls to

H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
MORRIS MCDONALD,
Vice-President & General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

Steamship
Corporation.

Eastern

Fare Reduced.
Bar Harbor and Boston $3.50.
Blueliill and Boston $3.50.

Minnie Porter, of Rockland, is visiting her mother, Mrs. Holman McKusick.

and Boston $3.

Mrs.

Scott
on

employment
Rodick,
road at Northeast Harbor, is
who has had

the State

Steamer J. T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor Mon-

days and Thursdays at 10 00 a m for Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Stoulngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with

C. Jordan and family spent the week-

For colds in throat or chest use
All druggists, 25c.

PNEUMATICA.

steamer

for Boston.

Steamer Booth bay leaves Bluehlll Mondays
and Thursdays at 10 00 a m for South Bluehlll,
BrookUu, Sedgwick, Doer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.
Sedgwick line discontinued tor the season.
RETURNING

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
Bears the
Signature of

Always Bought

Turbine

Steel

Steamship Belfast
Camden

or

Boston 5pm Monday, Tuesday
Thursday and Friday for Rockland, connecting,
with steamer leaving Rockland 5.15 a m, Wednesday and Saturday for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll,
Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.
E. L. Smith. Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Herrick, Agent, bluehlll.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.
Leaves

Treasu er’s Office,
Augusta, Oct. 21, 1812.
Pursuant to chap. 9, sec. 44, of tbe revised
statutes, as amended by chap. 226 of the public laws of 1909, I will at tbe Treasurer of
State’s office at Augusta, on tbe twenty-sixth
1
day of November, next, at 11 o’clock a. m., sell
and convey by deed to tbe highest bidder, all
the interest or the State in tbe tracts of land
hereinafter described, lying in unincorporated townships, said tracts having been lorfelted to the State for non-payment of State,
county and forestry district taxes, certified to
the Treasurer of State for the year 1910 The
sr’.e and conveyance of each tract will be
made subject to a right in the owner or part
owner whose rights have been forfeited, to redeem the same at any time within one year after the sale, by pay ing or tendering to the purchaser his proportion of what the purchaser
paid therefor st the sale with interest at the
rate of twenty per cent, per annum from the
time of sale, and one collar for release, or
such owner may redeem his interest by
paying as aforesaid to the Treasurer of State
as provided in chap. 9, sec. 46, of the revised
statutes.
No tract, however, will b*» sold at a price
less than tbe .tail »im< u t »mi
u eieou for
such unpaid State, comity std
district. taxes, interest mid co-l*. t:s described in
the folh wing schedule:
HANCOCK COUNTY.
TOWNSHIP.
NO.
Year
acres
1910
nnp. Amt.
T. No. 7, South Division, being the
entire
township
containing
seventeen thousand nine hundred forty acres, more or less,
4981 168 7ft
No. 10, South Division, part of,
being a tract of land In the
south part of said township,
bounded and described as follows:
Beginning at the point
where the north and south division line of the two and onehalf mile strip is intersected dry
tbe southerly boundary line of
a tract of land known as the
Pax Pond Quarter; tbence running westerly along the south
line of said Pox Pond Quarter
240 rods: tbence at right angle
eoutherly 810 rods; tbence at a
right angle easterly 240 rods;
tbence northerly along said
original north and south division line to tbe point of beginning. Said tract is reputed to
be owned by C. Vey Holman,
and contains one thousand two
hundred fifteen acres, more or
1215 40 7ft
less.
T. No. 82, M. D., part of, being a
ticket lot, numbered 28. in the
east half of said township,
bounded and described as follows: Beginning at the southeast corner of the public lot in
tbe north half of said township;
tbence south 160 rods; thence
west 160 rods; tbence north 160
rods to the south line of the
public lot; thence east along
the south line of the public lot
160 rods to the point begun at.
Said lot contains one hundred
160
5 32
sixty acres, more or less,

Instant Relief.
If you already own aHYOMEI hard
rubber inhaler you can get a bottle of
HYDMEI for only 50c. The complete
outfit, which includes inhaler, is (1.00,
and is sold by G. A. Parcher an moneyback plan.
James F. Singleton,
With every bottle of HYOMEI
Treasurer of State.
comes a small
booklet.
This book
tells how easy and simple it is to kill
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
CatarTh germs and end Catarrh by
A. Myrtle Springer, of Lamoine, Hancock county, State of
just breathing into the lungs over the
Catarrh-infected membrane the power- Maine, by her mortgage deed dated the 12th
of July, a. d. 19iu. and recorded in the
ful yet pleasant antiseptic air of day
Hancock county registry of deed* in book 470,
to the Hancock County
Eucalyptus from the inland forests of page 627, conveyed
Australia. This book tells about the Savings Bank, a corporation duly organized
and having an established place of busintss
HYOMEI vapor treatment for stub- at Ellsworth, county and State aforesaid, a
born Catarrh, Croup, heavy Colds and certain tract or parcel of land situated in said
Sore Throat, and other interesting Lamoine. and bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the southeast corfacts.
ner on Benjamin
Giipatrick’s line, thence

WHEREAS

south 60- west on said line 62 rods more or
less, to land of Geo. F. Brooks, thence at
right angles north 30° east 12 rods, thence
south 60° west or parallel to Benjamin Giipatrick’s liDe 20 rods, thence south 30 east 4
west parallel to said
rods, thence south 60
Giipatrick’s line to the shore, thence northon the shore 74 rods, thence north 15 east
erly
or by the center of said lot, 39 rods to a stake,
thence north 66- east 10 rods to a pile of
stones, thence north 47° east 11 rods and 9
links to the middle of town way, till it strikes
said center line to the easterly line, thence
south 21 rods more or less by the center to the
G. A. place of beginning, containing 43 acres more
Falling Hair and Scalp Itch.
Also another lot or parcel of land,
or '.ess.
Parclier Is Authorized to Guarsituated in said town of Lamoine, bounded
and described as follows, to wit: Beginning
antee it.
on the westerly side of the town road and in
He will do more; if after using two the ncrtherly line of a lot of land owned by
bottles of PARISIAN Sage you don’t Eben H. King and Louis King in common,
said point of beginning being nearly oppothink it is the finest and most delight- site tne
house now occupied by John F. Lear;
ful hair tonic and
you ever thence south 88° west but following the said
line of the Eben H. and Louis KiDg’s
north
that
beat
back.
Can
you
used—money
lot, to the waters of Jordan’s river, so-called;
offer?
thence following the waters of said Jordan’s
their river northerly to a point where a line drawn
women who
between tbe said northerly line of the
grow old before their time. midway
Eben H. aud Louis King lot, ana the southIf your hair is thinning at the temples;
erly line of a lot owned by Jonn F. Coolidge
its natural color, fading would intersect said Jordan’s river; thence
if it is
in south 88*4° east 63 rods more or less to said
or turning gray, put your faith
road, thence southerly 13 rods more or
PARISIAN Sage and you won’t be town
less to the place of beginning, containing 6 and
bottle 50 cents
Also another certain
acres more or less.
at G. A. Parcher’s and dealers every- lot: Being one square acre of land together
dwelling house and stable thereon*
where. Girl with Auburn hair on with the
being the same lot of land together with the
above described lot conveyed to me this day
every package.
by Orin P. Torrence by deed to be recorded
herewith. And I do covenant and agree that
any hay not used upon the place shall be sold
only with the advice and consent of said
grantee, and the amount received therefor
shall be applied to reduce the principal of
said mortgage, and whereas the conditions of
said mortgage have been broken, now therefore, by reason of tbe breach of the conditions
Is what your money will earn If
thereof, said Hancock County Savings Bank,
Invested In shares of the
by its treasurer duly authorized, claims &
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Hancock County Savings Bank.
By Charles C. Burrill, its treasurer.
Dated at Ellsworth, Maine, this 30th day of
October, 1912.

Money Back
Remedy for
Dandruff'

dressing

neglect

Young
temples,

losing

disappointed. Large

Banking.

Ellswortli Loan and Building Ass’n
A NEW SERIES

now

open. Shares, 81 each; monthly pax
ments, 81 per share,

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Jacob B. Walls, of Southwest

Harbor, county of Hancock, and
WHEREAS
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated

State

WHY

PAY

of

RENT

when you can borrow un your
shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
payments ana interest together
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

OWN YOUR OWN
For

HOME.

particulars inquire of
O. W. TAPtBY, Sec’y,
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.

▲. W. Kino, President.

Urgal Notices.
NOTICK

Sedgwick

in West Tremont.

ASTONISHED
Booth's'HYOMEI, the Soothing, Healing, Germ-Destroying Air, Gives

Is

home

the

is visit-

BEECHAMS

been at

Miss Natalie Tinker,
ill, is better.
Bervice at the St. James
There was
chapel Sunday, by Rev. Charles J. Lee.
who has

Mrs. Claud

Sorts?
—

family especially
Ellsworth.

there.

A.

NORTH BHOOKLIN.

Laura

Whitney’s

or-

school.

Many (amilies

SUFFERERS

the
Lots of discomfort
fclues— and many serious
sicknesses you will avoid if
you keep your bowels, liver
and stomach in good working order by timely use of

everywhere

1J-63

CATARRH

aWirrttssnntntfi.

Sold

ft Bomn. Bloomfield. N. J.

Crumbs.

Out of

B

qualitiesofglycerine.allsoperfectly

u
r

H

PM

home.

John J. Saxton leaves for Boston to-day.
haB been coastCapt. Leroy R. Flye, who
this summar, has returned home.

Miss

Mrs. N. E. Burrill is visiting her daughter, Mrs. F. W. Fogg, at Bucksport.
Frank Johnson and wife, of Beverly,
Mass., who were recently married, visited

Walter

Shirley Stawart,

Cousins

Billings.

bought the

Mrs. Hollis, who tell down stairs reunable to
cently, injuring her leg, is yet
walk.
{

L. H. Billings, who has been employed
in Sullivan, is home for the winter.
William Chntto and Miss Emma Gray
went to North Bluehill Sunday.
Frank Cousins and wife, of Ellsworth,
are guests of
their
parents, Samuel
i^wis Hutchins and wife, of Penobscot,
spent Sunday with their aunt, Mrs. J. H.

who

it.

were

and wife.

been at Verona

Samuel Kilfleld, of Orland, and his
have
housekeeper, Mrs. Lizzie Trundy,
moved to the home of Mrs. Trundy’s
for the wlndaughter, Mrs. Susie Willins,

his

George Davis and his mother spent
^veral days last week visiting friends in
town. They returned to their home in
Rocklaud Sunday.
Nov. 11.

shot

tivef in Brewer last week.

ORLAND.

Alvah Loach,
two weeks, is home.
A party -of triends met for a surprise
Oct.
party at the home of F. N. Trundy
A fine time is reported.
30.
Miss Mary Coggins and brother Gerald
left Saturday for their home in LincolnWhile on their visit here Gerald
ville.

to sell his potatoes.
Clara Carpenter, who is working in Blue-

J. A. McLaughlin and wife visited rela-

There will be a grand ball Thanksgiving
eve, Nov. 27, at the town hall, with D. P.

WEST SURRY.

Mass.,

Mrs. S. 8. Brewster continues very ill.

__

ill,

Mrs. Lena Gaapar has gone to Northeast Harnor.
E. N, Osgood has gone to Gloucester,

dill,

when

Margaret Brewer, of Bar Harbor,
guest of Mrs. Lena

DEDHAM.

Perkins, of Cornville, has
moved his family here, and will occupy
the Lewis Green cottage this winter.
L\
Nov. 11.
William N.

Northeast

from

returned

7,

Mr.
scene

the week-end

was

to be

U. 8. district court
held at Portland Dec. 10.
at

serve

Kiva Stanley, Mrs. Rena Fernald,
Vilda Higgins and Miss Linnie
haw

V.

Harry Young
Loring Young has gone to New York, Hodgkins.
Mrs. Martha Leland has gone to Bar
where he is employed.
Harbor, where she has employment as
of
Castine,
Rev. Mr. Lowell,
preached
nurse.
at the Methodist church Sunday.
George Richards and family, of Indian
Mrs. Lyman Curtis, of Bluehill, i* visPoint, recently visited their grandmother,
wife.
and
C.
B.
Nichols
her
iting
parents,
Mrs. Caroline Richards.
I. J. Cousins has been drawn as juror to
V.
Nov. 11.

Deputy A. I. Foa» and wife visited Ocean 1
View grange recently. While here they
w?r i.ue»ts of F. L. Hodgdon and wife.

Stanl«y
Harbor,

B.

Mass., is visiting her aunt, Mrs.
Grant.
Miss

is home from Bar Harbor.

last week.

M

business.

on

Thomas Leland, of Trenton, has moved
into the E. E. Smith house.

South, where she had been visit-

Nov. 11.

Ren*

Mrs.

home.

is

Mrs. Sadie Huntley, who has been in
ing relatives the past four weeks in At- Bar Harbor the past season, is home.
and
Va.
Mrs.
lanta, Ga.,
Norfolk,
Tapley
Heman Richards and wife are in town
was accompanied borne by a lady from
on their cottage.
Norfolk, who will remain here several making repairs
Mrs. Siegfrid Hansen, of
Waltham,
week*.

and

Boaton and vicinity.

visit in

Blodgett

from the

Bartlett, Frank Turner
Alfred Butler have gone scalloping.
from

EDEN.

Blake, David

pond Thursday.
baby
Mrs. O. L Tapley

Orville

they left for their new home in the Canal
Zone. They have the best wishes of their
many friends for a long and happy life.
Nov. 11.
G.

morning.

Gilman

Alfred Butler and wife have

Nov.

the

|

Mrs. Alden has taken an active
the library ever since Its

Hie.

ioierett

Hooper was

‘ir-iiWI'Ti'^—B

'-r\

y

BUCKS PORT.
The home of

r

•*

Brooksville.

—

ber

Charles Higgins, wife and children and
Rodick, of Bar Harbor, are guests of
Mrs. Higgins’ aunt, Mrs. Mary Marsh.
Nov. 11.
S.
Mr.

Katherine, was married to Harry S. KearMiss Winnie Coombs returned to her ney, of Masardis, by Rev. Mr. Webb, of
work in Massachusetts last
week, after Congregational church. The bride was
spending several weeks at her home here. rery prettily gowned in white messaline.
Dr. W. S. Payson and wife, who have bee id rhe wedding march was played by the
bride’s sister, Miss Eva Hooper.
Only a
visiting in Minneapolis the past month,
arrived home last week. They report a tew friends and relatives were present.
Mr. and Mrs. Kearney will reside in
pleasant trip.

Rev. Mr. Palmer, of Brooksville, occupied the pulpit in the Methodist church
Mrs. Roy Allen spent Sunday at North las Sunday morning and evening, also
preaching at the chapel in the afternoon,
Brookiin with her sister, who is ill.
in exchange with the pastor, Rev. Mr.
while
at
work
for
George Giles,
George Lowell.
M. Allen A Son, cut his thumb quite badly
Charles Chester and wife returned last
Mrs. F. A. Allen preeented to the lib- last Friday.
week from their honeymoon, which they
A.
Nov. 11.
wbicb sbe
rary circle e quilt, ell mede,
Bpent at Green Lake and vicinity. Friday
hail sewed herself to be sold at the DecemHarold and Lee Powere went to Anburndair, Mass., Sunday, being called there by
tb< death of (belr ennt, Mre. Sareb Nye.
Many of the older reeideota will remember
Mr*. Nye as Mlee Sarah Powera.

Myrtle Neveils spent

|

fine deer recently.

a

Irving Carr, who is at work for Frank
Frost as cook at Lead mountain pond,
ipent Sunday with his family.
Raymond Hanscom and wife and Mr.
rbompaon were guests at G. A. Frost’s
Sunday, coming by automobile.

educational

meeting in Boston.
Miss Josephine West, who has spent
few weeks at her home in Sedgwick, has
returned to her work in Dr. Payson’a office.

Thanksgiving.

account

Frost killed

Dr. C. C. Morrison, who is again located
in Bangor, visits his farm here otten.

Prof. A. F. Richardson returned home

Saturday,

STATE CP MAINE.

MARIAVILLE.
Albert

Mrs. Harry Macomber spent Saturday
and Sunday in Belfast.

Ergal Notirr*.

end with Mr. Jordan’s mother, Mrs. Ben*
jaman Jordan, at Trenton.
Nov. 10.
L.

OK FOKKCLOSCKK.
Winfield M. Dow and Altia S
of Tremont, county of HanMaine, by their mortgage
deed dated January 17, a. d. 1898, and recorded
in Hancock county registry of deeds, book 322,
page 139, conveyed to Anson I. Holmes, of said
Tremont (now Southwest Harbori, five-ninths
of a certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Mount Desert in said county and State, and
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Commencing at the southeast corner of land
now or formerly owned by John C. Somes and
running south nine degrees east eighty-four
rods; thence east two hundred rods; thence
north twenty-four degrees west ninety rods;
thence west one hundred and seventy-four
rods to the first mentioned bound, and reference is made to the following deeds recorded
in Hancock registry of deeds, book 275, page
544. and book 275, page 541, which reference is
hereby given for a more particular description.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been and still remain broken, now
therefore by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purAnson I. Holmes.
pose.
October 2fi, a. d. 1912.

Dow, both
WHEREAS
cock and State of

the

twenty-third day of August, a. d. 1905. and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book 421,
page 447, conveyed to Anson I. Holmes, of

said Southwest Harbor, a certain lot or parcel of land in said Southwest Harbor and
bounded and described as follows to wit:
Beginning on the county road on and in the
south side of a blue ledge, thence running
westerly eight rods to a stake and stones;
thence northerly in a line parallel with said
road five rods to’ a stake, thence easterly and
parallel with the line first mentioned eight
rods to said road; thence southerly by said
road five rods to the first mentioned bound,
containing one fourth of an acre with the
buildings thereon; and for a further description reference may be had to deed recorded m
Hancock registry of deeds, book 219, page 78.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been and still remain broken; now
therefore by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and give this notice for that purAnson I. Holmes.
pose.
October 26. a. d. 1912.

OF FORECLOSURE.
Everett J Bowden, of Brooksand State of
the I5ths
by
day of December a. d. 1909, and recorded at
Hancock couDty registry of deeds, book 493,
138, conveyed to F. H. Billings, of said
rooksville, a certain parcel of land situated
in said Brooksville, and bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the
between
bounds
corner
Manning Perkins and Ernest Babson, thence westerly
by the fence and meadow road, to land of E.
Lymebumer and Mrs. J. Perkins, thence by
land of said Lymebumer and Perkins southerly to stake and stones and stone wall,
thence easterly following the stone wall to
land of Ernest Babson, thence northeasterly
I by said Babson’s land to the first mentii ned
bounds, containing fifty acres more or less.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage
has been brok n; now. therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage end give this
F. H. Billings.
notice for that purpose.
NOTICK OF FOftKCLOSliKh.
Brooksville, Me. Nov. 5,1912.
Freeman Harriman, of Franklin, in the county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, by his mortgage deed, dated
EXECUTORS* NOTICE.
the twelfth day of September, a. d. 1911, and
recorded in the Hancock registry of deeds,
subscribers hereby give notice that
book 482, page 478, conveyed to me, the underthey fiave been duly appointed executors
signed, a certain parcel of real estate situated of the last will and testameut of
in Franklin, in said county of Hancock, as
LOUISA M. URANN, late of 8ULHVAN,
fully described in said deed so recorded (refin the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
erence being had to said registry for full deand
whereas
the
of
said
conland),
being
scription
required by the terms of said will. All
dition of said mortgage has been broken, now persons having demands against the estate of
therefore, by reason of the breach of the con- said deceased are desired to present the same
dition thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
mortgage.
William O. Embry.
Rbuben 8. Halbert,
Justin S. Doyle.
T.
B.
his
by
Sowle,
attorney.
Sullivan, Maine. Nov. 6,1912.
Nov. 2, a. d. 1912.

NOTICE

ville, county of Hancock
WHEREAS,
bis mortgage deed dated
Maine,

Sage

WHEREAS

THE

SbbrrttBfmfnta.

THANKSGIVING
IN M WOODS

Royal

turns her back resolute-

ly upon unhealthful,
accessories.

economical;

food

she knows

that true economy does not consist in the use
of inferior meat, flour, or baking powder. She
is an earnest advocate of home made, home

baked food, and has proved the truth of the
statements of the experts that the best cooking in the world today is done with Royal

Baking Powder.

nave

seeing
being

directly behind, and not
was a general mix-up in

another
seen,

it

the darkness with

seriously hurt.
Mrs. Fred Patten and Mrs. George
Robertson went to Bangor recently. Mrs.
Robertson will remain lor an extended
visit with her son Elwood.

SARGENTVILLE.

George B. Foster has returned
Newton, Mass.

to his

home in

Mrs. Azor C. Dodge has returned home
from Watertown, Mass.
Mrs. V. L. Sargent has been the guest of
her sister at

no one

George Hatch and wife entertained at
hospitable home Tuesday evening.
The grounds were decorated with jack-o’their

Sedgwick.

Mrs. Clara

lanterns and the

week

guests enjoyed the trip

Clapp spent
through the cellar with its overflowing
Sedgwick.
bins of vegetables, among which were 100
Mrs. Josephine Bunker has gone to
bushel of hand-picked apples looking as if
South Boston, Mass., for the winter.
Delicious repolished for inspection.
Miss Jennie Clough has returned from freshments were served by the daughter,
her
where
she
has
been
visiting
Sedgwick,
Miss Doris, and Miss Abbie Bragdon.
with her

son

M.

last

at

mother.

Nov. 12.

Mrs. Waldo E. Kingsbury and little
daughter have returned to their home in
Medfield, Mass.

AURORA.
Mrs. Selden

|

Archer is

visiting relatives

Bangor.

in

Crosby, of East Bangor, called
on relatives here Sunday.
Mrs. Ora Mills, who has been visiting in
Brewer and East Bangor, is home.
Harold

Mrs. Charles Simmons is home from
Bluehill and North Sedgwick, where she
visited friends.

Rev. Wilfred Harrison will hold services
in the halt every two weeks this winter.

spending several
Anna Lymburner at

Mrs. R. H. Sinclair is
months with

H.
_

MrB. L. J. Hooper and Mrs. Warren
Beedle and son are visiting friends in
Camden.

Mrs.

Garland has goue to Old Town.
evangelistic meetings
there and in Alton this winter.
Rev. Ida

North Brooksville.

She

Mrs. Frank M. Redman and little

son

will conduct

have returned to their home in

New ton
Misses Fannie and Mary Silsby, who are
Upper Falls, Mass.
teaching in Clifton, spent Sunday with
Hon. Henry W. Sargent and wife are their parents, H. T. Silsby and wife.
Nov. 11.
C.
spending a few weeks with their daughter
at North field, Vt.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mrs. Angus Henderson, of South BlueF. F. Morse is ill of grip.
hill, is spending a few days with her
Freeman Stanley is going to build a
daughter, Miss Rose.
Raymond W. Grinded and wife, of house for Hiram Dollivcr.
Rockland, are guests of J. Whitney
Capt. Emory Gott is home for the winGrindell and w ife.
ter, after a year’s yachting.
Mrs. Merrill Chatto and Mrs. Susan
Stinson Hooper went to Bucksport last
Mosley, of Ellsworth, were guests of week to attend his daughter’s wedding.

friends in town last week.
Nov. 11.

good

attendance.

rew

in

numoer

welcome and

BUCKS PORT.
Mrs. Alexis B. Luce is visiting Mrs. W.
L. Luce for
Mrs.
several

a

fewT weeks.

John Watson, of Houlton, spent
days last week with her daughter,

Mrs. Wr. S. Webb.
The E. M.

C. 8. football team went to

Friday, winning from the Bar
Harbor high Saturday. Score, 12-6.
Rev. Dr. Durgin occupied the pulpit of
the Methodist church Sunday morning
and
evening, Rev. Tbomas Whiteside
having been transferred to Orono.
Dr. David N. Beach, D. D., of Bangor,
preached in the Congregational church
Sunday morning and evening in the absence of the regular pastor, Rev. Henry
Webb, who is in Boston.
Bar Harbor

Nov. 11.

J.
_

EAST SULLIVAN.

Henry Johnson is visiting

in

Danvers,

Mass.
Bernard Donnell shot
fine deer last week.

an

exceptionally

Mrs. E. E. Bragdon and Miss Katherine
Wilson were in Bangor Saturday.
Curtis Moon
home
was

was

upset while driving
Saturday night. It

from his work

caused

by meeting

one

team and not

few

Cool id ge

was

in

West,

the child

ing sparks
beyond.

mere

now

wi)

tbe

clay,

and

a

bar from six to

called

a

eight

feet from the

lug pole—a back bar,

some

floor,

called it*

Made of green wood, it charred slowly but
surely in tbe flames of tbe great chimney
heat.
They were dangerous things, and
later the back bars

were

made of iron.

On

the

day,

gallows-crook.

a

hu;:g

On these

pots and kettles of varying lengths
swinging briskly over tbe fire.
Later came the iron swinging cr^ne of
Yankee invention, just a century a. ter the
first settlement; this can be se.n plainly

tne

each end of

pUce
Wee

him; he is

Cyttle

our

all at

Often

a

so

Urge that we can
Clavell piece.

ithtn the

w

bake and

can

Cyttle

brew

and

boy l

our

in him."

once

Urge plate of iron, called the fire

back

or;fire-plate, was set at the f*ck of
the chimney, where tbe constant and
fierce tire wrought havoc with brick and
atone.

Sometimes in tbe Longfellow kitchen,
strings of dried apples bung over tbe fireplace with rings of dried pumpkins; for
mince and apple and “punkin" pies were
favorites of New Englauders then as now,
and old-timers say that the flavor of those

pies

baked

in

the

brick

oven

baa

never

THAXKSGIVIXG BAKING.

Thanksgiving

a

brick

with

upuke into the
pit below. The oven
door was of iron, and unless some festivity
like Thanksgiving was at hand, the oven
was

of

oven

and

an

heated but

smoke

a

ash

once a

pipe. Elongated, knobbed, with an ingeniously bent H-shaped into convenient
press down the tobacco into the
pipe. The story ie told of one

form to

bowl of the

amoker

ardent

Thanksgiving

delayed

who

whole

a

party, so that he
might go down the road to the next
neighbor's a mile distant, and borrow
enough tobacco to last out the dsy.
dinner

EXCITEMENT NOT LACXINO.

Thanksgiving*

Borne

A Portland

did

not

lack

ex-

telle of a
fire that caused serious trouble. “We had
a brick oven, and mother had a big baking. 8be had been cooking all Thanksgiving week and heated the oven red hot.
I can see even now how she took out ail
the coals snd ashes with the shovel and
then swept back what coals she didn't get,
into the farther end of the oven so as to
keep the heat. Then she put in her baking; nothing ever tasted so good as the
thing* mother baked in that brick oven.
“Bbe sent me up to the attic for somecitement.

woman

back,

and

1

ran

my eyes

big

tbe

juicee

sometimes

ran

down

in

the

laft the upper part too dry, so
a “double string’ roaster waa invented
by
which tbe equilibrium of tbe Joint could
be shifted.
Another method of routing was one
that, haply, found no favor among the better-mannered New England housewives.
roast and

Originating

England,

in

the

turnspit dog

“little low, bow legged, patient soot
trained to run in a revolving cylinder and
keep the rotating joint a-turn before the
fire”.
Near the waffle irons in the pictured
kitchen can be seen the Dutch oven, a
box-like arrangement open on one aide
waa a

which when in

use was

turned toward the

fire. They often were supplied with legs
to bring the open side before the blaze,
and there waa a little door at the back
that could be opened for convenience m
basting the roast.
Birds and joints and bread wen baked

as

and

saucers

week.

A

great fire

»

Frank Dunham is visiting in BanTHANK8-

men

sport

|

By

who invented hand-shaking. There
means of communication between

roan

not

of

w ere

kin-

chimney draught
great
baking
Thanksgiving time—

swept out,

and

was

the

then
at

the

the

—

out

called

oven

gathering them, and
“going a-leafing”.

this

side stood the

long-handled
slice or peel, and this
much in use during the Thanksgiving
baking. This shovel helped place the

shovel

eans ion.

In this way the bricks were tnorAfterward, the ashes and

was

heated.

the children

Sewall Nickerson and F.

much.

over

message than does a handclasp.
Cordial greeting, warm friendship, cool

wood,

put carefully inside the oven. Such
brown bread, such baked beans, as came
from those brick ovens of the past!
Not
all the bread was baked in pans, but sometimes in a great mass set on cabbage
leaves or oak leaves.
The old records tell of a childish pastime unfamiliar to the youngsters of today. In the fall, when the mothers
wanted a harvest of oak leaves to last
through the winter's cooking, they sent

_

ss

worth

to

oven

kept burning fiercely

was

!

Borne of the kettles were house Are, and covered with a metal cover,
fifteen dollars snd those of I it ia to b.* hoped that the roils and biscuits
brass snd copper often held fifteen gallons, j baked within, will have the same flavor
The vast iron pot, father of all the pots that they did when baked by great-grandand kettles in the family, was best beloved, ; mother hal* a century ago.
snd capable of
Whether seen at Thanksgiving or any
bolding forty pound*.
Thanksgiving tilled it to its utmost ca- other time, the colonial kitchen was a
pacity, but for all such a pot was in daily goodly sight. The glimpse of the Longuse, it would last for many years.
fellow kitchen, with its quaint id-fashOn those first Thanksgiving days all the ioned furnishings and the generous depth
vegetables were boiled together in the of Areplace, shows that the heart of the
great pot, and the smell of so many good family life of colonial days was centred
things cooking made the guests hungry in this room, the living-room of the
homestead.
long before dinner time came ’round.
No matter where Thanksgiving day is
KILUNO TIKE.
observed, there is sure to be tome member
aside
November
Putting
Thanksgiving,
of the family who will look backdown
was the busiest month in the whole year
the years and recall some dear rememto the colonials, for was not this the
brance of the time when hia own Thankstime”?
“killing
giving circle gathered round the Dearth tire
W hen the chosen day arrived, oxen
••••••
then hoveriog near.
cattle and ‘swine that had been fattened
We watched the first red blaxe appear.
for the winter’s stock were slaughtered Heard Ihe
abatp crackle, caught tbe sc
early in the morning so that the meat On whitewashed wall and tagging beam,
cold
snd
hard
before
might get
being put Until the old, rude furniahed room
in pickle. Then the settlers turned their Burst, flower-like, into rosy bloom
thoughts
Thanksgivingward, for the
greater part of the pies were made ahead
Art of Hand Shaking
and other food prepared for the great ocThe human race owes a great deal to the

theirs

for

called

an enormous oue

and boys, for then It Is quite an
easy matter to track Mr, Bunny to his
biding place and chase him out to become a target for the hunters.
The
rabbit being about the only kind of
game that cannot be exterminated, but
Charles Soper, wife and little daughter sticks like the faithful dog wherever
1
Marie returned to Bar Harbor Sunday, afapace Is cleared away for a borne In
ter spending two weeks in Amherst,
the forest, it Is tbe most common game
O.
Alj that Is hunted on Thanksgiving.
j Nov. 11.
though there la often about one hunter
FRENCHBORO.
for every rabbit, this does Dot seem
Schools are cloeed, after a term of eight
materially to diminish the sport, for
after the day Is over those who are
weeks.
Bert Perkins and H. W. Lunt, jr., have short In their string of game take consolation In the fact that they “had a
gone to Booth bay on business.
good time anyway."
A supper was given
Nov. 6 for the
Aside from rabbit bunting, there la
benefit of the church. Proceeds, fl9.
other game to be fouDd In most counWinfield McKown, of Booth bay, and
try districts, snob as pheasants and
Jennie Rice, of this place, were married in
quail. But whether all this game has
Rockland Oct. 28. They w ill make their
been killed earlier in the season by
i home here.
professional hunters makes little difI
Nov. 8.
G.
I ference to the people In tbe
country,
for they will have their annual hunt
SOUTH BROOKS VILLE.
on Thanksgiving day at any rate.
It
The
schooner
Gold
Hunter, Capt. is an annual custom with them, and
Cloeson, was in Buck’s Harbor through the the woods and fields constitute a sort
storm of last week.
of Mecca to which they make their visits as regularly as the holiday comes.
The schooner Charlotte T. Sibley, Capt.
But with It all tbe Thaoksglvlng dinHutchinson, was here Saturday loaded
ner is looked forward to with a sort of
with coal for Mt. Desert Ferry.
that Indicates that
Clark and primary importance
The schooners Lizzie J.
the farmer and the resident of the city
Lawrence Murdock landed freight from
are not ao much unlike In their holiday
Portland for local merchants Monday.
Inclinations after all.
C.
Nov. 12.
j

smoking

or

suspended them in front ot the lire byt
strong hempen string tied to a peg in the
ceiling while nine of tbe cbiidreu. usually
a reluctant little girl, turned the
roan
around from time to time.
It waa hard work for the housewife
with to much to do, to tend to the
hasting
of the turkey, to nhe taught the children
how to do It. Every time it w as
basted,
the child gave tbe atring a good twist. ,„d
then it would untwiat and then twist a
little again, till tbe vibration ceased, when
it waa again basted and started.
When a turkey waa very fat aud
juicy,

it

closed,

!

pipe

the

were

momentons occasion, the
cooking of the
Thanksgiving turkey. ()b
those first Thanksgiving days wild
tur.
keys were served at the great dinner, and
they were roasted by tbe bousewite who
was a

always easy to get things for
Thanksgiving. It depended on the crops

dry wood,

coals

ON

alongside

ROASTtSO Tit IS TURK ft Y

It

THE BAKE KETTLE.
Longfellow fireplace. Sometimes on fire.”
In the lxmgfellow kitchen one sees the
Besides ihe Dutch oven the bak< kettle
fireplace itself was called by its old
English name of Clavell piece.
pot* snd kettles, dearest possessions of was used for baking bread. Strong and
When John Wynter wrote from Maine the early settlers. The Indians set great strudy, standing on dumpy legs, one of
in 1631 to bis English home, he said: store by their brass kettles snd hsd them these kettles will be used Thanksgiving
“The Chimney is large with an oven at buried with them, snd the settlers valued day; placed among the hot coal* of «farm-

chimney

HUNTS
omNo.

nail

tongs. Slender affairs of iron or steel,
they were useful for the smoker wheu be
lifted a coal from the fireplace to light his

I be boose.

in tbe

week the great oven
fire built in it every morning, and
every night is was well fill and closed.
When the great stone chimneys of those
colonist homes were built, oo one side the
kitchen fireplace was usually placed a

EVEKYONK

feet from fleerfor there were no warm churches
ing;
then, and it was hard to keep comfortable
through the long sermons. These little
foot atoves were pierced metal boxes standing on wooden legs, aud nearly every
family owned a plentiful supply.
Whether the wins of. those early settlers objected to smoking is bard to learn
from the records. At any rale the men
smoked, for they bad their tobacco shelves
for pipes and tobacco, and hanging on a

the

THE

HEAIiLY

hot coala and

with
he

cried to her to come quick and
see the room* full of smoke.
I hsd to run
for the Methodist minister who lived next
door, and they tore up nearly all of the
floor round the chimney before they got, in these Kitchens, and very good they
were as
the old Thanksgiving records
the better of that fire. Our Thanksgiving
In some of the old farmhouses
show.
was rather topsy-tnrvey on that account, j
these ovens are still used, and in the
That was the trouble with the brick
camp* they still retain their usefulness.
ovens; they were liable to set the bouse i

On

K°r.

tilted

was

While

the andirons of the
Longfellow
fireplace arc too far hack to be seen m tbe
the picture, they are there,
substantial »|.
tsirs of iron, vastly different from
those of
brtss in the chambers and
living room o!

thing

hung iron pots or chains with books
different lengths; pot hooks, trammals,
Another
ancient
bskes, pot-hangers.
name for the lug pole was, in the dialed of

equalled with all tbe modern stoves
and tireless cookers.

J

foot stove

taken along to keep

When so many
thin*,
had to ba baked at once. For
not only th.
brick oven but alto tbe whole
fireplace «„
often devoted to cooking for the
1
annual feast.
It was necessary to raise the
body of the
pot or kettle, whatever tbe cooking
dish
might be, above tbe ashes and coals of *he
open fireplace. Then if tbe bed of
cuali
and burning logs wss too
deep for the iron
lege, the dish must be hung from
above
Even the toasting forks and waffle
irons
bad legs and so did the gridirons.

of

been

AMHERST.

At.WAYS ATTENDED CHURCH.

In spite of the work and confusion,
every family went to church Thanksgiving morning, and in cold weather the

Thank.giving time,

them

oughly

O. Silsby were
at Brandy pond last week bunting.
Harold Crosby and Charles Wiley, of
Bangor, are visiting at L. E. Crosby’s.

that the

first settlers built so hurriedly; makeshift
affairs till they had time to spare for tbe
more substantial ones of stone.
These bad
inner projecting ledges, and on them rested

a

the woods for the winter.

chimneys

tbe catted

tor vast amount* of spices
sod every housekeeper ground
her own epices. The pie* were wel! spiced
No substitutes
and well shortened, too.
for lard were used then, and w here every
woman tried out her own lard she was
sure of its richness and purity.
used

were

me

beset

ill

Cecil Crosby has moved his family into

umo,

■

Thanksgiving feast

those Puritan housekeepers whose chimneys were made of logs
sore

dled within it and

N.

to the stars

way

uuDgieuow

ui

of

a

ter.

|

qkk

mast have

Arthur Abbott, of Boston, visited his
mother, Mrs. Cyras Abbott, over Sunday.
Capt. F. L. Winterbotham, of the
steamer J. T. Morse, is home for the win-

Mrs.

that led the

preparation

long time, is very low.

Nov. 12.

poet dreamed day dreams and
and watched the upward fly-

visions

saw

Bangor
been

com-

fire shovel, nothinj
wanting of the old-time picture save
thoee inmates of the old heme, long since
gone. In the besrt of the big fireplace

hours.
who has

made

Oven and baker and

days last week.

Mrs. Samuel

that

bouse; the

is

had

Harry

in the

young poet when he helped the grown-upe
make ready for the annual holiday.

will put up a boat-shop 75x35 feet,
for the near future.
The literary
Nov. 11.
8pec.
program consisted of readings by several i
i
The following memorial
of the officers.
EAST LAM OINK.
respects have been adopted:
Mrs. E. G. Des Isles is ill.
Oar Heavenly Father baa once more entered
George Gault, jr., and wife have gone to
Seagirt grange. No. 471, and called one of our
beloved young members, Brother Ralph P.
Boston.
Mrs.

boapitality

of

air

favorite apot
mon meeting-place where the whole family
week
In
the
given to
foregathered.
Thaukagiving cookery, the brick ov-en waa
heated every day and waa filled well nigh
to bursting with ita generoua baking of
good things.
Oldest, perbtps, in the State to mein all
those articles used in the Thanksgiving
cookery of the past, the fireplace of the
Longfellow bouse of Portland still has
the same charm that tt poaseaaed for the

planned

Davis.
Whereat, The Divine Power has seen fit to
take that life which he loaned here until he
had prepared a place with him in that eternal home in the heavens, not made by hands,
we bow to the enevitable and thank Him for
the snnny, cheerful preaence of him
who
earnestly gleaned with us, although for so
short a period.
Whereat, He has deemed it proper to take
back that gift which He gave, and that life
which He loaned for the purpose that he
might strenghten the hopes and brighten
the hearts of his fellow-grangers; therefore,
since he has gone from us to ]oin that
heavenly choir and swell that choral band,
and since he can no longer fill his place on
earth, we hold a place for him in our memory
forever.
Ida M. Pbbt,
Laura Stinson,
Louisa Bryant,
Committee.
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F. N. Johnson and his son are building a
i stone wharf on Potato island, where they

was

and homelike place

colonial kitchen, with ita great open

Thanksgiving
week with all the cbeerfnl buatle of preparation tor the coming holiday.
The heart of the kitchen waa ita fireplace, and as the New England festival
drew near, there waa apeclal light and

spring.

A sociable

Point to Lewiston Journal ]

cheerful

a

fireplace, glowed

L.

Seagirt grange met Saturday evening,
a

j

oecome

comparatively few places

Nrwhall

Always
the

Leander Rich has sold his house to O.
Milan.
Mr. Rich will build in the

Sim.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.
with

a

In
the United States where a bant results In the capture of a turkey. Those
good old days when people did not
need to consult the market price of turkey when planning their Thanksgiving
feast have gone by. and even on the
farm some thought la given to the
market price of the flue young gobbler
before It Is decided to serve him up
for the holiday dinner Instead of shipping him to the city market
But the larder of the provident farm
family is generally well filled, and perhaps less thought is directed to the
Thanksgiving dinner as to the manner
of sport and enjoyment that can be
Fowls of
obtained out of the day.
some kind are always to be found In
abundance about the barnyard, and
the preparations for the dinner require but little time once when a decision is made ns to what the menu
Bhall consist of. And "butchering time"
has Just passed, and in the cellar or
the smoke house are plenty of possibilities that would make the mouth of
an urbanite water.
Bo thoughts turn to the field and forest for a day’s bunting.
And it seems
to be about the only day In the year
when nearly every man and boy old
enough to handle a gun goes hunting.
The farmer will let the hunters from
the city bang about all over his farm
during the early part of the season,
when game Is plenty—If It ever is—but
j he will
keep right ahead husking his
corn, baling his bay. hauling In pumpkins. etc., until Thanksgiving day
comes around. Then be gets the hunting fever.
There is no work done on Thanksgiving. It would be almost a heathenish
act not to "take the day off." do matter how urgent the farm work may be.
If there Is snow on Thanksgiving it
U a regular day In paradise for the
are

NEWS.

(C.

are

but peep Into the activities of the people on the farms and see bow they observe the holiday it would not be surprising If Just a tinge of envy should
be incurred.
Thanksgiving day on the farm is a
day of festivity and Jollification. It la
a
genuine product of enjoyment, dependent sometimes largely upon conditions of the weather and upon the natural facilities provided for enjoyment,
and It ta entirely unadulterated with
the more modern and perhaps superficial (at least from a mrallte’s viewpoint) contrivances for entertainment
It a nation
which the city affords.
can be Judged by the manner in which
its national holidays are observed the
character of the people who inhabit th^,
country ami the city can be determined
by the application of the same rale.
Probably the majority of the men
folks on the farm turn their thoughts
The
to hunting on Thanksgiving day.
instinct to go out on Thanksgiving
morning and shoot a turkey for the
holiday feast la still quite strong In the
average rurallte. although the birds

She makes it best who, looking after the
or even

think

URBANITES
have

culinary department,

not

waiter* from over was. a nest of tiny
dishes, toaster, and the little lustre mug
from which the children drank their milk.
Ctoee by were the spice mortar and spies
mill. That was never in iu place Thanks-

giving time,

OLD DISHES AND COOK [NO UTENSILS—

the only persons who
good time on Thanksgiving day. for If they coaid

they

The Woman Makes the Borne
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FIREPLACE.
need

AbsolutefrPure

suspicious,

OBSERVED
WAS
COLONIAL DAYS.

HOW

THE PART Or THE OPEN

BakingPowder

She is

DAY.

THANKSGIVING

known

as a

it was

some

extent.

Newport
ing mince

One famous

bad to make

housekeeper

Thanksgivof bear’s
meat and dried pumpkins, sweetened with
maple sugar, and her crust of corn meal.
It wss stated that her husband loyally affirmed they were the best mince pies he

ever

meat

with

a

her

filling

ate.

Massachusetts Thanksgiving
1621, the Indians brought in five deer to
the colonists for their feast. That year
At the first

in

there

also

was

beautiful birds of “gold and
purple bronse” were at first plentiful
everywhere and of great weight, far larger
than

the

domestic

turkeys

of

to-day.

flocks that year, from 100
to 300, and weighed from thirty to forty

They

came

pounds.
pounds.

in

One

of

weighed

them

sixty

William Penn wrote that those

was

cold

or

indicated

as

by

dislike
tbe

or

portant

neglected.

is

accomplishment

an

If

handshaker he

a

man

is not

clearer

is

expression of
hand-shaking

face. The art of
cultivated, and it

the eyes
may be

a

which conveys

man

indifference

plainly

is not

s

to°

‘m*

to

be

uatursl

if
wasting his time
be studies to

by observation and practice
improve himself.
Some
a

constitutionally afflicted

men are

dabby handshake. They pass
flipper which resembles nothing

with

These

and

man

“great store of wild tur-

keys”.

no

a

out
**°

or »
glove stuffed with mush
cold fish. It is a misfortune which should
be overcome, or else the habit of shaking

much

«s a

dropped. It is a
imhandicap, and leaves a disagreeable
be unpression on tbe sbakee which may
just to the shaker.
he
The practice of shaking hands may
be
overdone. Many men do not care to
greeted that way in the casual acquainttransanceship which occasional business
do
hands should be

weighing thirty pounds sold for a shilling
only.
! food well w ithin the glowing oven.
They were shy and fled from the white
Great-grandmother sprinkled the peel roan, and in 1690 were rarely shot near the
with meal, placed huge heaps of dough
New England coast.
actions bring about, but when you
upon it, and then, by deft twiat, they were
Not much tin was used In those days. shake, shake as though you meant it- 10
thrown on the cabbage or oak leaves. Governor
Winthrop had a few tin plates, these days of keen competition the inWhen the colonial maid married she albat tin pails were not made then.
The fluence of the cordial, meaning handshake
ways bad one of these bread peels among pails in use were without bfila, but sticks
cannot’ be overlooked. Observe, study,
her wedding gifts. It was a good luck were thrust
through little ears on the sidei practice, use tael, and then shake rightshovel and showed that all manner of good and so
they were carried. In the Longthings would come her way.
In the Thanksgiving bustle, the dresser
and its shelves were not forgotten.
Cfcrefully wiped and dusted, its contents of
pewter and earthernware shone bright in
the firelight; for the colonial dame was a
perfect housekeeper, never neglected her
work, no matter how busy she might be.
The dresser stood on one side the kitchen
and was the pride of the housewife’s heart,
bhe did not stint in dusting-cloths, and
one of the duties of the girls of the
family

fellow kitchen is
then

used,

seen some

but this is

of

a

of the tinware
later date

much

first seen in this country.
Puritan housekeepers were enemies of

than the

dirt, and beside the furniture,
cooking utensils, when possible,
set up

even

the

were

well

on legs, to avoid dust gatheriug
underneath. All the furniture was made
in this cleanly fashion, and in the Longfellow kitchen one sees the plate warmer
cloae to the fireplace, standing in substantial fashion upon its legs. Not all colonial
when the Thanksgiving baking was
on, families had these plate warmers, but
was to dust carefully the dresser and ita
among thoae who could afford the luxury
contents, and the high mantel with its
they were quite common. In time, the logs
candle moulds and all the little
things grew shorter, but the first ones were made
that found refuge in this safe section of w ith three
legs of generous length.
the kitchen. On the Longfellow mantel
Pots and kettles, gridirons and skillets
one sees the article#
usually found in such bad legs, and one can see wby|with the old
a place.
The candle-moulds and japanned
fireplace this was necessary, especially at

Mother*a Cookies.
sod a
One cup butter, quarter teaapoonfui
o
dissolved in boiling water, two cups
one
nutmeg, three egg*
augur,

teaspoouful

roll out.

Try

dour
well beaten, half teaspoonful cloves,
to
to make soft dough Just stiff enough
two cups to

begin

wit

in roun
working it in gradually. Cut
top
cakes, stick a raisin or current in the
of each and bake quickly.

Molasses Cookies.
cloves,
cup butter, one teaspoonful
tablespoonfui
two cope molasses, one
8tl
Sufficient flour to make
ginger.
the ban
with
Mold
not
dough.
batter,
a steady
into small cakes, and bake in
rather than
oven, as they are apt
One

quick

burn.

